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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

January – March 2012 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues  
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth  

Consumer 

Court and Legal Decisions 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Cultural 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Elderly-Seniors-Retirement 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Housing 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation 
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC 4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials.  The Channel 4 News Conference 
also airs on Sundays at 11:35pm. 

 
NBC 4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC 4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC 4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NonStop News: LA 7:00pm – 8:00pm Monday-Friday 4.2 

NBC 4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC 4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC 4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

Channel 4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC 4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Sunday 4.1 

Channel 4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC 4 News Conference 11:35pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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0:53 1/1/12 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters Breaking news coverage of a house fire in South Los Angeles 

0:21 1/4/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

check this out! a stolen car ended up on the roof of a house in 
fresno early this morning! police say the suspect was speeding 
when he hit a mound of dirt... then a tree stump and that sent the 
car airborne! no one in the house was hurt! the suspect was found 
**sobbing** and laying near-by. he was arrested. 

0:29 1/4/12 11:23p Accidents and 
Disasters 

it appears the 2012 reno air races will go on as planned! this 
according to the "air racing association." you may recall...a few 
months ago.... a world war two p-51 mustang crashed into 
spectators killing eleven people and injuring more than seventy 
others. race officials say they are working with experts to ensure the 
safety of this year's competition. the national transportation safety 
board is schedule to hold a hearing on air race safety next week. 

1:17 1/6/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

live at 11! sepulveda boulevard remains closed ..... after a major 
accident.... involving several cars!  jeff schwedock is live in 
newschopper 4. jeff, when is the road expected to reopen? 

0:26 1/6/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and new at 11... one firefighter suffered minor injuries tonight while 
fighting a large house fire in sherman oaks.  an armenian family 
was celebrating christmas tonight when their tree caught fire around 
seven p-m... firefighters arrived to flames burning on the second 
floor. the fire then quickly spread to the attic. it burned for more than 
an hour -- before firefighters finally got it under control. no one else 
was injured. armenians traditionally celebrate christmas on january 
6th. 

2:14 1/9/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 'warm'.. 'dry'.. 'windy' january... and... tonight... this... is the result. 
a scary brush fire... within 'view'... of homes but... it ran into some 
'determined' firefighters... 'and' a wall of water.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
lucy noland... in for chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  and... we 
are a long way from brush fire season... or at least, our traditional 
brush fire season! but tonight... that fire burned quickly through 
about 35 acres in rancho palos verdes... fortunately...the winds 
were blowing... away from homes!  the fire was first reported tonight 
in the six thousand block of "chart" drive... in the city of rancho 
palos verdes. n-b-c four's kim baldonado is live near the scene... 
kim! 

0:25 1/10/12 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video tonight... from one of our viewers... of a fire... that broke 
out... early this morning... on the grounds of the..."l-d-s los angeles 
temple"... in "westwood." the fire destroyed a building... under 
construction. the temple itself... was not damaged. the city's "house 
of worship task force" was called in... because the fire broke out... 
on church property. the "los angeles temple" is the second-largest 
'mormon temple'... in the country. 

1:11 1/12/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight! fire at a mortuary in gardena! and we're hearing reports....it 
could be arson! it's a developing story tonight at 11.  good evening... 
i'm colleen williams. and... i'm lucy noland... in for chuck henry.  this 
fire broke-out... a few hours ago... at "mcmillan and mccormick 
mortuary"... on "vermont" and "163rd street." several 'dozen' 
firefighters raced... to the 'two alarm blaze.' an interesting note... 
'arson' investigators tell us... 'they' think this fire 'started'... after 
someone lit a 'christmas tree' on fire... right outside the building. jeff 
schwedock is live in "newschopper 4." jeff... what else have you 
heard? 
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0:35 1/13/12 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

newport beach police say... they were on the "balboa island" ferry... 
when the driver of a 'second' vehicle... struck the minivan... pushing 
it 'over' the edge. the second vehicle... almost went in... as well. 
witnesses say... the parents and their two children... both in booster 
seats... got out... 'just' in time. tonight... "newport beach" police 
say... they arranged a 'second' rental car... for the family. so... they 
can continue on... with their vacation. 

0:29 1/16/12 11:03p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we have a developing story tonight in agoura hills!  this is a live 
picture from newschopper four... over a fire at an industrial complex 
on derry avenue. more than 150 firefighters were called to the 
scene just before 9:30 tonight.  this is what it looked like just a short 
time ago... we're told the fire damaged or threatened several 
businesses... including some type of storage facility. so far... no 
injuries and no reason for the cause of this fire. 

0:32 1/17/12 11:03p Accidents and 
Disasters 

tonight... warning signs are up again! advising people to stay out of 
the ocean... because of a sewage spill.  advisories have been 
posted along the beach from topsail street in venice... to the culver 
storm drain at dockweiler state beach... in the marina del rey area.  
the department of public health says about five thousand gallons of 
sewage spilled into the ocean at centinela creek. the advisory will 
be in effect until at least four p-m on thursday... and that time... will 
depend on the test results from the bacteria levels in the ocean. 

0:43 1/19/12 11:03p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news right now from reno!  tonight... a fast-moving wildfire 
has forced the evacuation of roughly 10-thousand people. the fire is 
fueled by 80-mile an hour winds.... and is nowhere close to being 
contained. late tonight we learned that one person has died in the 
fire. at least 20 homes have been destroyed. the blaze broke out 
earlier today ... and quickly grew to five square miles... in just a few 
hours. the governor of nevada has declared a state of emergency. 
additional fire crews are expected to arrive in the a few hours. we'll, 
of course will continue to watch this developing story.. 

0:50 1/19/12 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight... a bay area man is in big trouble... after managing to drive 
his suv... right into san francisco's muni subway system!  police say 
early this morning... the man drove his s-u-v into an underground 
subway tunnel... in san francisco. the tracks were so badly 
damaged... they had to shut down the system... and bring in buses 
to get commuters where they were going. but police say they're just 
glad he didn't cause a train accident! police arrested him suspicion 
of driving under the influence.  police say the driver had a clean 
driving record.... up til now! 

0:27 1/20/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and in reno today... a man came forward and admitted he's the one 
who started this huge wildfire we've been telling you about! the man 
told fire officials it started when he threw out some ashes from his 
fireplace. but he says it was an accident... and he's extremely sorry. 
the fire has destroyed 29 homes and burned more than three-
thousand acres since yesterday afternoon. the district attorney will 
now decide if the man should face charges. 

1:18 1/23/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news tonight in orange county! a car crashed into a 
government building! apparently... it was deliberate! and what 
happeneded next... brought hazmat and the bomb squad to the 
scene!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  
now let's go to that breaking news in the city of orange! alex calder 
is live in newschopper four above the scene! alex... what's 
happening?? 
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1:58 1/23/12 11:08p Accidents and 
Disasters 

members of a texas family are back home tonight... after a 
sightseeing flight turned into a terrifying situation.. it happened last 
week when the engine on a small open air seaplane, suddenly quit. 

0:35 1/23/12 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters breaking news coverage of an accident on the 91 freeway. 

0:58 1/23/12 11:14p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we have some amazing video tonight of a man who was buried 
alive by an avalanche... and then saved by his ...friends...who didn't 
panic...!!  this happened yesterday near seattle, washington... a wall 
of snow quickly hit these snowmobile riders... and one of them was 
covered by the snow!! fortunately for him... his friends raced to the 
scene... and quickly exposed his head so he could breathe!!  it was 
a close call for sure... but as you could see... the man who was 
buried in snow .. john swanson... is doing just fine!! and he has an 
amazing story to tell. 

0:48 1/24/12 11:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

now to the inland empire! a little boy... who survived a vicious dog 
attack... is sharing his story tonight!  six-year-old rubin juarez junior 
is back home with his family in moreno valley. this morning... a bull 
mastiff escaped from a neighbor's yard... and bit off part of the 
child's ear. his mother tried to help... and the dog attacked her as 
well. both were taken to the hospital... as animal control arrived to 
capture the dog.  the mother was treated for bites to her back. 
animal control says the dog will be euthanized within ten days. 

0:56 1/30/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and cal-osha is investigating an unusual industrial accident tonight 
at a 60 foot tall silo in boyle heights... that holds baking flour. 
witnesses said the cover of the silo literally blew off the top... and 
traveled about 150 feet!! fortunately, nobody was in the path of the 
cover... and nobody was hurt.  tonight we are hearing what it was 
like to be caught in one of the worst highways accidents in years. a 
dangerous stretch of interstate 75 in central florida a 16 vehicle pile 
up in heavy fog and smoke that killed 10 people.  today lots of 
people were asking... why this stretch of highway in florida.. was 
allowed to remain open yesterday... after heavy fog and smoke from 
a brush fire caused a three car pile-up. this was the eventual 
result... drivers calling 911 terrified... and trapped in a colossal and 
growing chain reaction crash.  firefighters were still on the scene 
today.. and the ntsb is investigating 

0:29 1/30/12 11:13p Accidents and 
Disasters 

the pilot of this single engine plane was killed this morning... when 
the propeller of the plane struck him in the head. it happened at 
gillespie field.. which is the small, general aviation airport in el 
cajon... near san diego. officials believe the plane had stalled out... 
and the pilot left the cockpit to try and manually re-start the engine.  
that practice... sometimes called "hot propping"... can be very 
dangerous.. and investigators think that may have contributed to 
today's deadly accident. 

0:23 1/31/12 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

another breaking story right now.... this one on the 405! this deadly 
crash happened about two hours ago in west l-a... near the santa 
monica boulevard exit. we've been told one person died. this crash 
has led to a massive traffic backup in the southbound lanes of the 
405. we'll keep an eye on this... and bring you any new 
developments. 

2:08 1/31/12 11:10p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news in tarzana! alex calder in newschopper 4's ... over 
the scene! alex, what do you have? 
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0:32 2/1/12 11:23p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters in northern california rescued a man from a muddy 
trench tonight. the man was doing some home improvement work 
near antioch... when he fell in and was buried up to his neck. people 
who saw what happened tried to pull him out... but a 9-1-1 
dispatcher told them it was too dangerous... and they should wait 
for emergency crews. three hours later... firefighters pulled the man 
to safety.  firefighters say he was conscious and alert... and is now 
recovering at a hospital. 

0:15 2/7/12 11:24p Accidents and 
Disasters 

look at this! a motorcycle mishap... caught on video! this stunt 
rider... fell 25-feet... after he accidentally hit a "guide" wire... at a 
circus in michigan. he broke several bones... but he is expected to 
be okay. 

1:26 2/14/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and we're starting tonight with breaking news! *two* major power 
outages that have been affecting thousands of people! alex calder 
is live in newschopper four above huntington beach. alex! 

0:29 2/15/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

now to a developing story tonight... two firefighters were injured 
during a fire in van nuys...the smoke from this one hat could be 
seen through out the san fernando valley.  the fire broke out around 
five p-m... it was quickly classified as a major emergency structure 
fire... 120 fire fire fighters were called out on this one. for a time, the 
roof was in danger of collapsing. the two firefighters were taken to 
the hospital with minor injuries no one else was hurt... and the fire 
was knocked down in about two hours... 

0:26 2/16/12 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a big scare for construction workers at the world trade center. 
construction was stopped... because cable on a crane ...snapped 
earlier today. thousands of pounds of steel fell 40-stories... and 
smashed a flatbed truck. luckily... nobody was hurt... but the crane 
operator was shaken-up. the accident happened inside the 
construction zone... at *four world trade center. 

0:44 2/17/12 11:06p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and... a terrible accident on a commercial set in elysian park today... 
a stunt man was badly burned... while shooting a spot for mountain 
dew.  it happened this afternoon near dodger stadium. firefighters 
say the 28-year-old man was burned as he was swinging from a 
crane... during the filming of the commercial. investigators say 
explosive powder misfired... and a device meant to protect the 
stuntman... didn't work.  the stuntman was taken to the hospital in 
critical condition. at this point... his name hasn't been released. 

0:22 2/17/12 11:24p Accidents and 
Disasters 

eight passengers got into serious trouble today when their yacht 
tipped over on its side... while sailing in rough waters in the aegean 
sea. then greek air force helicopters arrived on the scene... they 
found the passengers... wearing life vests.... standing on a side 
deck. despite heavy winds... rescuers were lowered down... and 
then able to lift passengers out... and fly them to safety... 

1:37 2/20/12 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an avalanche in washington state this past weekend... swept three 
expert skiers a quarter mile down a mountain to their death. a fourth 
survived... not because she was able to out run the wall of snow... 
but because of what she was wearing and the others were not.  and 
a snowboarder was killed yesterday in yet another... separate 
avalanche... also in washington state... 
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1:56 2/21/12 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a developing story tonight! a pregnant woman is rushed to the 
hospital... after a car slams into a restaurant!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  the pregnant woman was 
pinned under the car....for a time... after a driver lost control and 
smashed through the front door of a pizza restaurant in echo park...  
nbc4's kim baldonado is live outside the restaurant with this 
developing story! 

1:55 2/22/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

several people are still in the hospital tonight after they were hit by a 
car that slammed into a bus stop along the 110 freeway.  the car hit 
a metro silver line platform on the northbound harbor freeway... 
under the century freeway... nbc4's kim baldonado has beeb out 
their covering the story for us since it happened. kim... 

0:43 2/23/12 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we've learned that one of seven marines who died during a 
helicopter training exercise in the desert... had ties to the inland 
empire.  two helicopters collided last night while flying in the yuma 
training range near the chocolate mountains... along the california-
arizona border.  family members have identified 33-year-old justin 
everett as one of the victims. he grew up in fresno... but had been 
living with family in riverside county. a scorched stretch of desert 
marks the spot where the choppers hit the ground. six of the 
marines who died were from camp pendleton. the other was 
stationed in yuma. the military will not officially release their 
names... until all the families have been notified. the cause of the 
crash is under investigation. 

0:30 3/1/12 11:13p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we just got word that a skier... trapped earlier today in a 
avalanche.... has died. it happened this afternoon at the "alpine 
meadows" ski resort near lake tahoe. the victim's friends... were 
able to escape the wall of snow... and alert authorities.  rescue 
crews think the skiiers probably caused the avalanche by 
attempting to ski a back county area.... where there is no avalance 
control. 

0:15 3/2/12 11:11p Accidents and 
Disasters 

in "el sereno"... a car crash at a gas station... left a 'charred' mess. 
"l-a" firefighters got the call... just after four this afternoon. an 's-u-
v'... 'car'... and 'awning' caught fire. firefighters say... one person 
ended up at the hospital... in fair condition. 

2:08 3/5/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news... a fast moving fire... 'inside' a recording studio... 
right now... arson investigators are on the scene...  and so is "nbc 
4's" beverly white... live in hollywood ... with the damage... beverly... 
how bad is it? 

0:20 3/5/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

the body of a missing hiker... recovered tonight... from an area near 
"switzer falls campground" in the "angeles national forest." '76 year" 
old "henry derusha" disappeared on "friday." search and rescue 
crews found his body... late this afternoon. "derusha" was well 
known in the "echo park" and "silver lake areas." 

0:16 3/6/12 11:04p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and... 'more' breaking news... right now...  a brush fire is burning 
tonight... in the city of "ventura"... at "emma wood state beach." the 
blaze has burned less than 10 acres... and... the winds haven't 
helped. firefighters are taking no chances... hurrying to contain it. 
the cause... not yet known. 

0:24 3/6/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

this is the mobile home where a woman was killed by a blast from a 
homemade cannon! investigators say her boyfriend, who's been 
arrested, loaded the cannon with gun powder from fireworks... and 
apparently fired it at the mobile home. the woman was found 
inside... she died of shrapnel wounds. 
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0:17 3/8/12 11:02p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and new information just in... after a 4-year old westchester girl died 
this evening. she was found hanging by a scarf in her closet. the 
child was unconscious... and rushed to the hospital... but it was too 
late. police are calling this a "tragic accident." 

0:15 3/8/12 11:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

and it turns out tonight, a series of fires that broke out within an hour 
of each other this afternoon...were *not* arson. and investigators 
say all four were unrelated. the fires were all in a residential area of 
la puente. 

0:53 3/8/12 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

ever drive next to one of those big rigs hauling 'logs'... and feel a 
little uneasy? well... a mississippi couple says they are 'so' lucky to 
be here still... after logs came crashing off one of those trucks... on 
a highway. one log smashed... right through their van's front 
window.  unbelievable photos... the truck collided... with a car... 
cutting the logs loose. they flew across the median... into oncoming 
traffic... 'smashing' right into the van. survivor "joseph gale" says... 
it's a miracle he's not dead.  gale had to have surgery... to repair a 
broken arm. his wife... who was driving the car... got '29 stitches' in 
her head. both of them... though... should make a full recovery. 

0:25 3/9/12 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera... a car... spinning out of control... over and over 
again... in loops... 'running over'... its '83-year' old driver.  witnesses 
say "gilda bartlett" was hit... as she got out of her car... to pick up... 
her mail. she apparently... popped her gear shift... into reverse... 
instead of park. emergency crews finally pulled bartlett to safety. her 
head has a severe cut... but she's expected to recover. 

1:26 3/13/12 11:09p Accidents and 
Disasters 

tonight... twin girls who were hit by a car today near their middle 
school... are still being treated for their injuries.  it happened after 
school today at the corner of moorpark and colfax in studio city... 
near walter reed middle school. witnesses were horrified by what 
they saw... nbc four's kim baldonado has their reaction... 

0:18 3/19/12 11:05p Accidents and 
Disasters 

a tree came crashing down on a santa ana street today... trapping a 
woman and a child. it happened this afternoon... inches from a bus 
stop where school kids... had just been dropped off. investigators 
say a 60 year-old woman and 10 year-old girl were hurt... it wasn't 
raining and not very windy... so it's still not clear why the tree fell 
over. 

0:19 3/19/12 11:07p Accidents and 
Disasters 

in san diego tonight... a fire broke out on a boat at the mission bay 
yacht club... and it quickly spread to four other boats... it started 
around 9:15... firefighters rushed in and went to work on the fires... 
nobody was hurt... 

0:24 3/21/12 6:18a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a gas station security camera in miami caught the moment when a 
driver slammed into a pump!  that triggered an explosion and fire at 
the station, sending everyone running. according to witnesses, a 
woman got impatient while waiting for a gas pump so she swerved 
in front of a yellow hummer which was next in line. but she 
apparently lost control of her car and slammed into the pump. 
fortunately.. no one was hurt. 

0:23 3/21/12 11:23p Accidents and 
Disasters 

we have video tonight of a very scary incident yesterday at a gas 
station in miami beach... when a jeep slammed into a pump!  gas 
station security video shows a jeep cutting in front of a hummer... 
then the driver slammed into a pump and it burst into huge flames! 
witnesses said the driver was impatient, trying to beat the hummer 
to the pump. amazingly, nobody was hurt. 

0:59 3/26/12 11:00p Accidents and 
Disasters 

breaking news... a mansion fire in malibu sends somebody to the 
hospital.  alex calder in newschopper 4 is live over the scene... alex! 
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2:08 3/26/12 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman driving in that storm we had over the weekend loses 
control and plunges down a steep embankment... she was trapped 
there overnight... her white truck...hard to even find...in the 
snow...but this morning... she was spoted and finally rescued...  it 
happened at mile marker ten on the snowy angeles crest highway. 
nbc4's kim baldonado is live in pasadena... where the woman is 
now hospitalized. kim! 

0:16 3/26/12 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now in simi valley... a deadly accident involving a metrolink 
train...  the train hit and killed the victim along the tracks near 
cochran and madera. investigators are trying to figure out... why it 
happened. the train was headed from l-a to ventura. 

0:42 3/28/12 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we've been telling you about the wildfires in colorado... and 
tonight... we have cell phone video showing a family that barely 
escaped the flames!  posted on "youtube"... frightened children can 
be heard in the background... as their father drives through thick 
smoke. colorado's governor today suspended "prescribed burns"... 
like the one that caused this wildfire near denver. 

0:34 1/3/12 11:23p Business & 
Industry 

a big change for the landmark las vegas hilton! it has changed its 
name!  starting today, the hotel is now called the "las vegas hotel 
and casino." and that's not the only big casino news! the m-g-m 
grand ended its famous lion exhibit in its casino at the end of the 
year... no word yet on what will be built in its place... but the lions, 
will go to a ranch in nevada. for years, visitors could stand in the 
casino... and watch the lions playing in a huge enclosure. 

0:24 1/5/12 11:24p 
Business & 

Industry 

apple is reportedly going after a company in china!... over a steve 
jobs action doll!!!  the action figure looks a lot like the former apple 
c-e-o... and that is the problem. apple says it owns the rights to the 
likeness of its legendary founder. but the manufacturer says the doll 
is okay... since it doesn't include any actual apple products. the doll 
was set to sell for 99 dollars... plus shipping... 

2:45 1/6/12 11:15p 
Business & 

Industry 

the music box... near the intersection of hollywood boulevard... and 
north gower street... has been a fixture there for nearly a century.  
so... new at eleven tonight! angie crouch live in hollywood with the 
details! angie. 

0:21 1/10/12 11:33p Business & 
Industry 

you won't see reality star kim kardashian on a super bowl ad for 
skechers this year! she's been replaced by a dog... a french bulldog! 
skechers executives say kardashian's recent divorce... had 'nothing' 
to do with the move. they say the change... is part of an overall 
'marketing shift.' you can catch the new ad... during the super 
bowl... which airs february 5th on nbc4. 

0:36 1/13/12 11:23p 
Business & 

Industry 

target will soon be stocking limited collections of dresses, handbags 
and scarves by the young designer made famous by michele 
obama. in may... the store will launch what's being called... "the 
shops at target"... a series of small boutique shops and partnerships 
with designers... and... target is also launching a partnership with 
apple! stocking iphones, ipads and other apple products.  by adding 
apple products some business analysts believe it could help the 
retailer attract more male customers and give it a much-needed 
shot in the arm in the electronics category. 

0:26 1/16/12 11:23p Business & 
Industry 

a company that was marketing a steve jobs doll has announced that 
it will take it ...off the market... out of respect for the his family.  
maybe you've seen the ads... the company came up with a 
depiction of the apple co-founder. but apple and the his family 
members don't like it. so the company called "in icons"... announced 
over the weekend that it's dropping the idea. it says anyone who 
has already ordered the doll... will get a refund. 
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2:29 1/18/12 11:12p Business & 
Industry 

new tonight at eleven!! something to fantasize about!  what's the 
most fabulous luxury hotel in the nation?? well a survey of millions 
of travelers who actually stay in places like that... has picked this 
local hotel as one of the top five nationwide and number one in la!  
nbc4's kim baldonado is live at the montage in beverly hills!! kim... 

0:24 1/19/12 11:09p 
Business & 

Industry 

and here is some encouraging news for the american auto industry! 
new sales numbers show g-m is once again the world's number one 
car-maker!!  the company sold nine million cars worldwide last year. 
that's up nearly eight percent from 2010... and it was more than any 
other car-maker. toyota, which had overtaken g-m, slipped to third.. 
with volkswagen taking over second place! 

2:43 1/23/12 11:15p Business & 
Industry 

sip... or swig. pretty soon... some starbucks here in southern 
california will be giving you the option of coffee... tea... or an 
alcoholic beverage.  live at eleven... what customers are saying 
about the popular coffee chain serving beer and wine! robert 
kovacik is live at a starbucks in studio city. robert. 

2:23 1/26/12 11:06p Business & 
Industry 

so, as we wait for tomorrows windstorm! in temple city tonight there 
was a hearing on the much critized responce by southern california 
edison to the big wind storm we had last fall in the san garbriel 
valley...  nbc4's angie crouch is in temple city... angie... 

0:34 1/27/12 11:22p Business & 
Industry 

there are strong indications tonight that facebook... the world's 
largest social networking site... could file papers to go public as 
early as next week!!  even if the company files paperwork next 
week.. it would be three or four months before you could actually 
buy stock in facebook. insiders guess the company will be valued at 
75 to 100 billion dollars!! that would put the eight-year old 
company's value right up there with big long-established companies 
like mcdonalds.. citigroup.. and bank of america. 

0:28 1/30/12 11:13p Business & 
Industry 

one of the founders of the pinkberry yogurt chain pleaded not guilty 
today to felony assault charges... he's accused of beating up a 
homeless man.  the judge also modified the 60-thousand dollar bail 
agreement... so 47-year-old "young lee" can travel to his native 
south korea next month. police say lee and another man used a tire 
iron to beat a homeless man last june... lee's lawyer says his client 
looks forward to clearing his name. 

0:23 1/30/12 11:14p Business & 
Industry 

and... carnival cruise lines has confirmed a sharp drop in business 
since the deadly wreck of the "costa concordia" earlier this month 
off the coast of italy. carnival... which owns the ship... told the 
securities and exchange commission that it expects profits to suffer 
by 155 to 175 million dollars this year. but carnival told the s-e-c it 
does not expect this problem to last... long term. 

0:34 1/31/12 11:05p 
Business & 

Industry 

burbank residents rallied outside their city hall tonight to protest 
plans for a new walmart.  the retail giant plans to build a store in the 
empire shopping center. but those against the plan... believe the 
new store would be in violation of city zoning laws.  opponents also 
say the new walmart would put smaller, local stores out of business. 
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2:23 1/31/12 11:08p Business & 
Industry 

tonight nbc news has confirmed that facebook is set to file papers 
tomorrow... taking the first step to become a publicly traded 
company... what does that mean if you use facebook... and is it a 
good deal???  nbc4's kim baldonado... in the newsroom with 
details. kim...  this is a company that plans to quadruple its staff in 
the next 2 years. by going public, facebook is expected to raise ten 
billion dollars to help the company grow, but the question tonight is 
how much will the shares go for...and will the average investor have 
a shot?  the l-a times is reporting on its website tonight that 
facebook may set aside a small portion of the i-p-o shares for small 
investors as a public relations move. 

0:56 2/1/12 11:13p 
Business & 

Industry 

tonight.. honda says it will appeal a decision ! a los angeles woman 
sued honda in small claims court... and won!!  heather peters was 
awarded close to ten thousand dollars... after successfully arguing 
that her honda hybrid didn't come close to its advertised 50 miles 
per gallon mileage rating. she says she went to small claims court 
because she didn't like a proposed class action settlement... and 
she thinks other honda owners should do the same!!  if she had 
gone along with the settlement... peters says she only would have 
gotten a few hundred dollars. honda issued a one sentence 
statement saying the company disagreed with the decision... and 
planned to appeal. 

0:49 2/1/12 11:14p Business & 
Industry 

it looks like a smaller west hollywood pet store has won a billboard 
battle against a very large competitor.  right above the "healthy 
spot"... is a giant billboard for petsmart! it popped up this week... 
just as the healthy spot was celebrating its two-year anniversary. 
the store took to facebook... where it got an outpouring of support 
from fans... and petsmart apparently changed its mind.  healthy spot 
fans said it was a matter of the big guy picking on the little guy... 
but... a petsmart spokesperson says the billboard was strictly a 
business decision... based on all the traffic on santa monica 
boulevard. 

0:39 2/3/12 11:24p Business & 
Industry 

the man who sparked a fashion frenzy when first lady michelle 
obama wore one of his gowns to the inaugural balls of 2009... is 
now taking his high end brand to target.  'jason wu' launches his line 
on sunday... both in-store and online... the 50 piece collection of 
apparel and accessories... will sell for 20 to 60 dollars per piece... 
and they will be available until march 6th. the last time target 
brought in a high end designer... missoni... so many people hit the 
store's website...it crashed! but the company says it's better 
prepared this time around. 

0:28 2/15/12 11:17p Business & 
Industry 

tropicana orange juice is getting slimmed a bit!  pepsi-co... the 
company that makes tropicana... says that some people were 
already adding water in order to get a lower calorie drink... so then 
executives decided to add the water themselves... to a product 
would contain only 42% orange juice... whatever the change... you 
will always know what your're getting... thanks to strict f-d-a juice 
labeling guidelines. 

0:32 2/20/12 11:23p 
Business & 

Industry 

and tonight we have new pictures of what could be the much 
anticipated i-pad three. they were leaked today on the internet. if 
they're real... the new pictures corroborate what many techies 
suspected... an eight pixel rear camera... with better battery life than 
the ipad two. rumors have been floating around the last few 
weeks... about apple releasing the new model in march. the third 
generation device is expected to look like the i-pad two... but with a 
faster processor. 
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0:48 2/21/12 11:08p 
Business & 

Industry 

would you want a walmart in your neighborhood... it seems some 
burbank residents don't like the idea. more than 100 protested 
...outside the burbank city hall tonight..to let their opposition be 
known.  they wanted the city council members to know how they 
felt. walmart bought the former home of "the great indoors" at the 
empire center. residential groups say they don't want the added 
congestion... but business leaders want the revenue a walmart 
could bring.  burbank city officials say walmart meets all zoning 
regulations... and that little can be done to prevent the move. 

0:34 2/24/12 11:22p Business & 
Industry 

a nike release party turned so rowdy police in riot gear showed-up. 
it all went down at a mall in orlando. the unruly crowd turned out for 
the party to mark the release of the glow-in-the dark limited edition... 
"foam-posite galaxies." the sneakers cost 220-dollars. despite the 
dramatic scene... police say no arrests were made. hundreds of 
people waited in line for days to get the shoes. 

2:11 2/29/12 11:02p 
Business & 

Industry 

and... it's a clipper controversy! he's been a super fan through all 
the bad times... and now wants to be a fan through the good times 
as well. but tonight... it seems that clipper darrell... has suddenly 
been benched!  the team wants darrell.... to drop the "clipper" 
part...from his name!! but there's much more to the story...  fred is 
live in the newsroom... to tell us what led to all this! fred!  say it ain't 
so.. he was the clippers number one fan.. he was their unofficial 
mascot.. and now according to the clippers.. he's a fraud.. no more 
clipper darrell..  i talked with darrell bailey the former clipper darrell 
and he was supposed to come down here this afternoon.. didn't 
show and when i talked to him again he told me he had hired a p-r 
firm and an attorney and will be willing to speak tomorrow.. for now 
clipper darrel is on the bench.. later, drinking, drugs and problems 
with the ucla basketball team.. 

0:22 3/2/12 11:22p Business & 
Industry 

tonight... "continental airlines" will join the likes of "pan american" 
and "eastern"... as 'former' carriers. "contininental" operations... shut 
down tonight... at l-a-x... after the last flight out. the airline has now 
merged with united. and... if you're flying out sometime soon... on a 
ticket you bought from "continental"... don't head to "terminal six"... 
"united" is handling everything at "terminal seven." 

0:20 3/2/12 11:23p Business & 
Industry 

a new line of saint patrick's day clothing is making some irish 
americans angry. urban outfitters put together shirts and hats with 
slogans like ... irish, i was drunk... and... i'm a drinker not a fighter. a 
congressional ad hoc committee on irish affairs has asked urban 
outfitters to drop the line. so far it apparently hasn't worked... the 
clothes are still available on their web site. 

0:37 3/2/12 11:23p Business & 
Industry 

midnight is rapidly approaching... and if you have a hankering for a 
cupcake to fulfill those late-night munchies you're usually out of 
luck... but.. no longer... thanks to a handy "a-c-m"... that's 
"automated cupcake machine."  sprinkles cupcakes is setting up 
this 'pink' colored cupcake automat... next to its bakery... in "beverly 
hills." you can choose from 'eight'... or so... popular flavors. the 
cakes are individually packaged and cost about four dollars. the first 
machine... is expected to start dispensing cupcakes... within the 
next two weeks. 
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0:47 3/5/12 11:07p 
Business & 

Industry 

rush limbaugh has again apologized... to a "georgetown law" 
student... last week... during his radio show... "limbaugh" called 
"sandra fluke"... a "prostitute" and a slur... that was much stronger. 
today... "limbaugh" said... he chose the 'wrong' words... and did not 
mean a 'personal' attack.  fluke says the apology changes nothing... 
and... the public needs to decide... whether to support 'advertisers' 
who are staying with "limbaugh." "a-o-l" is now the eighth 
advertiser... to pull 'commercials'... from his radio show. 

0:25 3/5/12 11:18p Business & 
Industry 

tonight one fashion designer is making a claim... that if true... could 
rock the entire industry..  designer nicole farhi... is claiming that 
celebrities are paid tens of thousands of dollars to sit in the first row 
of fashion shows... and that she says puts more interest being paid 
to the stars... instead of the clothes. she say it's unprofessional and 
stupid. 

0:27 3/5/12 11:24p 
Business & 

Industry 

ready for this... to celebrate its grand opening... the new "99-cent 
store"... in "orange" this thursday...  ...it's selling "22-inch flat screen 
l-c-d" televisions... to the 'first' nine customers... for 99-cents. then... 
the next 99-customers will be able to buy "scooters" for 99-cents. 
that new store... is on "south tustin"... in orange. doors open at eight 
a-m. 

1:11 3/7/12 11:06p Business & 
Industry 

at one point today there was so many pre-orders for the new i-pad 
the web site to place pre-orders was shut down for hours. this is the 
first major product launch since the death of apple founder steve 
jobs. and judging by today reponce the new c-e-o did just fine! 

0:19 3/8/12 11:23p Business & 
Industry 

on the subject of money... let us introduce you to the 'youngest 
woman'... ever... to make the "forbes magazine list of 'billionaires.' 
"sara blakely" invented "spanx." the 41-year old created the 
undergarment line... that gives you a lovely shape... under clingy 
dresses and such. "blakely" invested her life savings... 'five-
thousand' dollars... to start the company... just about a decade ago. 

0:25 3/13/12 11:23p 
Business & 

Industry 

here's a sign of the times... it's the oldest english-language 
encyclopedia... but for the first time in 200 years... encyclopaedia 
britannica won't publish a print edition..  it's going to still be available 
on-line.... encyclopaedia britannica was first published in 1768 in 
scotland. the company says it will keep selling print editions until the 
current stock runs out. 

1:41 3/14/12 11:06p Business & 
Industry 

now to the big shake-up on wall street! investment giant goldman 
sachs... defending itself after one of its executives wrote a scathing 
editorial in today's new york times... blasting the company!  late 
today.... goldman sachs told its employees in an open letter... that 
smith's claims do *not* reflect the culture of the bank. the bank also 
cited the quote: "glowing internal reviews" it has received for helping 
its clients. 

2:06 3/15/12 11:07p 
Business & 

Industry 

people are lining up at apple stores around the world... to get their 
hands on the new i-pad when it's released tomorrow morning... but 
we know of a place... where you can get get your hands on one at 
midnight! and so far... no lines!  nbc four's kim baldonado is live in 
pasadena... at place where there **are** some lines! kim... 
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0:28 3/16/12 11:10p 
Business & 

Industry 

the public broadcasting program "this american life" has had to 
retract a story from writer mike daisey… citing numerous 
fabrications… in the program daisey's describes meeting very 
young workers who put in long hours at apple factories in china… 
daisey claimed some were even poisoned by the chemicals they 
work with... but his interpreter disputed the story... and daisey now 
admits it wasn't true.. 

0:33 3/16/12 11:14p Business & 
Industry 

many of those familiar "arco" gas stations will soom disappear from 
the southern california landscape.  a spokesman for b-p ... which 
owns arco... said tonight that more that 100 arco stations will lose 
their lease... and will change over to new management. bp says the 
property owner has contracted with texas refiner tesoro 
corporation... to take over those sites. therefore... the familiar red, 
white and blue arco signs at those 100 stations... will be replaced 
over the next two years by signs that say "tesoro". 

0:27 3/19/12 11:11p Business & 
Industry 

you've probably seen patrick cox's face and know his company -- 
tax masters -- from t-v commercials...  tonight, that company has 
filed for bankruptcy protection in texas. the move comes after a 
legal challenge from state prosecutors.. who say the tax masters 
commercials are misleading for consumers. those commercials 
lately have been airing seemingly all day long on t-v, especially on 
cable. 

0:20 3/19/12 11:23p Business & 
Industry 

more changes for starbucks tonight... starbucks opened its first 
"evolution fresh juice store" today in washington. its evolution shops 
will also offer healthy options like wraps, soups, salads, vegetarian 
and vegan meals. the idea will soon spread to starbucks-owned 
stores later this year. 

0:15 3/19/12 11:32p 
Business & 

Industry 

apple, as expected, is hitting the jackpot with its new i-pad... the 
company says it's already sold three *million* of them... since they 
went on sale last friday.  and... the newest version of the i-pad is 
hot, but maybe a little too hot --- literally. c-net is reporting that 
some of the new i-pads get so overheated that they actually shut 
down. the new i-pad has a larger battery and a faster processor... 
and experts say that makes it generate more heat. 

0:32 3/21/12 6:13a Business & 
Industry 

we've been talking about it for a while. starbucks... serving alcohol 
at its coffee shops. now we know which l-a area starbucks will do it!  
this starbucks on agoura road in calabasas just applied for a license 
to sell beer and wine. the shop apparently applied for a state 
alcohol license last week. starbucks is planning on serving alcohol 
at up to six locations in southern california. a san diego county 
location also recently applied for a liquor license. there's no word on 
what brand of wine or beer they'll sell. 

0:27 3/21/12 6:45a Business & 
Industry 

welcome back. consumer reports that the new i-pad runs hot... very 
hot! in fact, the magazine's editors say the tablet hit a 116 degrees 
while plugged in and running a game. that's about 12 degrees hotter 
than the i-pad two. apple denies that there are any heat issues. but 
the company says concerned users should call "apple care" with 
questions. 

0:28 3/21/12 11:14p 
Business & 

Industry 

walmart has agreed to pay a two million dollar fine for overcharging 
its customers in california!!  the retail giant was also ordered to 
extend a program called "get it free"... where if you can show you 
were overcharged for an item... you automatically get the same item 
at no charge. the two million dollar fine is in addition to a 1.4 million 
dollar fine walmart paid the state in 2008... that was for charging 
customers more than advertised prices. 
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0:25 3/26/12 11:23p Business & 
Industry 

an 83 year old woman in new york city... is suing apple! the object 
of her anger is: the glass doors at an apple store!  the woman 
smashed her face into an ultra-clean see-through door at a store 
similar to this one. the glass doors are part of the famously post-
modern design at most apple stores. the woman suffered a broken 
nose... and now she's suing for one *million* dollars. 

2:06 2/6/12 11:15p Children & Youth  

did you see it? steven spielberg's new drama about making it on 
broadway "smash"!  tonight's "smash" premiere was full of 
broadway-caliber numbers like this one! now some local school 
kids... are living their broadway dreams... thanks in part to "smash"! 
cary berglund had a front-row seat. 

3:45 2/13/12 11:14p Children & Youth  

did you see it tonight? week two of "smash" on n-b-c... and we're 
starting to learn more about the characters... and what goes into 
building a smash hit musical!!  smash is a show about lots of things 
but especially... chasing after a dream... lolita lopez, caught up with 
a young woman who moved from l-a to new york city... and made 
her dream come true!! we'd like to say it's a "smashing" story. lolita!!  
if script could have been written about catherine ricafort's road to 
broadway it would be very similar to the show where two women 
compete for a role as marilyn monroe. but for catherine the drama 
and difficulties were real- the pursuit exhausting and the success oh 
so sweet.  catherine is originally from the phillipines and says her 
love of music comes from her family who would often burst out in 
song. her uncle is a composer and playwright. she hopes to 
continue acting and singing on broadway and maybe even record 
an album some day 

2:32 2/14/12 11:02p Children & Youth  

and at camarillo high school... there's a revolt of sorts on the girl's 
varsity soccer team! six players have quit the play-offs... because 
they say their coach is bullying them!  nbc four's jesse gary is live in 
camarillo... jesse! 

0:29 2/22/12 11:07p Children & Youth  

his comments about the girl scouts have caused an uproar... and 
tonight that indiana lawmaker is standing by his view that the girl 
scouts promote abortions and homosexuality.  indiana 
representative bob morris says girl scouts are a tactical arm of 
planned parenthood. a claim the girl scouts leadership flatly deny... 

0:49 2/23/12 11:07p Children & Youth  

anger is building tonight... over the death of a little girl -- who police 
say was forced to run for three hours as punishment from her step-
mother.  9-year old savannah hardin collapsed and died earlier this 
week in alabama. investigators say she had been forced to run in 
her yard as punishment for eating candy bars she had been given 
on a school bus. the third grader was hospitalized after suffering 
seizures... but she never recovered.  deputies say savannah's 
biological mother lives in florida... and her father was out of the 
country. the step mother and the girl's grandmother are each being 
held on half-a-million dollars bail. 

2:02 3/15/12 11:03p Children & Youth  

in "south l-a"... a lot of parents are wondering why their elementary 
school students... ended up... 'cut up' by razors. the word is... 
several students may have cut themselves... on purpose. serious 
enough... that at least one child apparently ended up... at the 
hospital.  nbc 4's angie crouch is live in "south l-a." angie... do we 
have any idea... why this happened? 
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0:40 3/16/12 11:23p Children & Youth  

the president does it... a lot of people do it at work... perhaps you 
have as well. but when an 11 year old tried to put together a march 
madness n-c-a-a basketball tournament pool at school... his bracket 
got him busted.  max kohll was sent to the principals office for 
organizing his pool... with a five dollar entry. he was told... no 
gambling in school... and not to do it again. the one other child who 
had put cash into the pool got his money back... and that was the 
end of it. by the way... max has north carolina and michigan state in 
the final. he's gone back and forth on which would win. 

4:42 1/26/12 11:12p consumer 

tonight we have an exclusive nbc4 investigation... into a tangled 
web of real estate schemes. police say it reached to the top of a 
local church and involves a former l-a-p-d officer.  ana garcia is here 
with her exclusive investigation!... ana...  there is an 89 year old 
woman in a nursing home tonight... whose house is about to be 
foreclosed and auctioned off by the bank. the family says a bishop 
at a now defunct church conned her out her money and house. and 
the family says, an lapd officer benefited from their misery.  the 
daughter sued indymac and one west for fraud, and negotiated a 
settlement of a one year extension to stay in the house, but time 
has run out. one west bank of pasadena says this loan was 
approved by indymac before the merger. one west says they were 
unaware of any fraud,are sympathetic and have tried to work with 
graham's family, but they are still foreclosing. bishop leroy dowd is 
out of prison, his location: unknown. former officer darcy greenfield 
is out on bail. her attorney did not return my calls. law enforcement 
sources tell me greenfield and dowd are currently under 
investigation by the l-a-p-d and the f-b-i on a broader case. 

0:33 1/31/12 11:24p consumer 

if you've filed your taxes early... for that refund... you're going to 
have to wait a little 'longer' than usual... for your money. the 
reason... is a new "i-r-s" computer system.  the "i-r-s" says... early 
filers will have to wait... an 'extra' week... perhaps longer than 
expected.. to see their check. the service had to install a 'new' 
computer system... designed to prevent fraud. however... if you 
have yet to file... like a lot of people... you'll get your check... in the 
normal amount of time. taxpayers who 'e-file' and use 'direct 
deposit'... usually see refunds... in 'two' to 'three' weeks. 

5:10 2/6/12 11:07p consumer 

and now tonight... an nbc4 exclusive investigation… they break your 
heart and they get your money: criminals who are infiltrating popular 
online dating websites, posing as men or women looking for love.  
investigative reporter joel grover is here to expose what authorities 
say, is a quote "tidal wave" of heartless internet crime. joel!  millions 
of people now look for love, on well known websites like match.com. 
but a growing number of those people-often smart, professional 
people--are getting scammed out of big money. one nbc4 viewer 
contacted us… just as she was about to fall into this love trap, so 
we could expose it.  in a statement to nbc4, match.com says "we 
take these issues very seriously and…we block suspected 
scammers using technology that identifies unusual communication 
patterns and suspicious photos and profiles. but, the company says, 
a few of these sophisicated criminals still slip through all our 
checks." you can read their full statement on nbcla.com. tomorrow 
at 11, our investigation continues, and we'll show you how to spot 
an online con artist, by using free, some simple tools on the 
internet. 
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3:42 2/7/12 11:14p consumer 

now... more of our nbc4 exclusive investigation... exposing criminals 
who find their victims on popular internet sites like match.com, and 
then eventually.... steal their money. so how can you protect 
yourself?  how can you spot an online scammer? investigative 
reporter joel grover is here to show us... joel!  since our 
investigation began last night, we've been hearing from a lot of our 
viewers, who say they've been conned by scammers they met... on 
dating and social media websites. so now, we're going to show you 
how you can spot and expose these crooks yourself, by using a few 
free tools on the internet.  dawn even filed a report with the fbi, and 
called a local fbi office, but says she didn't hear back from them 
either. finally, match.com has put out a list of safety tips, to help you 
avoid getting scammed by people you meet online. we've put them 
on our website, nbcla.com 

3:34 2/8/12 11:15p consumer 

and... imagine being on the hook for damage to your car... that you 
didn't cause… in fact for years, you had no idea who or what was 
behind it? it's happening in studio city... - creating... shall we say… 
"double pane" in the neck for some carowners! n-b-c 4's michael 
brownlee explains.  that window we showed you is part of a condo 
that is currently empty and up for sale… heather says she has 
talked to the realtor about it… and will try to work with the new 
owners to remedy the problem… we reached out to the realtor… 
but did not get a response… in a recent report... the national 
association of home builders acknowledged this pehenomenon 
**does** happen... but it says... a number of contributing factors 
must be present at the same time. 

0:37 2/15/12 11:24p consumer 

are you on a "do not call list" but still getting those annoying 
automated robo-calls? well the f-c-c has passed new rules today... 
cracking down... and giving you more control over them!  new rules 
will now require tele-marketers to get written consent ... before 
making auto-dialed calls. under the new rules, telemarketers will 
have to provide some sort of "opt-out" option during every robo-
call.... the telemarketer will then be required to hang up and add 
your name to the company's do-not-call list. two groups are exempt 
from the new rules... in this election year.... politicians and pollsters. 

1:20 2/17/12 11:07p consumer 

is there such a thing as privacy on the internet? maybe not... we 
learned today that google had been tracking every move millions 
apple users were making on the internet.  google says they have 
taken measures to correct the problem. 

3:53 2/21/12 11:14p consumer 

while the food and drug administration does regulate many aspects 
of formula... it does not require makers to list specific 
carbohydrate... or sugar, amounts. the agency is also silent when it 
comes to how much sugar is allowed. both the makers of enfamil 
and parents choice say they do not include any added sugars... 
including sucrose... because they're not found in breast milk. the 
maker of similac did not respond... but the international formula 
council did step in to point out sucrose has been shown to be safe 
in both clinical trial... and years of consumer use. 

0:26 2/23/12 11:09p consumer 

a victorville man has launched a class action lawsuit... targeting his 
city's red light cameras.  what got mike curran, steamed was the 
fact that his 490-dollar fine... was based on cameras operated in 
phoenix. he suit questions victorville's authority to hire an out-of-
state private company to do police work. even though the city says 
a police officer here reviews all the tickets before they are sent out. 
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3:03 2/24/12 11:08p consumer 

they were taken in the middle of the night... large, expensive palm 
trees... the one's you see along the freeway... trees that belong to 
us, the taxpayers. but now... all of a sudden...some of those palm 
trees are back... they've been returned... after an nbc4 investigation.  
investigative reporter joel grover is here with the latest... in this nbc4 
exclusive.  yes, those giant palm trees are back. but residents of the 
area are still furious, because they think the state agency "caltrans" 
is not telling us the full story, about how the trees were taken last 
year, and whether one of its own employees was involved.  the chp 
is conducting a criminal investigation into this matter, which is 
supposed to be wrapped up in about a week. then the case goes to 
the da's office for possible prosecution. we'll let you know what 
happens. finally, we asked jose escobedo to speak with us for this 
story. he declined. 

3:01 2/27/12 11:07p consumer 

we've been hearing from a lot of our viewers, since we aired an 
investigation exposing alleged criminals infiltrating social websites, 
like match.com. some of those viewers tell us after watching our 
report, they managed to avoid getting their hearts broken and losing 
a lot of money.  investigative reporter joel grover is here to explain. 
joel!  a lot of our viewers are telling us... they've used the advice we 
gave them in our investigation, and discovered they were about to 
get scammed by people they met online. this is just basic advice 
that all of us can use, whenever we chat with or meet someone on a 
social media or dating website.  we want to point out we obscured 
the photos of barb's online scammer, because it appeared he 
wasn't using his own photos. as for match.com...the company says 
it is constantly on the lookout for scammers. and it says it has over 
100 fraud agents whose job is to review every profile, before its 
allowed on the site. but the company admits, a few criminals slip 
through and manage to post profiles on the match.com. 

0:27 2/27/12 11:23p consumer 

and you don't have to leave your dog at home any more... when you 
go out to eat in l-a county! the health department has changed its 
rules... to allow pets on restaurant patios. but only if restaurants 
follow some new guidelines... such as making sure there's a 
separate patio entrance... so animals don't walk indoors...  but... it 
will be up to the individual restaurants to decide if they let pets on 
their patios... 

0:43 3/6/12 11:23p consumer 

a michigan man is suing a movie theater over the high price of 
popcorn, drinks and candy.  joshua thompson says he paid 8-
dollars for a drink and a candy bar.. that cost less than 3-dollars at a 
drugstore. his lawyer says pricing at the snack bar violates 
michigan's consumer protection act!!  you might like the sound of 
the argument - but even some consumer advocates are questioning 
it can hold up in court. 

1:58 3/15/12 11:15p consumer 

we've told you about the national outrage... over the so-called "pink-
slime"... a ground beef filler... that is commonly used in school lunch 
programs... now in response... school districts will soon have the 
option of not serving it... nbc4's janet kwak has some local 
reaction... 
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0:40 3/19/12 11:23p consumer 

you make a restaurant reservation and you're a no-show. calling to 
cancel ahead of time used to be a courtesy. but some restaurants 
now say it's mandatory! and if you don't-- you'll pay!  at the new york 
restaurant "11 madison park"-- customers now have to fork over 75-
dollars for failing to cancel a reservation within 48 hours. the owner 
says since he began the policy he's only had to charge a couple of 
customers a week. and he's not alone. according to online-
reservation system "open-table"-- ten percent of national 
restaurants now require credit-card numbers to book a reservation. 

0:26 3/21/12 6:18a consumer 

the u-s postal service wants you to get more "junk mail."  that's 
because "direct mail", which is what most of us call "junk mail", is 
the biggest money maker for the postal service. the post office is 
pushing an online tool that lets small businesses target 
neighborhood or zip codes without bothering with customer 
addresses. it only costs 15-cents a piece to advertise a business 
this way. the new program is called "every door direct mail." 

0:25 3/21/12 6:58a consumer 

if you're frustrated with the price of gas, then a local bike shop may 
have a deal for you: trade in your car, for a new bike!  this offer is 
from santa monica mountains cyclery, in woodland hills. you're 
looking at pictures from their website. the owner of the shop says he 
wants to give people the opportunity to get out of their gas-guzzlers. 
the bike-for-car deal is only good until sunday... and they'll even 
take a clunker! 

1:21 3/21/12 11:08p consumer 
it looks like the meat filler known as "pink slime" is on the way out... 
at some major grocery stores. nbc four's lolita lopez has the story... 

0:53 2/6/12 11:24p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

all eyes in the gay marriage debate tonight are focused on a federal 
appeals court in california... as they await tomorrow's ruling!  that 
court -- in the morning -- will issue a long-awaited ruling.. on 
proposition 8, california's voter-approved gay marriage ban. a lower 
court judge ruled that prop eight violates the u-s constitution, but 
that was appealed. so tomorrow we will get the decission from the 
next highest court - at ten a-m.  supporters of prop 8 say california 
voters spoke on the gay marriage issue and their will should be 
upheld. whichever way tomorrow's ruling goes, it's almost certain to 
be appealed to the u-s supreme court. 

2:39 2/7/12 11:08p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

many of those who fought prop-8 are celebrating after today's 
appeals court ruling which strikes down the voter approved ban on 
same-sex marriage in california!  nbc4's robert kovacik is live in 
west hollywood... robert... 

0:22 2/22/12 11:08p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

today...a jury delivered a guilty verdict ... in the high-profile murder 
case against a former university of virginia lacrosse player.  
prosecutors said george huguely the fifth beat his ex-girlfriend to 
death... in may 2010. jurors agreed to a second-degree murder 
charge... and recommended a 26-year prison sentence. formal 
sentencing is scheduled for april. 

3:04 3/5/12 11:15p Court and Legal 
Decisions 

if you've ever wondered... how much money... the thousands of 
songs... in your "i-tunes" library might be worth... the answer... until 
now... has been: "basically nothing." but a legal battle could soon 
change all that and the case could potentially reshape ownership in 
the digital age...  n-b-c4's robert kovacik is live in hollywood tonight 
with details for us... robert! 
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0:25 3/22/12 11:14p 
Court and Legal 

Decisions 

a woman in denver is in hot water with the court... to get out of jury 
duty susan cole showed up in curlers… reindeer socks… and 
mismatched shoes. she then told the judge she had mental 
issues… and was excused. but then cole bragged about it on a 
local radio show... and the judge was listening... now cole is headed 
back to court... but this time as a defendant charged with perjury... 

3:51 1/1/12 11:01p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a *major breakthrough* tonight in the hunt for an arsonist. 
detectives have released this surveillance video.. they say it shows 
a man who they want to question... in connection with a serious of 
suspicious car fires.  good evening and happy new year. i'm colleen 
williams..chuck is off tonight.  police... fire and the feds have 
deployed major manpower on this arson case. this after more than 
40 fires... deliberately set... all the way from the fairfax district...to 
north hollywood and burbank.  new tonight: police revealed they 
believe at least *two* arsonists -- maybe more -- are behind ... all 
these fires. they're now putting the number of suspicious fires at 
43... the most recent one at around 8:30 last night. and a new joint 
task force has now been formed.. that includes members of the f-b-
i.  jesse gary is live in hollywood with the latest. jesse! 

0:30 1/1/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now... this is unrelated... but involves a would be arsonist. ... police 
say residents of an apartment building may have stopped that 
would-be arsonist from setting fire to the property.  early this 
morning, residents of the northridge complex reported seeing a man 
dousing patio furniture with lighter fluid. several people tackled the 
man ... and held him ... until police arrived. no fire was actually 
started... and no one was seriously hurt. police say this was a 
random act... and that the man was angry with someone in the 
building. 

0:32 1/1/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a manhunt is on tonight in washington's mount rainier national park.. 
for a gunman who shot and killed a ranger.  the victim was a 34-
year-old mother of two... she was shot late this morning while 
making a traffic stop in the park. a car belonging to the suspect was 
later found... and police say there were weapons and body armor 
inside. investigators believe that suspect is still in the park and 
armed with an assault rifle. he may have earlier been involved in the 
shooting of four people.. at a house party south of seattle. 

2:36 1/3/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

suspected serial arsonist harry burkhart, remains in jail tonight as 
police investigators remain certain they have the "right guy". what 
remains a question... tonight is why were those 50-plus fires over 
four nights set..  nbc 4's beverly white is live outside the hollywood 
apartment where burkhart lived. beverly. 

2:21 1/3/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... as this story unfolds... a lot of attention is being focused on 
the suspect's mother... dorothee burkhart... ... and why...she may be 
facing deportation! and what she has been doing with her life... 
living with her son in hollywood!  nbc4's robert kovacik is live in 
downtown l-a where she is being held tonight in federal custody! 
robert... 
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1:04 1/3/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... investigators in orange county... are still trying to 
determine if the stabbing deaths of three transients in the last 30 
days... are the work of one serial killer!  today... police passed out 
flyers... and asked the public to help watch out for the homeless. the 
most recent attack happened friday in yorba linda. 57-year-old... 
paulus smit... was found dead in the stairwell where he sleeps 
outside the city library. two days earlier... a man was found dead 
along a riverbed in anaheim. james mcgillivray was the first victim... 
found stabbed to death outside a shopping center in placentia.  
police say there are similarities... the victims were all middle aged 
and homeless... but beyond that... police aren't saying much more 
about a possible connection. 

3:00 1/4/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is how it finally ended! after a search that lasted for almost 5 
hours... a suspect... wounded by police... is taken into custody.... his 
alleged victim... a parole agent... was shot in the face... thousands 
of people were trapped on the freeway...in their cars... during this 
massive manhunt!  it's 11 o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and i'm 
chuck henry.  you saw it unfold right here on nbc4... for most of the 
afternoon officers took no chances... they used helicopters.. 
armored swat vehicles and closed a freeway to search for a parolee 
who shot a parole officer once in the face!  it started around 1:20 p-
m around foothill boulevard and osborn in lake view terrace... the 
210 foothill freeway is now open again! after being closed at the 
hight of the rush hour to accommodate police and sheriff's 
deputies... 

2:36 1/4/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more than 50 arson fires in the span of 4 days... and today...the 
man arrested in that arson spree over the news year's weekend 
was officially charged he is now... on suicide watch!  harry 
burkhart... is charged with 37-counts of arson... and is being held on 
two-point-eight million dollars bail.  nbc 4's beverly white is live in 
west hollywood! beverly. 

2:32 1/4/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have confirmed that three recent murders in orange county 
are apparently all the work of one serial killer! all the victims... were 
homeless men... and tonight the manhunt is on full force!  n-b-c-4's 
robert kovacik is live in tustin tonight.. with the latest! robert! 

2:25 1/5/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight.. in orange county a suspected serial killer still on the 
loose... and police are taking extra steps to protect the homeless!  
it's 11 o'clock! i'm chuck henry... and i'm colleen williams...  police 
are working with homeless advocates... to spread the news of an 
apparent serial killer... who may be targeting homeless men. and 
with three murders already reported... concern is growing... on the 
streets of orange county.  nbc4's beverly white is live in anaheim. 
beverly. 

0:50 1/5/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

... police want your help in finding a sexual predator... who may be 
targeting teenage girls... he meets on the internet. the one victim 
they know about is 13...and he reportedly drove from the inland 
empire to the antelope valley... to get her.  detectives say michael 
ray white... picked up a 13-year-old girl in lancaster... brought her to 
a san bernardino motel... and molested her repeatedly one week 
ago. he is said to have met her online. police say she may not be 
the only victim... and they say other girls were spotted going in... 
and out of the motel room with him last week.  detectives say 
michael ray white is homeless... but he was seen driving a white... 
four-door kia. 

2:27 1/5/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11.. caught on a surveillance camra! a store clerk beaten... 
apparently over beer!  nbc 4's annette arreola, is live in garden 
grove where it happened! annette. 
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1:41 1/5/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in oklahoma... a young mother took extraordinary steps to protect 
herself and her baby! intruders were at the door. she called 9-1-1. 
but that was only the beginning...  sarah mckinley, says she 
believes the two men were after her husbands cancer pain 
medication... and police say the man she shot was a addicted to 
perscription drugs. 

0:34 1/5/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... we have new details about a bank robbery and pursuit 
earlier today in l-a county.  we first brought you this story as 
breaking news... during the nbc4 news at five. two suspects robbed 
a wells fargo branch inside a grocery story in placentia this 
afternoon. police and deputies chased them to paramount... where 
a deputy shot and captured one of the suspects. they're still looking 
for that second suspect. nobody else was hurt. 

0:50 1/5/12 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an online diary tonight... is giving us an apparently candid look at 
the new, casey anthony... she's been pretty much been in hiding... 
since her acquittal last summer in her daughter's murder!  anthony... 
now has blonde hair... and in the video she never directly mentions 
her daughter caylee. apparently, the video diary was recorded in 
october... but surfaced on line only this week. her attorneys say she 
didn't post the video... and they are now trying to figure out who did. 

0:39 1/6/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dorothee burkhart was back in court today! she's the mother of the 
man charged with setting more than fifty fires in four days...  this 
was the second time burkhart was in court for an extradition 
hearing. today... she refused a public defender... and was ordered 
to return to court tuesday with an attorney. burkhart denied the 
charges against her... and suggested nazis... not her son... weree 
responsible for all those fires. at one point during the hearing... she 
stood up... and claimed she's been abused while in custody. 
dorothee burkhart is being held on a 2007 arrest warrant out of 
germany. 

0:36 1/6/12 11:23p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 15-year-old texas runaway mistakenly deported to columbia is 
back in the u-s tonight.  columbia's foreign minister says this teen 
gave a false name when she was arrested by texas police for 
stealing in 2010. the false name matched that of a 21-year-old 
colombian woman. despite her inability to speak spanish and 
without any colombian papers... she was still deported. the 
columbian foreign minister is trying to figure out how it happened. 
the girl was only 14-years-old when she was deported. but her 
grandmother was able to track her down on facebook. her family is 
demanding to know how immigration officials could let this happen. 

2:34 1/9/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young man in north hollywood ... stepped in to protect his 
**grandfather** from robbers tonight... and paid with his life. he was 
shot to death.... and .... now the manhunt is on... police are 
searching for three suspects...  nbc4's robert kovacik is live in north 
hollywood with the latest on ... exactly... what happened...and the 
search... robert... 

0:36 1/9/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 16-year-old boy turned himself in today... in connection with a 
beating that we first showed you last week... it was caught on tape 
in orange county.  here is the surveillance video security cameras at 
this "circle k" in garden grove caught two young men beating up a 
clerk apparently because he wouldn't sell beer to them. they were 
underaged. a good samaritan jumped in to help out. police say one 
of the suspects saw the story on the news... and turned himself in. 
detectives are still looking for the second suspect. 
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2:19 1/9/12 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's enough... to put "orange county's" homeless community... even 
'more' on edge. a 'fourth' homeless man... found dead. but tonight... 
police do 'not' think... his death is linked... to a 'serial killer'... 
targeting the homeless. yet... the "guardian angels" have stepped 
up... to help protect those... now living in fear.  it's a story making 
news tonight... in orange county. and... "nbc 4's" beverly white. is 
live in anaheim. bev? 

3:10 1/10/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on video... a sheriff's deputy striking a woman on a bus... 
while a passenger captures it on his cell phone...he was so upset.. 
he called us. this is a story you'll see... only here... on nbc4!  it's 11 
o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and... i'm lucy noland... in for chuck 
henry.  the man who shot the video... a six-year army veteran... 
says 'he' thinks deputies 'overreacted' to the situation. then... he 
claims... they tried to 'intimidate' him... when they realized he was 
capturing... the whole thing.  nbc 4's kim baldonado joins us live... in 
"bellflower"... with this exclusive story. kim. 

2:22 1/10/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and in orange county tonight... police are trying... something new in 
their search for that serial killer who is preying on homeless 
people... they've set up checkpoints... and they're stopping cars... ... 
trying to find out if someone may have seen something important... 
without even realizing it!  beverly white is live in placentia... 
beverly... 

0:42 1/10/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another day in court... for "dorothee burkhart"... the mother... of 
suspected 'arsonist'... "harry burkhart." and... another round of 
courtroom drama. just like in her last hearing... she kept 
interrupting... the judge.  that's a 'newly released' recording... of 
"dorothee burkhart" in court... last friday. today... it was more of the 
same. authorities are holding her in "los angeles"... while she awaits 
a decision... on her 'extradition' to germany. there... she'll face 
'fraud' charges. investigators say her arrest... 'may' have 
prompted... her son's arson spree... in l-a... over "new year's" 
weekend. today... she 'accepted' a court appointed attorney. she's 
due back... in court... in two weeks. 

3:12 1/11/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you saw it... exclusively last night... on "nbc 4"... captured by a 
"mobile phone"... a deputy hitting a woman... on a bus. tonight... 
she gives us... 'her' side of the story.  it's 11 o'clock! i'm lucy 
noland.... in for chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  this all began 
last night... when we showed you cell phone video... taken by 
another passenger on that bus... that passenger was an army vet... 
who had done at least one tour in iraq. he told us he was shocked 
by what happened. at six we brought you the 9-1-1 call. now 
tonight... you're going to hear from the woman herself!  nbc4's kim 
baldonado broke this story! tonight she's live in bellflower... where it 
all started. kim. 

2:55 1/11/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

'developing news' out of "winnetka" tonight... where a high school 
student... has been shot and killed. he played soccer... for "el 
camino real high school"... and... in fact... he had had 'just' 
finished... playing a game. nbc four's robert kovacik is live near the 
scene. robert... what happened? 
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0:38 1/11/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

suspected "los angeles" arsonist... "harry burkhart" may have left a 
clue... at the "german consulate."  burkhart seen here... under 
arrest... now tonight... the "l-a times" reports... a security guard 
watched burkhart... place some kind of 'fire-starting' device... on a 
hallway floor at the consulate... then walk away. this happened... 
just hours after police say... "burkhart" set a series of fires... in "l-a" 
last month. "burkhart" later returned and picked up the object... but 
not before the guard took a picture of it. no word tonight... as to why 
"burkhart" returned to get it... nor why the guard didn't do 'more' 
than just take a picture of it. authorities are holding burkhart's 
mother... on a "german" warrant... facing possible extradition. 

0:29 1/11/12 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

newly released transcripts... of "casey anthony's" court-ordered 
'psychological examination'... are providing details... about her 
'troubled' past.  anthony told her interviewer... she does 'not' know... 
who fathered her daughter "caylee." she said she became 
pregnant... after 'passing out' at a party... when she was '18- years 
old.' a jury found her 'not guilty' of murdering "caylee." and... just 
recently... her 'video diary' ended up 'released' on the web. 
"anthony" says... someone hacked into her computer and stole it. 

2:26 1/12/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... new developments in a 'robbery' and 'beating'... capatured 
by a security camera... a young woman... fought back... against her 
attacker. and tonight... we talked with that 18 year old.  nbc 4's 
jesse gary is live in koreatown. jesse... what is she telling you? 

2:15 1/12/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in winnetka tonight... a tragic and baffling mystery... that unfolded... 
as developing news last night. what led to the murder... of a high 
school senior... on his own front lawn? people are wondering... was 
he set up... by a teenage girl... who knocked on his door.  nbc 4's 
angie crouch... joins us live from winnetka. angie... more than 24 
hours later... and so many questions. 

3:15 1/13/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

'breaking news'... out of anaheim tonight... where police have been 
searching... for a 'serial' killer. another homeless man... tonight... 
stabbed to death. but... this time... one man is now detained.  it's 11 
o'clock. i'm lucy noland... in for chuck henry. and i'm colleen 
williams.  here's what we have on that breaking news out of 
anaheim..  right now... police are searching for clues near la palma 
and imperial highway in ahaheim. the body of a homeless man was 
found there... the fourth recent stabbing death of a homeless man in 
orange county... and as you know... there has been "real concern" 
this may all be the work of a serial killer.  nbc four's angie crouch is 
live in ahaheim... with the latest...angie...is there reason to believe 
this is the same person who killed 3 other homeless men? 

1:52 1/13/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young woman is wanted as a "person of interest"... and the hunt 
continues for the killer of a teen soccer player shot in his front yard.  
live in winnetka tonight -- our beverly white with the latest... 
including a soccer game that took on special meaning tonight... 
beverly! 
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2:36 1/16/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight at eleven!!! he started the chain that kicked off a huge 
yogurt craze! but now... the co-founder of pinkberry... young lee... is 
in jail... picked up and arrested... when he landed at l-a-x!  it's 11 
o'clock! i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  he's best known 
for the soft-serve yogurt chain he founded with partner shelly 
hwang... but today... young lee was arrested at l-a-x on an 
outstanding warrant dating back to last summer.  nbc four's robert 
kovacik is live at the jail in downtown l-a with late details!! robert! 

2:05 1/16/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the d-a's still building his case against the suspected serial 
killer... accused of murdering homeless men in orange county. and 
even though a suspect is in jail... some of the homeless in orange 
county are still worried!  nbc4's beverly white is live in santa ana... 
beverly... 

0:54 1/16/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight... the search continues for the mystery woman who may 
have played a role in the death of francisco rodriguez jr... the el 
camino real high school soccer player... gunned down in front of his 
home in winnetka...  police say all they know for sure is that a young 
woman with red hair lured rodriguez out of his home wednesday 
night... and the three shots fired at him while he stood on his front 
lawn came from an late model dark green ford explorer. as to 
motive... they say it was **not** gang related...  and today the l-a-p-
d's topanga division formed a task force... to help find the suspects 
in this case! 

2:35 1/17/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dog walkers make a grim discovery on a popular hiking trail in the 
hollywood hils! police say it's a severed head... and it hadn't been 
there for long.  it's 11 o'clock! i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck 
henry.  and... it was found near the hollywood sign! and tonight 
homicide investigators are still gathering evidence but... they say 
they know a few important things now about the victim!  that 
severed head was discovered... along canyon drive in bronson 
canyon park... that's not far from the hollywood sign... on the 
outskirts of griffith park.  nbc four's beverly white is live in 
hollywood!! beverly... 

2:36 1/17/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there appears to be a break tonight... in the case of that high school 
soccer player who was murdered in his front yard! police were 
looking for a mystery woman... perhaps with red hair who lured him 
outside... ... now... there are two suspects in custody!  nbc4's kim 
baldonado is live outside the victim's house in winnetka... kim do 
they believe they've found the mystery woman?? 

0:30 1/17/12 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we know more tonight about the iraq war veteran accused of killing 
four homeless men in orange county. the district attorney says 
itzcoatl ocampo stalked each victim... and had plans to kill even 
more. police arrested him in anaheim last friday... not long after the 
fourth murder. today authorities showed off a picture of the knife. 
they say ocampo stabbed each man more than 40 times. but they 
are not commenting on a possible motive... or whether they'll seek 
the death penalty. 

2:48 1/17/12 11:13p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the yogurt chain... pinkberry... is distancing itself from its 
own co-founder... young lee... he was arrested yesterday for 
beating a homeless man... with a tire iron! but tonight... his attorney 
has spoken exclusively to nbc4!!  robert kovacik is live in hollywood 
with that exclusive **t-v** interview! robert! 
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2:39 1/18/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the investigation intensifies around a hiking trail near 
thehollywood sign! where yesterday... they found a human head... 
now tonight... more body parts! as they're try to identify the victim!  
it's 11 o'clock! i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  tonight.. 
police say there is most likely only one victim in this gruesome 
case.. but why that one victim was dismembered and dumped along 
a popular hiking trail still isn't clear!  nbc four's robert kovacik is live 
at the gates of bronson canyon park.. with the latest! robert! 

2:09 1/18/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it took more than 3 years... but ...tonight... two men suspected in the 
**long-unsolved** murders of five people... at a homeless camp in 
long beach... have been charged!  nbc 4's beverly white is live in 
long beach with the latest. beverly. 

0:19 1/18/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

itzcoatl ocampo... the marine veteran accused of killing four 
homeless men in orange county... made his first court appearance 
today. just long enough to have his arraignment continued til next 
month. ocampo's attorney says his client seems distant and 
frightened... also in court today was ocampo's father... who was 
once homeless. 

2:24 1/19/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police zero in on an apartment in hollywood! coming in 
with a search warrant... and leaving with what appears to be 
evidence! and it could *possibly*all be connected to the severed 
head case in the hollywood hills!  it's 11 o'clock! i'm colleen williams. 
and i'm chuck henry.  so we've got some new developments 
tonight... all apparently in connection with the body parts found near 
the hollywood sign! and there are reports tonight... that one person 
has been questioned!  nbc 4's beverly white is in hollywood with 
what we know in this developing story! beverly. 

2:07 1/19/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the l-a-p-d is looking for a violent robber who has been 
holding-up fast food restaurants!!  there have been seven robberies 
in just over a month... all of them happened in either highland park... 
cypress park... or lincoln heights!! nbc four's angie crouch is live in 
highland park with surveillance video!! angie!! 

1:51 1/20/12 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, we finally know the identity.. of the man whose head, hands 
and feet were found this week in the hollywood hills. but... does that 
bring police any closer to a suspect??  live in hollywood tonight, nbc 
4's beverly white! beverly, what's the latest?? 

0:38 1/20/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the hunt is on for the people... who robbed, assaulted and 
tormented four teenagers from los alamitos high school.... they were 
just students... who were simply walking home from school!  it 
happened yesterday... in two separate incidents... the thieves stole 
cell phones... a wallet... and a i-pod from the students... during the 
robbery... one boy was slapped... and another student... a girl... was 
sexually assaulted. police are looking for two men in their 20's. the 
first suspect is about five-eight... he has a tattoo on his neck... and a 
goatee. the second suspect is six-one... he wore a dark shirt... jeans 
and sweatshirt. 

0:32 1/23/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

still no arrests tonight.. in the murder of a man whose head, hands 
and feet were found last week.. in the hollywood hills.  but this 
apartment building on delongpre in hollywood appears to now be 
the focus of the investigation. it's where the 66-year-old victim -- 
hervey medellin -- lived with another man. a downstairs neighbor 
told the l-a times.. he heard screaming and yelling on the floor 
above him about three weeks ago. police served a search warrant 
at the apartment last week.. and then spent several hours there on 
saturday. 
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0:24 1/23/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and this is part of a you-tube video that shows a fatal shooting this 
morning in monterey park. investigators say monterey park police 
officers shot a man who had broken windows and threatened 
people with a three foot metal rod at a carls junior. the suspect was 
pronounced dead at the hospital. the incident is still under 
investigation. 

0:31 1/24/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in orange county tonight... a former soccer coach has been charged 
with posting pornographic videos... of a 13-year-old girl... on the 
internet!  prosecutors say robert peace, of lake forest... met a girl 
from new york through an online chat room. and they say he had 
the her send sexual videos of herself... some of which he allegedly 
posted online. peace used to coach the "irvine blades"... a soccer 
team for girls under 14 in orange county. prosecutors say they are 
looking for other possible victims.. 

2:04 1/25/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police in the simi valley took a man into custody! who was 
found just down the street... from where a woman was found dead!  
it's 11 o'clock. i'm chuck henry . and i'm colleen williams.  tonight... 
investigators have cordoned off the area... searching for clues... it 
all started with reports of a family disturbance...  nbc4's jesse gary is 
live in simi valley! jesse... 

1:59 1/25/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight... we're learning more about a suspected serial rapist... 
accused of preying on illegal immigrants and prostitutes in orange 
county.  the investigation took police from orange county... to 
baldwin park... where the suspect lived.. and that's where nbc four's 
kim baldonado is live tonight... with more on the investigation! kim! 

1:36 1/25/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an l-a traffic cop... who appeared in a porn movie while on duty... is 
fighting to get his job back. its the latest development in an 
exclusive nbc4 investigation! and tonight that officer is speaking out 
for the first time.  joel grover broke this story last spring... and he 
has tonight's exclusive new details. 

2:25 1/26/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's 11 o'clock. i'm chuck henry . and i'm colleen williams.  tonight... 
we're learning a lot more about a freeway murder mystery in silver 
lake. it began with the discovery of a young woman's body today 
near an on-ramp... and now we know... who she was... but not why 
she disappeared simply... walking to the store for cough medicine.  
nbc4's jesse gary is live in lincoln heights... where there was a vigil 
tonight... jesse! 

0:44 1/27/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of hollywood! we're hearing reports of a shooting 
at a popular restaurant. alex calder is live in newschopper 4! 

2:34 1/27/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

other news tonight! this are different on campus at u-c-l-a tonight... 
students are being warned to be alert...because of an alleged 
sexual assault early this morning... on a campus trail used by a lot 
of students as a short-cut!  live at eleven tonight!! nbc four's annette 
arreola is in westwood with details ! annette! 

1:41 1/27/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three palos verdes high school students... have been arrested... for 
allegedly hacking into computers and changing their grades! police 
also think they were trying to make money off it by selling their 
serivces to other students...  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in palos 
verdes estates... kim... 
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2:15 1/30/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another wild chase! this one started with a stolen car! the two 
suspects high-tailed it on streets and freeways... and then they 
made a run for it... but one of them... didn't get very far!  it's 11 
o'clock. i'm chuck henry! and i'm colleen williams!  this was a pursuit 
that really kept you watching because it was just so erratic... 
suspects in a stolen car... speeding through red lights...several 
close calls! then... all of a sudden... the suspects bailed out of the 
car... and that set off a manhunt!  new at eleven... the search and 
arrest! kim baldonado is live in south l-a! kim!! 

0:58 1/30/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to breaking news in wilmington! three people shot outside a 
market! newschopper 4's alex calder is live with details! alex! 

2:17 1/30/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight... santa ana police are still trying to find two separate 
drivers who hit... and killed a man over the weekend.  it happened 
on south broadway. police say jose javier diaz was crossing the 
street when he was hit by one car. and then... he was hit by another 
car.  nbc 4's beverly white is live in santa ana! beverly. 

0:28 1/30/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have raided another store-front they say was illegally 
operating as a medical marijuana clinic.  the l-a-p-d announced 
today... it had shut down the last of sixty medical marijuana clinics... 
operating illegally in the northwest san fernando valley. detectives 
served a warrant on a storefront in chatsworth... and found shelves 
stocked with different strains of marijuana. three people were 
arrested. police say many other clinics are still under investigation. 

2:47 1/31/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we begin tonight with a developing story! a former elementary 
school teacher... headed to court in the morning. accused of crimes 
you'won't believe...even after you hear some of them. 61-year-old 
mark berndt set to be arraigned for lewd acts on kids... as young as 
6.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams! chuck is off tonight!!  parents 
at miramonte elementary school in the florence area ... pretty much 
stunned tonight!.... and they want answers. to questions like: why 
the investigation into that teacher... took almost a year...  n-b-c-4's 
beverly white is live at the school now with the very latest. beverly! 

1:01 1/31/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and another disturbing story tonight... a former coach at pasadena 
city college is accused of using a cell phone camera.. to shoot video 
up women's skirts.....  we've learned tonight that 49-year-old john 
puncel was arrested yesterday... police say officers spotted him 
videotaping women.. as they went up an escalator at the glendale 
galleria. they managed to alert one of the women and she's 
pressing charges. police today released puncel's mug shot.. as they 
try to identify other possible victims at the galleria.. or elsewhere.  
officials at pasadena city college say puncel worked there for a year 
in 2006... as an assistant women's volleyball coach. 
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2:56 2/1/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... former students are coming forward... and parents are 
asking tough questions... in the case of that elementary school 
teacher!! charged with molesting many of his young students!  it's 
11 o'clock. i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  tonight mark 
berndt... is being held on bail... set at 23 million dollars! he will be 
arraigned later on 23 counts... and detectives say... maybe more! 
today... school administrators met with parents to try and answer at 
least some of their questions... nbc4's robert kovacik is here with 
details. robert!  the los angeles times is reporting that miramonte 
elementary school was warned about teacher mark berndt's 
unusual behavior two decades ago. when a now 30 year old 
paralegal... then a student along with her friends... complained 
about the teacher moving his hands under his desk close to his lap 
as well as a jar of vaseline in his desk. but they told the times... they 
were admonished by a school counselor who apparently told them it 
was just their imagination.  the alleged victims are girls and 
boys...some as young as seven years old. school administrators 
confirm after his firing berndt was able to keep his health benefits 
and thirty nine hundred dollars a month in retirment. he is set to be 
arraigned on feburary 21st. i'm robert kovacik 

0:47 2/1/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

residents in lincoln heights took to the streets tonight... they want to 
make people aware of what happened in their neighborhood....to 2 
young women.  they held candles and flowers... to remember those 
lincoln heights women... whose bodies were found ... bree'ana 
guzman was found last week near the glendale freeway in silver 
lake. and michelle lozano's was also found near a freeway...in april 
of last year.... no one is connecting the murders... but these people 
tonight are afraid a serial killer might be responsible...  the l-a-p-d 
says it's just too early to know if the murders are related. no 
suspects are in custody. 

2:15 2/1/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it started out as an attempted bird-napping! but then... it turned into 
a violent home invasion... and dog-napping!  nbc four's kim 
baldonado is live near anaheim... where the dog has been found 
and returned! kim! 

0:34 2/1/12 11:24p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the f-b-i is apologizing tonight for raiding the wrong apartment 
outside boston... and scaring a woman and child who had nothing to 
do with the case!.  judy sanchez described how f-b-i agents made 
her get down on the floor. they used a chainsaw to cut through her 
door last week. her three-year-old daughter was alone in another 
room... terrified and screaming the feds were looking for a drug 
suspect. turns out he was living next door. they eventually arrested 
him... and reimbursed sanchez for the broken door. 

2:34 2/2/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new developments tonight in the case of the ex-marine... charged 
with killing four homeless men in orange county. last week police 
were speculating about linking him to two additional unsolved 
murders ...and tonight they apparently have.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams  anaheim police were pouring 
over the evidence... in the case of a murdered woman and her 
son... in yorba linda. ... that's when they uncovered a possible 
connection... to the suspect... in the recent killing spree targeting 
the homeless.  nbc4's angie crouch is live at the anaheim police 
department. angie. 
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1:53 2/2/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

apparently this time wasn't the first time... a former south los 
angeles elementary school teacher has been accused of lewd acts 
with his students. tonight we're hearing about more past allegations!  
nbc four's beverly white is live at the twin towers ... where mark 
berndt waits in a cell. beverly! 

1:59 2/2/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is one of those stories... only in hollywood... tonight... a fight 
broke out... among some of the characters... in costume... who walk 
along hollywood boulevard! so what really happened... which 
characters were involved??  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in 
hollywood! kim... 

3:30 2/2/12 11:12p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now only on nbc4.. the first of four cases that have inspired 
countless books and movies and tv shows... **hollywood's cold 
cases**! unsolved and fasinating mysteries...  patrick healy... is 
here... with the starlet who vanished! decades ago! patrick...  it was 
one of those cases that seemed straight out of pulp fiction... those 
mystery stories involving a beautiful damsel-in- distress and 
mobsters and movie stars. but this one... was real life.  the ex had 
remarried. he said jean spangler never came over that night, and 
detectives believed him. for years... sightings of spangler popped up 
in the media but to this day, lapd tells us, jean spangler's mysterious 
disappearance remains an open investigation. we're back next 
week, chuck and colleen, with another hollywood cold case! 

2:41 2/3/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the scandal grows! another teacher... has been arrested 
for lewd acts on a child. now... that makes two teachers... in one 
week... from the same school... and now they're both in jail!  it's 11 
o'clock. i'm colleen williams . and i'm chuck henry.  and tonight... 
parents... who were already outraged... are saying they'll pull their 
kids out of school! let's get right to nbc 4's beverly white. she's live 
in florence. beverly. 

2:07 2/3/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have major new developments tonight... in the case of the 
man accused of killing homeless men in orange county... word 
tonight: he'll be charged with two more murders... and the man in 
jail for those two other murders... may be off the hook!!  nbc four's 
jesse gary is live in santa ana... with new details! jesse! 

0:32 2/3/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... deputies in rancho cucamonga are trying to find suspects 
in a rash of overnight smash and grab robberies.  deputies say they 
went to mc-alan's bar and grill after an alarm went off. when they 
got there they saw the windows smashed. they say the robbers only 
got ten dollars there... but... as deputies were checking that one 
out... they discovered the hawaiian bar-b-que next door had also 
been smashed and robbed. and the robbers got a thousand dollars 
from that store. police believe they are the same robbers who hit 
four more businesses... all before dawn! 

3:10 2/6/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news.. angry parents from miramonte elementary school 
are demanding action.. and that's what they got tonight! the los 
angeles unified school district is replacing all 88 teachers at the 
school..immediately!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm chuck henry. and i'm 
colleen williams!  parents had asked that the staff be replaced... but 
no one believed it was possible .... until tonight. the l-a-u-s-d 
announced late this evening...... the entire teaching staff at 
miramonte elementary... would be transferred out. it's the latest 
fallout... in a growing scandal involving two teachers who allegedly 
abused the students.  nbc4's angie crouch is following this breaking 
story... she's live at the school... angie! 
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1:14 2/6/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're learning more tonight about another case... the arrest 
several years ago. of a former teacher's aide... who worked on the 
school grounds.  our team coverage continues with nbc-4's kim 
baldonado live at miramonte! kim! 

0:45 2/6/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there have been so many new developments...in the past couple of 
hours... we want to clarify what has happened so far... at miramonte 
elementary in florence...  this scandal broke last monday... when 
deputies arrested former miramonte teacher mark berndt. he's 
charged with abusing 23 children... between 2005 and 2011. many 
of those alleged abuses happening right inside the classroom. last 
friday... deputies arrested another miramonte teacher... martin 
springer... on suspicion of fondling two girls. so far... he has not 
been charged. then tonight... the district announced it's replacing 
the entire teaching staff at miramonte elementary. it's possible they 
may return... but for now... other teachers will be filling in. 

0:32 2/6/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

on the other side of town tonight... another school employee is 
facing molestation charges! it's a janitor at a chatsworth elementary 
school!  adding to the problems in the los angles school district - a 
janitor at "germain" elementary school in chatsworth paul adame 
(ad-ah-may)... was arrested on suspicion of molesting a student. the 
mother of child at "germain street elementary"... claims adame had 
"inappropriate" contact with her child. adame is due in court later 
this month. he's free tonight on 100-thousand dollars bail. 

2:55 2/7/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the scandal at an elementary school... continues to grow! tonight! 
the trouble is with the districts decision the replace all the existing 
teachers there. but some parents say that decision... adds to 
everyone's misery.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. and i'm 
chuck henry.  tonight... live at eleven! the abuse scandal that is 
sending shock waves across the country!!  one of the accused was 
in court today nbc four's jesse gary has that.... kim baldonado has 
the fallout from parents.... and beverly white ... is outside the school 
where it all began.... bev. 

1:49 2/7/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the scandal may be affecting some parents in other ways... 
here's the problem...some families may be afraid to speak out... 
because of their immigration status...  nbc4's kim baldonado has 
been looking into that part of the story tonight... she's live in the 
newsroom... kim!  a language barrier...confusion about the legal 
system...and fear of deportation are all reasons some may be afraid 
to come forward.  the sheriffs department has set up a hotline for 
people to call with information regarding the miramonte case. it's 
866-247-5877. reporting from the newsroom, kim baldonado, nbc4 
news. 

1:58 2/7/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of the teachers involved in the scandal made his first 
appearance in court today. nbc 4's jesse gary tonight is outside the 
alhambara home of martin springer. jesse. 
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2:13 2/8/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parents protesting in front of the school where their children will be 
back in class tomorrow morning with all new teachers! and there is 
much more tonight in this developing story..of a school where 
abuses apparently went unreported for years!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  we are just hours away from 
students going back to school at miramonte elementary school... 
but tomorrow... things will be a lot different. the teachers and staff 
will be brand new... and ... parents will be allowed inside the 
classrooms... at least for a while... but many parents are still not 
happy about the decision to replace the teachers who did nothing 
wrong.  nbc four's beverly white is live at the school... beverly! 

2:14 2/8/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the allegations of misconduct at miramonte, just keep 
copming... the latest involving a teacher's aide... and the love letters 
she allegedly sent to a student!  n-b-c-4's angie crouch is live in 
florence now with this newest part of the story! angie! 

1:59 2/8/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and investigators have found 200 **more** photos... which they 
believe were taken by former miramonte teacher... mark berndt... 
the first teacher arrested in the scandal... nbc4's robert kovacik is 
here with details on those photos... robert...  colleen--the sheriff's 
department says they recovered this new batch of photos late last 
week. detectives knew where to look. the south bay pharmacy mark 
berndt allegedly used to have his collection developed.  the 
sherriff's department explains 175 of these 200 new photos show 
children who have already been identified in previously...in photos 
found at the pharmacy and at other locations including mark 
berndt's home. i'm robert kovacik. 

0:42 2/8/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have a team of reporters following this story. get the latest 
developments here... and on nbc-la-dot-com. including a story 
timeline... a photo gallery.. and every story we've reportred so far! 

1:27 2/8/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there's another school scandal... at hamilton high school in 
west la... this one involves a popular, award winning music teacher! 
kim baldonado has this story... 

0:37 2/8/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... l-a county sheriff's deputies have made an arrest in a cold 
case from the san gabriel valley... it's a murder... dating back to the 
year 2004!!  71 year old richard allan munnecke of alhambra was 
arrested today on suspicion of murder!! he will be charged with 
killing 59 year old donna kelly from san gabriel. kelly's body was 
found in the trunk of her car back in april of 2004... at pasadena's 
eaton canyon nature preserve. deputies say the suspect and victim 
were having an affair at the time of kelly's death. investigators say it 
took more than 7 years... but eventually....d-n-a ...helped solve the 
case. 

0:37 2/8/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight, two women -- a mother and daughter -- are both facing 
drug smuggling charges... after they were caught at l-a-x.  
authorities say they consealed 10-pounds of cocain in packages of 
chocolate and carmel syrup, and salad dressing found in their 
suitcases.. both women are from spain -- but came into los angeles 
via colombia.. a stop here, and then they were susposed to be 
going on to australia. the women told investigators the suitcases 
were not theirs - they said they belonged to a man who was going 
to pay them 13-thousand dollars each... 

0:53 2/8/12 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news out of anaheim! alex calder is live in newschopper 4! 
alex! 
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1:38 2/9/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news.... word came tonight that one of the accused 
teachers from miramonte elementary school... had put together the 
money ... to bail out of jail... turns out... that hasn't happened... not 
yet! angie crouch live at la county jail... angie...does that mean it's in 
the works?? 

2:50 2/9/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now... an nbc4 exclusive. tonight... we've uncovered evidence 
that the teacher facing nearly 2 dozen counts of abuse...reached a 
financial settlement with the school district... to go away.  earlier this 
year...there was a a settlement... where the lausd paid the teacher 
at the center of this scandal to resign, instead of being fired. this is 
all coming to light in documents, obtained in a joint investigation 
between nbc4 and our partner radio station, kpcc/89.3 investigative 
reporter joel grover is here with the exclusive details... joel?  the 
school district made mark berndt an offer he couldn't refuse. the 61 
year old berndt had planned to fight the district's charges against 
him, of classroom behavior that was "immoral and unprofessional." 
but before a hearing could even take place, the lausd offerred 
berndt 40,000 dollars, and said it would drop its case against him. 
the details are laid out in these documents, obtained by kpcc 89.3 
and nbc4. 

2:06 2/9/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the children went back to school today at miramonte elementary... 
greated by new teachers, protestors and the media. its a complete 
change of staff including the principal! who says she is dedicated to 
getting the school back to "normal."  n-b-c four's beverly white is live 
in florence... beverly? 

0:33 2/9/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and...there is another elementary school and another teacher... with 
trouble tonight. the teacher... has been suspended from his duties 
because of allegations of inappropriate behavior... with young 
students.  parents at sixth avenue elementary school were notified 
about the investigation on tuesday. the allegations involve a fourth 
grade teacher who allegedly touched students in an inappropriate 
way.. and may have verbally abused students. however, that 
teacher has not been charged with any offense... and the case was 
still being reviewed by police and school officials as of tonight. 

0:33 2/9/12 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say this little girl did exactly what she was supposed to do.. 
and it saved her from an attempted kidnapping. it happened at a 
walmart... 50 miles west of atlanta georgia. the suspect you see 
here tried to cover the girl's mouth... and restrain her. but the seven 
year old girl kicked and screamed so much... the kidnapper had to 
let her go. a suspect was arrested a few miles from the scene. it 
turns out... he was on parole for killing his uncle eight years ago. he 
denies that he is the man in the video!! 

3:14 2/9/12 11:15p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now... another fascinating hollywood cold case!  its been a favorite 
subject for the movies... the life and murder of mobster bugsy 
siegal! nbc4's patrick healy takes a fresh look.... takes a fresh look 
at this intriguing un-solved mystery! 
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1:52 2/10/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

06 out "and follow through" more teachers under the microscope... 
it's a bombshell admission from a local school official...  this all 
comes... as a whole new school deals with sex abuse charges 
tonight. it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  
new at 11... once again a teacher has been charged with crimes 
against his students. it happened over 4-months ago but the school 
said nothing to parents about why this teacher was suddenly 
removed. that silence from school officials was reason for tonight's 
urgent meeting at telfair elementary school... in pacoima.  how 
many other teachers are facing similar charges? and when will 
parents be told? despite the school district's claim they are only 
following lapd orders... lapd is saying something totaly 
different.....they sent out a statement tonight... saying they would 
not ask the school to withold notification to parents of these 
alligations! 

3:52 2/10/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the sex scandals at miramonte elementary school ... and at penn 
state...remind us of the ever present danger of predators... preying 
on our children. but what if ...hundreds of suspected pedophiles 
were actually living among us - undetected?  that danger is 
highlighted by the latest developments in a long-running legal battle 
involving the catholic archdiocese of los angeles. nbc4 has this 
update exclusively.  the plaintiffs in the church scandal will appeal 
the latest rulings to assure broader disclosure of suspects' names 
and locations. but they warn this could take time. the archdiocese 
did not respond to requests for comment on this story. and... 
attorney ray boucher has taken up a new cause, representing many 
students in the miramonte scandal. 

0:28 2/13/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on surveillance video! a man holding up a gas station in 
monterey hills... in the video you can see him walk behind the 
counter and grabbed the clerk from behind... he then demanded 
money from the cash drawer. the clerk gave him the cash... then the 
suspect takes-off in a late-90's dark colored sedan. anyone with 
information is asked to contact the hollenbeck division of the l-a-p-
d.. 

0:37 2/13/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the miramonte abuse scandal continues to develope... today 
investigators took some students out of class at the elementary 
school.. to interview them...  the "l-a county sheriff's department" 
says those interviewed... included 'alleged victims'... 'witnesses'... 
and students'... they said the children were interviewed alone... in 
different classrooms... 'with' their parents' permission. meanwhile 
the former staff of miramonte... reported to augustus hawkins high 
school today...which is still under construction in south l-a. they'll 
spend the next 'six months' there... in 'training sessions' and 
'curriculum development... while the investigation continues... 
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0:42 2/14/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight... there is more trouble within the lausd... and this time 
the fbi is involved. another employee of the l-a-u-s-d has been 
booked on suspicion of inappropriate contact with a student.  f-b-i 
agents arrested 40-year-old alain salas.... at john fremont high 
school... in south l-a... earlier today.  they say the teacher's aide and 
coach... sent inappropriate messages... on the internet... to a 15-
year-old student... with the intent to commit a sexual offense. 
investigators are still trying to determine if any such contact actually 
took place. right now... salas is being held without bail. it's the fourth 
molestation arrest in the l-a-u-s-d in recent weeks.  meantime... 
some of the parents at miramonte elementary school... want their 
original teachers back. they say removing the 80 or so 
teachers...was disruptive for the kids. they also want investigators to 
stop questioning children... and to leave the campus. but sheriff's 
investigators say they would be there indefinitely.... sheriff lee baca 
also sent a letter to families asking anyone with information to come 
forward. 

0:45 2/15/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an apartment complex in woodland hills was just re-opened a few 
minutes ago.... after initial reports that a pipe bomb exploded in the 
area! and that there might be a second one! we've just learned that 
that was *not the case. detectives tell us they went into an 
apartment... and found quote -- a "suspicious" drug making device. 
several homes and apartment buildings around the warner center 
were evacuated ... and the bomb squad was called out. it all 
happened around the 61-hundred block of canoga near irwin. again, 
that area was just reopened about 15-minutes ago. there were no 
pipe bombs... no explosion... and nobody hurt.  you're looking new 
at live pictures from warner center! as you can see... a lot of 
commotion out there right now! a large area...of canoga has been 
shut down.... around the 61-hundred block... near irwin. no one has 
been hurt.... and again they are looking for a 2nd device...  ***sot*** 
***sot*** we're working to get more info... and we'll share it with 
you...when we get it. 

2:04 2/15/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an architect is under arrest tonight... blamed for the death of an l-a 
firefighter. he's accused of shoddy construction... and a design 
problem... that led to the fireighter's death  live at eleven tonight... n-
b-c-4's beverly white is at police headquarters in downtown los 
angeles. beverly! 

0:44 2/15/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 5-year-old girl is in grave condition... her one-year-old sister is 
dead... and police say their mom is to blame.  the mother -- 32-year-
old lorna valle -- is accused of trying to drown the girls today in a 
bathtub of their south l-a home. the mother had reportedly been 
suffering from depression. police say -- around 7:30 this morning -- 
their father found his daughters and their mom in the bathroom.  
valle was booked for murder and attempted murder... bail was set at 
one-and-a half *million* dollars. 

5:48 2/16/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and it's been a very busy night here in l-a... this wild chase took 
place about an hour ago... with the chase car tspeeding on 
freeways and surface streets... in fact... he almost hit several cars... 
and pedestrians! this chase started in montebello... when the driver 
wouldn't stop for police. it's believed...there were two suspects in 
the car... who drove like this all the way to boyle heights... in the 
middle of a residential neighborhood... they dumped the car in the 
middle of the street and took off.. one of them was caught almost 
immediately.... but the other suspect... is still out there... on the 
loose. 
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2:33 2/16/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shots are fired inside a federal building in long beach... in the end... 
one agent dead... another one in the hospital... and tonight 
authorities confirm... everyone involved worked for "ice" ... the 
immigration and customs enforcement agency.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  this developing story out of 
long beach has been confusing all night...because of the agency 
and the agents involved.  and now the f-b-i has enterted the 
investigation and they say it looks like case of workplace violence 
between federal agents. nbc four's beverly white and angie crouch 
have been working the story tonight - from the long beach federal 
building to the hospital. we begin with the shooting!angie 

1:56 2/16/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

our live team coverage moves now to the hospital... with nbc 4's 
beverly white... beverly... do we know if the agent is out of surgery 
yet??? 

1:13 2/16/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a story that's been developing in hollywood all day.... first, 
gun shots... and then a fire.  it happened on the eastern edge of 
hollywood... near north harvard boulevard and maplewood. that's 
just southwest of the hollywood freeway.  two people who died in 
the gunfire and fire were removed from the home tonight. police 
believe one of them was the gunman. three other victims escaped... 
two woman and man were taken to the hospital in very serious 
condition... with gunshot wounds. neighbors first reported hearing 
shots around noon... and then witnesses said... the house just 
seemed to explode in flames. confusion about what was going on... 
made it difficult for firefighters... neighbors said... they didn't notice 
anything unusual about the people who lived here.  police say one 
of the survivors said she was the former girlfriend of the gunman. 
police aren't saying what started the chaos... only that it was some 
kind of domestic dispute. 

1:42 2/16/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

president obama is in san francisco tonight... but before leaving 
southern califonria today... there was a bit of excitement... when a 
small plane strayed into his air-space and for the two men in that 
plane... it was not a good time to get caught.  presidential airspace 
violations are not all that unusual... but this was the first time a 
plane carrying "pot" was caught "busting" a tfr! 

0:53 2/17/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

... more on that in just a minute...first...we want to get right to 
breaking news in eagle rock! we're learned at least two people have 
been shot! alex calder live in newschopper 4. 

2:18 2/17/12 11:01p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now the jewelry heist... it happened in broad daylight... the middle of 
the afternoon.... in the parking lot of a busy mall... the victims had 
no reason to think ... "they" were about to be targeted. but they 
were... the robbers pulled up... and moved in very quickly..and very 
efficiently.  live at 11...nbc four's toni guinyard... is at the fashion 
square mall in sherman oaks... toni! 

2:14 2/17/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... we know a lot more about that shootout yesterday... inside 
a federal building in long beach... a disgruntled federal agent... shot 
his boss.... and was then shot and killed by a another agent.  nbc 
4's angie crouch is live in long beach... angie. 
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0:29 2/17/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the los angeles untified school district is dealing with yet another 
alligation of sexual abuse. this time it's a middle school teacher in 
sunland.  this is the school, mount gleason middle school... in 
sunland... the teacher, who's been removed from the class room is 
accused of inappropriate behavior with at least three students. but 
he hasn't been arrested and he hasn't been charged... the l-a-u-s-d 
notified parents of the investigation in a letter. and the district has 
crisis counselors at the school to help students.  and... the l-a-u-s-d 
admits that it inadvertantly... failed to comply with a state law. the 
district waited a year to tell the state commission on teacher 
credentialing... that it was firing mark berndt. he's the former teacher 
at miramonte elementary... who is under investigation for lewd acts 
with students. the l-a-u-s-d failed to meet the 30-day notification 
deadline... the commission suspended berndt's license immediately 
when notified... 

0:48 2/17/12 11:12p Crime and Law 
Enforcement breaking news - coverage of shooting in eagle rock 

2:22 2/20/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

someone left a newborn baby girl... at a gas station in long beach! 
tonight... the baby is alive... but police are looking for the parents...  
it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry.  and we 
start tonight with that breaking news... whoever abandoned that 
newborn... could face felony charges... infants can be surrendered 
at some fire stations and hospital within 72 hours of birth.. but not a 
gas station. and tonight... we hear from the woman... who found the 
baby...  nbc four's beverly white is live at that station in long beach... 
beverly! 

2:14 2/20/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

disney's california adventure ... wasn't exactly a happy place ... for 
one guy this weekend... a security guard says he was forced to 
subdue him when he allegedly became violent. and tonight... video 
of all this has gone "viral"...  it's making news tonight in orange 
county. robert kovacik is live in anaheim! robert! 

0:20 2/20/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tomorrow we may learn more about the death of "kelly thomas." 
he's the homeless man... who died last summer following a fight 
with fullerton police that was caught on video. tomorrow, an 
independent consultant hired to investigate thomas's death... will 
make his first report to the "fullerton city council. two police officers 
face 'criminal charges'in the case. 

2:25 2/21/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the first of three independent investigatons has taken a hard look at 
the fullerton police department... a department under fire since the 
death of a homeless man last year... did that report uncover any 
criminal wrong-doing? nbc4's beverly white is live in fullerton... 
beverly... 

0:50 2/21/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the teacher at the center of the miramonte sex abuse case was in 
court today...but what was supposed to be a routine appearance... 
was anything but...when his attorney complained about his 
treatment in jail.  mark berndt entered a not guilty plea in a 
downtown l-a courtroom... he's accused of committing lewd acts... 
with at least 23-students... and bail is set at 23-million dollars. but 
today... his attorney made an allegation against the los angeles 
county sheriff's department.  the sheriff's department says it will 
launch an investigation into the allegations made by berndt's 
attorney. 

2:08 2/21/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

frustrated parents... looking for answers... met face to face with l-a-
u-s-d officials tonight. after another teacher is accused of 
inappropriate contact.  nbc 4's toni guinyard was at that meeting at 
mount gleason middle school... and is live in sunland. toni. 
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2:37 2/22/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... nbc4 obtained photos taken inside the classroom... of a 
former substitute teacher... who is now being investigated for 
videotaping and touching his young students.  and tonight... police 
say this man, george hernandez... once the head of the class... is 
on the run... and may have taken off... to mexico.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
colleen williams.. and i'm chuck henry.  lets get right to nbc 4's 
beverly white... live in inglewood. beverly. 

0:24 2/22/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just a few hours ago... we learned that an "athletic assistant" at 
"poly tech high school" was arrested for an inappropriate 
relationship with a 16-year old student. and, we told you at six 
o'clock... about a special education teacher reportedly removed 
from "crenshaw high school" over abuse allegations. so far, six 
teachers or aides with l-a-u-s-d have been arrested over the past 
few weeks. 

0:24 2/22/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the utah highway patrol caught up with a local man wanted for 
questioning in a redondo beach murder. police believe russell 
goldberg shot and killed his ex-wife this morning...and then took-off. 
late this evening... utah state troopers used a spike strip to stop 
goldberg's s-u-v on interstate 15... in beaver county. when a swat 
team moved in... goldberrg shot and killed himself . 

2:34 2/23/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... what began as a slow speed police pursuit... 
suddenly ends in an explosion of gunfire.  a wild takedown... right in 
the middle of a crowded gas station. hello... i'm chuck henry.. and 
i'm colleen williams.  let get right to nbc 4's beverly white... live in 
koreatown... with more on this breaking news. beverly. 

0:55 2/23/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another breaking story! a mall lockdown in montclair! alex calder is 
live in newschopper 4! 

1:43 2/23/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also tonight... she was a high school spanish teacher... but police 
say she was having sex with her male students. tonight... she's out 
on bail --  let's go live to kim baldonado at roosevelt high school in 
east los angeles... 

0:20 2/23/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

federal agents seized these rhino horns... and more than a 'million' 
dollars in gold bars... cash... diamonds... from homes and 
businesses in "westminster". it was part of a multi-state crackdown 
on rhino horn smuggling. the horns of the these endangered 
animals can sell for 20-thousand dollars' a pound. in some 
countries... they're believed to have medicinal value. 

2:26 2/24/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... new details on the gunfire that brought down a suspected 
carjacker at a koreatown gas station... and now we have the identity 
of that suspect..  we're also learning about the volume of gunfire 
leveled at that car.. in a gas station were a where a stray bullet 
could have been disasterous! it's 11 o'clock. i'm chuck henry . and 
i'm colleen williams.  lets get right to nbc 4's beverly white... live in 
koreatown... with the latest. beverly. 

0:26 2/24/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenage r-o-t-c student from riverside is on life support tonight... 
after he was shot in the head near his home.  police say 14 year old 
laurenz simmons was walking home from a neighbor's house last 
night when someone got out of a car... and fired several shots... at 
least one of which hit him in the head... just steps from his front 
door. so far.. investigators have no motive. the shooter took off in a 
light colored mitsubishi mirage.. or a similar car. 

0:17 2/24/12 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an update now on that breaking news we brought you at five 
o'clock! the l-a-p-d is still looking for the gunman who shot two 
teenage boys near los angeles high school... in the mid-wilshire 
district. investigators are trying to figure out what led to the 
shooting. the two teens tonight are in stable condition. 
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0:23 2/24/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to the school abuse scandal!  tonight... there's another teacher 
in trouble for allegedly committing lewd acts with a minor!!  
prosecutors in orange county say 32 year old joshua alexander 
evans has been charged with committing lewd acts with a 14 year 
old student. evans has been placed on leave from his job as an 
english teacher at el rancho charter school in anaheim hills. 

0:34 2/24/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police in fresno are trying to figure out if three fifth graders 
tried to poison their teacher!  the two boys and a girl reportedly 
confessed to putting rat poison in a teacher's coffee. one of the 
students had second thoughts... and knocked the cup out of the 
teacher's hands before she could drink it. apparently this wasn't the 
only time something like this has happened:  all three children were 
expelled and moved to other schools in the district. 

2:11 2/27/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a tragic story out of long beach... the death a 10 year old girl... last 
friday... after school... has been ruled... a homicide. joanna ramos 
died just a few hours after being involved in a fight with another 5th 
grader... a classmate.... reportedly over a boy.  nbc4's kim 
baldonado is live in long beach... kim... 

0:19 2/27/12 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family and friends held a vigil in wilmington tonight for two 
teenagers... who were murdered overnight. police say meldrick 
melgoza and his girlfriend carolina ramirez... were simply walking 
down bay view avenue... around seven p-m... when someone 
opened fire. the two 16-year-olds died at the scene. police are still 
looking for the gunman. 

0:39 2/27/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in the school cafeteria it sounded like popping noises - but it was 
gunfire.. and when it was over one student was dead and four 
others seriously injured. tonight a small community outside 
cleveland, ohio is struggling to come to terms with a tragedy.  
parents and students gathered tonight in chardon,ohio for a 
candlelight vigil. there is only one suspect, 17 year old t-j lane... 
described as a bullied outcast. it appears he targeted his victims... a 
group of students sitting at a table. two of the injured are in critical 
condition - the other two are in serious condition. the alleged 
shooter surrendered to police. 

2:17 2/28/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mother and daughter were found murdered in a redondo beach 
apartment this morning... and tonight... police are looking for a man 
who knew them well...  nbc 4's beverly white... is live in redondo 
beach with the latest. beverly. 

0:35 2/28/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange county teacher... who used to play in the n-f-l... is now on 
the growing list of teachers accused of inappropriate behavior with 
students.... he's accused tonight of kissing and groping students.  
joseph orduna was charged today with two misdemeanor counts of 
"child annoyance." he's a biology teacher and a wrestling coach at 
godinez fundamental high school in santa ana. he's accused of 
kissing one female student ... and groping another .... both girls 
were 16 at the time. orduna played three years in the n-f-l back in 
the early 70s. if convicted... he faces up to two years in jail. 

0:14 2/28/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and 37-year-old corey hogan... the band director at washington 
preparatory high school in south la... has been arrested. a 17-year-
old girl told police that she had consensual sex with hogan at his 
house in hawthorne. 
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1:50 2/28/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and in ohio... the teenager accused of gunning down students in a 
high school cafeteria... made his first appearance in court today.... 
and police released dramatic 9-1-1 calls begging for help...  
prosecutors have until thursday to bring charges against lane... and 
they're expected to ask that he be tried as an adult. 

1:48 2/29/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he's on the run... tonight. a bank robber dressed in body armor... 
with an assualt rifle... he used to shot a police officer... and then 
drops a lot of cash coming out of the bank.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm chuck 
henry. and i'm colleen williams.  let's go live now... to chino with nbc 
4's beverly white. bev!! 

0:24 2/29/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former l-a city commissioner has been charged with possessing... 
and distributing child pornography.  albert abrams... surrendered to 
f-b-i agents today... prosecutors say investigators downloaded more 
than 150-child pornography videos... and pictures from a computer 
at his home. last august... he told reporters a tumor on his spine 
compelled him to do it... and he resigned. 

2:17 3/1/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight... this photo shows the the dramatic moment... when 
the hostage in a bank robbery was finally rescued after being held 
for hours!  it was an intense standoff that ended in an explosion of 
gunfire. and it's our top story at 11 o'clock, i'm chuck henry. and... 
i'm lucy noland. colleen has the night off.  let's get right to the 
scene... with angie crouch... live in "buena park." and... angie... that 
bank manager was rescued amid a hail of bullets... 

0:25 3/1/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11... an update on the "ice" agent who was shot and killed 
by a fellow officer.  the american civil liberties union claims that the 
agent... ez-eckel garcia... had been the subject of complaints by 
immigrants.. for his tactics during a raid.. police say garcia shot his 
supervisor... during a performance review at the long beach federal 
building. that's when another ice agent.. shot and killed garcia. 

0:26 3/1/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have some newly released surveillance video tonight... from 
yesterday's bank robbery in chino... it shows the heavily armed 
gunman... walking around inside the bank. he's still on the run 
tonight. police also have survailance video of his car... a dark gray 
nissan with tinted windows and arizona plates. a police officer was 
shot during the robbery... and is in stable condition 

1:12 3/1/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a barrage of gunfire is caught on tape as police and f-b-i afgents 
take down a double murder suspect in a la mirada neighborhood.!  
nbc4's lolita lopez shows us how the standoff ended... with this 
exclusive video! 

2:11 3/2/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the "f-b-i" is looking for a 'dangerous' fugitive... who might 
just be... in "southern california." he's wanted for "child rape." and... 
for '18 years'... he has been on the run.  nbc four's kim baldonado 
joins us live now... with with the latest. and... kim... that includes... a 
reward. 

0:27 3/2/12 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... 'new' details about that 'bank robbery' stand-off... in 
"buena park." police say the gunman... "m-yung jay kim" may have 
'targeted' the bank manager... he took hostage... yesterday. "swat" 
officers shot "kim"... as they rescued the bank manager. tonight... 
he's in 'critical' condition... detectives say... the manager had 
worked at 'another' bank... where kim was a customer. they think 
"kim" was 'upset' with something that happened at that bank... so he 
tracked the manager to her new job. 
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0:32 3/2/12 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

0 in the miramonte abuse scandal... an attorney representing some 
of the parents... has filed 33 claims of negligence against the l-a 
school district.  they say the administration should have seen 
indications that mark berndt posed a threat to the children in his 
class as far back as 1991!! berndt is charged with 23 counts of lewd 
conduct with minors. in a related matter... school superintendent 
john deasy has now banned some teaching methods... including 
blindfolding students for whatever reason... and even making butter 
in class. 

0:26 3/5/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former new york mets star lenny dykstra has been sentenced in a 
los angeles superior court to 3-years in prison for grand theft auto...  
prosecutors say dykstra and two others tried to lease and sell high-
end cars from several car dealerships by claiming credit through a 
phoney business. the judge today said the scam showed 
sophistication and extensive planning. dykstra was immediately 
taken into custody. he's already earned a year of credit for time 
served. 

0:31 3/5/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in today's closing arguements..prosecutors say former lapd 
detective stephanie lazarus was driven by jealousy... when she shot 
and killed sherri rasmussen in 19-85. rasmussen was married to 
lazarus' ex-boyfriend. the break in the cold case came when d-n-a 
evidence linked lazarus to a bite mark on the victim's arm. defense 
attorney's claims that evidence was corrupted and is unreliable. if 
convicted lazarus faces life in prison. 

0:21 3/5/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "montebello" tonight... a woman is dead... and her husband is in 
critical condition... it happened at a 'senior living center.'  police 
believe a '72-year' old man strangled his '63-year' old wife. other 
family members... found her dead... they also also found the 
woman's husband... with stab wounds. and... police say those 
wounds... were self-inflicted. tonight... that man is in critical 
condition. 

1:17 3/5/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he had pipe bombs and police say he was planning to use them! 
tonight... we're getting new details about thursday's bank hostage 
situation in buena park.  vikki vargas, in orange county has the 
latest on the investigation. 

0:46 3/6/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news right now... you're looking live... at "ventura 
boulevard"... in "encino"... authorities blocked off a wide swath of 
the boulevard tonight... after someone found... a 'suspicious' device.  
nbc four's jesse gary is live in encino... with the breaking news. 
jesse. 

1:58 3/6/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teacher at an oxnard middle school is on leave tonight... she's 
accused of appearing in a porn film!... and school officials were first 
alerted to it by students.  n-b-c4's beverly white is in oxnard 
tonight... live at eleven with the latest. beverly! 

0:19 3/6/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the 17-year-old boy charged in last week's shooting rampage at an 
ohio high school made another court appearance today, but did 
*not* enter a plea. a juvenile court judge explained to "t-j lane" that 
he could be tried as an adult. lane is accused of killing three 
students and seriously wounding two others in the school cafeteria. 

2:03 3/7/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... new details on a high school brawl involving as many as 
30 students at carson high.... although the school says it was not 
racialy motivated - not everyone see's it that way!  nbc 4's beverly 
white, went out tonight and found some people who saw, what went 
down .... beverly. 
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1:38 3/7/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... deputies are hoping 'surveillance' video... will help them 
track down... a group of drifters... who used distraction... rather than 
weapons... to pull off a major heist... in "orange county."  
investigators say... five of the suspects are 'women'... and... they 
had it 'all' planned out.  let's go to kim baldonado... live at 11... in 
"san clemente"... with the 'caught on camera' clues. kim. 

0:13 3/7/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for the person who shot and killed a puppy... 
leaving it die in this dumpster. it happened in the rubidoux area of 
riverside county. it's believed the dog was shot with a pellet gun. 

0:11 3/7/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

federal agents say a westlake man tried to smuggle thousands of 
counterfeit viagra pills into the u-s. agents made the bust at l-a-x ... 
as the man was coming back from a trip to korea. 

3:24 3/7/12 11:12p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... we have a story of perseverance and hope... the story of 
man... who spent 20 years in prison... for a crime he did 'not' 
commit. witnesses 'lied' on the stand. yet... "frankie carillo"... now 
37- years old and a college 'freshman'... says he's not bitter.  as our 
"colleen williams" reports... in this "nbc 4" exclusive... "carillo's" 
looking ahead... not back... as the 'one year' anniversary... of his 
release from prison approaches. 

1:59 3/8/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a babysitting nightmare for one woman... she says she had to run 
away from this man's house -- after being hired to watch his 
children.  what happened inside his house... she can't remember. 
it's our top story. i'm chuck henry... and... i'm lucy noland. police say 
the woman was drugged... and... that's 'not' all.  nbc four's beverly 
white is live in norwalk... with more.. bev. 

1:34 3/8/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... the verdict is "guilty." tonight... former "l-a-p-d" detective 
"stephanie lazarus"... stands convicted of 'killing' her ex-boyfriend's 
wife... more than 25 years ago. it's "d-n-a" evidence that broke open 
this cold case. n-b-c four's patrick healy... was in court... for the 
conviction and reaction.  a judge will sentence "lazarus"... on "may 
fourth." she faces... '27 years' to 'life' in prison. 

2:00 3/8/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the feds say they've un-corked a sweet scam... a wine 
dealer and collector is accused of selling more than a million dollars 
in fake wine!  nbc 4's angie crouch... is live in pasadena... where 
some people are "seeing red". 

0:41 3/8/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at eleven... an emotional 9-1-1 call from a man who says he 
made... a 'deadly' mistake.  tuesday... "richard fox" fired off his 
'homemade cannon'... that blast... 'killed' his live-in girlfriend. here's 
how it sounded... when he called authorities:  prosecutors have now 
charged "fox" with 'murder.' four other people were in the home... at 
the time of the blast. they're not hurt. 

0:26 3/8/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning tonight... if you must use an a-t-m after dark... there's 
been a recent rash of a-t-m robberies in the inland empire...  in one 
the victim was forced to reveal his p-i-n number at knife-point. two 
suspects have been arrested in that case... but there have been two 
other a-t-m holdups in riverside county... both at night. unless you 
are with someone, you have to ask yourself - do you realy need to 
make a late night stop at the a-t-m. 

0:21 3/9/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11... whitey bulger's girlfriend is considering a guilty plea.  
federal prosecutors in boston say catherine greig's (grehg) lawyers 
indicated she wants to plead guilty to harboring a fugitive. last 
summer the two were captured in santa monica ... after 16-years on 
the run. bulger was wanted in connection with 19-murders. 
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2:02 3/9/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of former l-a-p-d detective stephanie lazarus is now 
talking .... the detective was found *guilty* of murdering the wife of a 
man she once loved.  angie crouch joins us now with more on this 
live in downtown la 

0:36 3/9/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

on "l-a's" west side tonight... police warning residents... about 
thieves... who've been posing as 'city workers'... to get into homes.  
'six' incidents... so far this year... in an area roughly from "robertson 
boulevard" on the east... to "bundy drive"... on the west... and... 
from "wilshire" on the north... down to the "10 freeway."  these are 
sketches... of two of the thieves. 'others'... however... may be part of 
the same group. police say... one person poses as a city inspector... 
d-w-p employee... or even a construction worker... to distract the 
resident of a home. the second person then sneaks inside and 
steals items... in most cases... jewelry. 

1:44 3/12/12 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

panic on a public bus... when police say a passenger tried to take-
out the driver while speeding down the freeway! it's our top story i'm 
colleen williams. and i'm lucy noland... in for "chuck henry." that bus 
was 'packed' with passengers.  let's go live right now... to "nbc 4's" 
kim baldonado... in "irvine." kim... 

2:24 3/12/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

forget money, jewels or even gold. thieves are now targeting a hot 
new item... right from the grocery store... tide laundry detergent! 
that's right... "tide" has become a form of currency on the streets. 
why?  nbc4's robert kovacik is live in burbank... robert... 

0:18 3/12/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a jewelry heist... caught on tape... tonight.. police in "laguna beach" 
are looking for 'this' man. they say he busted into a shop... over the 
weekend... and 'made off' with '35-hundred' dollars worth of "indian 
jewelry." this is just one of 'five' burglaries... in the "laguna beach" 
area... targeting stores... that sell the jewelry. 

0:17 3/12/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

authorities believe... the man in this surveillance video... hitting a 
"chino bank" last month... may have struck again. and... again 
dressed in tactical gear. tonight... they believe he targeted a bank... 
in sacramento. that robber... was also carrying an 'assault rifle'... 
looking much the same as the robber in the "chino" hold-up. 

0:19 3/12/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight... 'another' local teacher... under arrest... authorities say 
he 'sexually molested' a student.  ted nishihara is a 'substitute' 
teacher... at "los coyotes middle school"... in "la mirada." sheriff's 
investigators arrested him at his home today... after a female 
student claimed... he touched her... in a 'sexual manner'... during 
class. 

1:10 3/12/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we 've been following his story franky carrillo...in prison for 20 years 
for a murder he didn't commit. today he was in court today bringing 
a lawsuit against the l-a sheriff's department... specifically... the 
deputies he believes are responsible for sending him to prison.  
carrillo claims... corrupt and racist deputies known as the "lynwwod 
vikings" coerced and threatened a witness into falsely i.d.ing him as 
the shooter in a drive by murder. his attorney says these deputies 
acted like, quote -- "gangsters."  we contacted the the sheriff's 
department... they told us... a "thorough investigation" and 
"prosecution" led to franky carrillo's ..conviction. in response to 
questions about the so called lynwood vikings... the spokesman 
said that situation was "blown out of proportion." trial is set to begin 
in october. 

1:16 3/13/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news - high speed car chase ends. 
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0:19 3/13/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

'breaking news' now from "inglewood"... where two women have 
been shot.  inglewood police say... the women were sitting in their 
car... when someone fired shots... 'into' their vehicle. witnesses say 
the gunman was on foot... and left the scene in a waiting black 
"nissan maxima." the women are now at the hospital... at least... 
one had surgery. 

0:46 3/13/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we first told you about this strange story last night at 11. theives are 
targeting "tide laundry detergent"... and... tonight... we're getting 
'new' information about an arrest in "orange county."  detectives 
believe tide's 'price tag'... and 'demand'... make it a target. and... a 
case in "orange county" may support the theory... that drug addicts 
are stealing "tide"... then re-selling it... at a 'bargain price'... to 
support their habits. deputies say their current suspect appeared to 
be "under the influence" of 'meth-amphetamine.'  some stores are 
apparently considering 'just' that... putting the "tide" under lock and 
key... until the demand on the black market 'drops off.' 

1:12 3/13/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the latest now on "breaking news"... from the top of our show...  a 
high speed chase... involving a suspected drunk driver! alex calder 
is live in newschopper 4. 

1:50 3/14/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight... a shocking murder at a job training school in 
hollywood... a counselor is dead... he was stabbed to death... 
according to police...by a student on the campus...  nbc four's 
stephanie stanton is live near the crime scene with new details... 
stephanie... 

0:26 3/14/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

'new' tonight at 11... 'chilling' new details... about the serial 
murders... of homeless people... in "orange county."  prosecutors 
have charged "izzy" ocampo with the 'murders' of 'six' people. and 
now... 'grand jury' transcripts show... the iraq war veteran... told 
detectives... he actually 'joined' the "marine corps"... because he... 
quote... "needed to kill." he said before his capture... he had 
'planned' to 'continue' killing people. "ocampo" said he wanted to 
kill... at least... 16 people. 

0:25 3/14/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in sherman oaks... three homeowners have filed police reports... 
after finding 'swastikas'... scrawled on their property... all three 
markinge... appeared to be made with the same 'crayon'... the three 
victims... are jewish. and... one of the homeowners says... this is not 
the first time... someone has vandalized her home. in 2001... she 
rented her house... to a movie production company. when she 
returned... she found swastikas... all over the interior. 

0:15 3/14/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the longtime 'girlfriend' of mob boss "james 'whitey' bulger"... has 
struck a plea deal. '60 year old' catherine creig today... pled 
"guilty"... to charges of 'helping' bulger... evade catpure. the f-b-i 
captured "bulger"... in santa monica... after '16 years' on the run. 

1:50 3/14/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... in "san bernadino"... police are on the 'look-out' for a 
gunman... who 'tied-up'... and robbed two sisters... and their '87 
year' old mother... in their home.  nbc 4's patrick healy is live in "san 
bernardino." how terrifying... patrick. 

0:25 3/14/12 11:17p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was one of the most gruesome and highly publicized murders in l-
a history… now… a new exhibit details the 19-47 murder of "the 
black dahlia"... elizabeth short…  one of the most gruesome and 
highly publicized murders in l-a history... now has an exhibit. it 
details... the '19-47' murder of "the black dahlia"... "elizabeth short." 
the newly constructed exhibit... will soon be open at the "los angeles 
police museum." it features... never before seen... 'case materials' 
from the "l-a-p-d's" investigation of the murder... which remains 
'usolved.' the exhibit will run through 'june 16-th.' 
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2:11 3/15/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she's not what she seems... police say she's a 'he'... who 
masqueraded as a woman for years... in a bizarre case... of 'identity 
theft.'  and... tonight... he's facing charges. i'm lucy noland... in for 
"chuck henry." and i'm colleen williams.  let's get right to beverly 
white... live in santa ana with the latest. beverly. 

0:23 3/15/12 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now... at 11...a bizarre murder in huntington park a woman 
was found .. tied up... possibly strangled to death...inside a 
business.  just after six this evening... police were called to the 
global nature herbal store. they describe the woman as being in her 
mid 30's... she was the only person inside the store. police still don't 
know if she worked there... or was a customer... but she may have 
been strangled. 

0:26 3/15/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight... federal investigators have targeted two 'cancer' 
centers... in "southern california"...  according to the "f-b-i"... the 
feds served search warrants today... at the "downey" and "long 
beach" offices... of the "oncology institute of hope and innovation." 
the "f-b-i" says... it can 'not' release... any more details... because... 
the search is now sealed... by the court. according to its website... 
the institute operates... nine locations... throughout california. no 
arrests... as of yet. 

0:23 3/15/12 11:11p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in paramount... sheriff's detectives are looking for two robbers... 
who shined a 'bright light' into a homeowner's eyes before robbing 
her. they were wearing ski masks when they kicked in the front door 
of her home... then apparently tried to disorient the woman with the 
light. she handed over her jewelry... saying she was worried about 
her two young children. the robbers also took the family's flat-screen 
t-v. 

0:25 3/15/12 11:14p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dramatic 'dash cam' video... from a crime scene in "columbus.. 
ohio." the shots you just heard... fired yesterday... by a police 
officer... responding to reports of several people getting stabbed. 
those shots critically wounded the suspect... his dashcam also 
captured the fast response... moments before the shooting. 

0:27 3/15/12 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more 'caught on camera' video... tonight... police in "florida" say... 
they 'finally' know who's behind a 'mall robbery'... from "black 
friday."  the "f-b-i" says... the robber... dressed in a 'perfect' 
imitation... of a 'brinks security' guard. he then walked into stores... 
and thinking he was the "brinks" guy... they gave him '150 thousand' 
dollars. now... through d-n-a and other techniques... investigators 
say they've identified him... but they think he's fled to "jamaica." 

1:23 3/16/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news at 11:00 tonight!  right now the hunt for gunmen -- 
after they hit a store... apparently looking for the new ipads! hello i'm 
colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry... let's go right to the scene... 
in santa clarita... with beverly white. bev! 

0:23 3/16/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have more breaking news from rancho cucamonga... where 
three people were found dead tonight inside a home.  deputies are 
still at this house... the home owner here found three people... 
dead... inside her home. apparently... she had hired them to paint 
the house. investigators say they do not suspect foul play... but 
they're still not sure what took the lives of the three workers.. 

0:29 3/16/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and more breaking news now from carson.  an l-a county sheriff's 
department patrol car crashed tonight near avalon and 213th street 
in the carson area. at least two deputies were hurt. a second car 
smashed into a hydrant. at this point... we don't know the condition 
of the deputies... or the cause of the crash. the injured deputies 
have been hospitalized. 
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0:27 3/16/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we rode along with ontario police tonight...and were allowed 
exclusive access...while more than one hundred agencies took part 
in a sting. in this sting tonight... minors stood outside a liquor store 
and asked adults to buy them alcohol... once the purchase was 
made... the adults were arrested... the penalty... a one thousand 
dollar fine and 24 hours of community service... 

0:31 3/16/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in "new jersey" today... a jury convicted a former rutgers student of 
a hate crime... and other charges... connected to the suicide of his 
gay roommate...  20-year old dahrum ravi, was found guilty of 
invasion of privacy when he set up a web-cam to broadcast on the 
internet his roommate with another man. that roommate, tyler 
clementi... jumped to his death from a bridge three days later… 
prosecutors say "ravi" could face up to ten years in prison... and 
deportation to his native india. 

0:37 3/16/12 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an attempted jewelry store robbery in fullerton ...may have given the 
suspects the shock of their lives...the owner pulled a gun...and shot 
one of the suspects!!  this is video of the wounded robbery 
suspect... just outside "all phases" jewelry store in fullerton. at last 
report... he was still in the hospital. police say there were five 
robbers in all... and the other four were arrested after crashing a 
get-away car!!  police say at this point it appears the owner was 
within his rights ... and will not face any charges. 

2:26 3/19/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... looks can be deceiving. investigators say this pin-up 
model... is actually a drug king-pin! and she's accused of running an 
international crime ring... right from her hollywood apartment!  it's 
our top story. i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry. police say 
that model was leading a wild double life...  robert kovacik is live in 
west hollywood... robert... 

1:50 3/19/12 11:03p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shooting this morning at the sportsmen's lodge... triggered an all-
out manhunt... after police say a man shot his girlfriend... and then 
took of with their two little children.  n-b-c-4's beverly white is live at 
the sportsmen's lodge *in* studio city beverly! 

0:25 3/19/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11-- police make two arrests in a string of bomb threats at 
alhambra high.  earlier this month-- students were evacuated from 
the high school after one of those threats. friday, alhambra police 
arrested one current and one former alhambra high student. their 
names have not been released. the school has received six bomb 
threats by phone since the beginning of the year. no explosives 
were ever found on campus. 

0:29 3/19/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new tonight... covina police are searching for a man who 
sexually assaulted a seven-year-old girl over the weekend.  police 
believe this is the man who walked up to the girl saturday night as 
she was standing on her driveway... then he carried her to the side 
of the house before assaulting her... fortunately she was able to 
break free and run away... the suspect then fled in a 2005 or newer 
model... burgundy nissan altima... the girl was examined at a 
hospital and released. 

0:23 3/19/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight another school and more allegations of sexual abuse in the 
l-a unified school district. a wilmington teacher is under 
investigation-- accused of inappropriately touching five female 
students from "george de la torre (torray) junior elementary school". 
the male teacher is on paid administrative leave. the school's 
principal also has been placed on leave for unspecified reasons. 

0:43 3/20/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news - police are searching in venic beach for a 
suspicious package thought to be a pipe bomb 
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2:00 3/20/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in orange county tonight... the search is on for a bearded man... 
who tried to kidnap a little girl... from outside her home... luckily she 
managed to get away!  nbc4's beverly white is live in san juan 
capistrano... beverly... 

1:47 3/21/12 6:05a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this morning, a 15-year-old girl who was shot in south gate.. has 
died of her injuries. she was riding in a car in south gate when 
someone opened fire.. hitting her in the head. a family friend says it 
all started with a fight outside a party.  toni guinyard is live at "saint 
francis medical center" in lynwood.. with the latest. toni. 

0:16 3/21/12 6:17a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

giovanni ramirez, the initial suspect in the dodger stadium beating, 
is out of jail. ramirez was held for parole violations after he was 
cleared of the attack on giants fan bryan stow. two other men have 
been charged in the beating case. 

2:03 3/21/12 6:36a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this morning, sheriff's investigators are trying to find out who shot 
and killed a 15-year-old girl in south gate. a family friend says the 
girl had just left a party with her boyfriend.. when a fight broke out.  
toni guinyard is live at "saint francis medical center" in lynwood.. 
with the latest. toni. 

0:31 3/21/12 6:38a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fontana police are searching for at least one suspect, who went on 
a destructive vandalism spree... targeting parked cars.  the suspect 
splashed paint thinner on vehicles parked in driveways or along the 
street in the 51-hundred block of racoon way. about 20 cars and at 
least one truck were damaged. police say the vandalism spree 
happened between midnight and three-am yesterday. the thinner 
caused the paint to just ooze off the vehicles. no neighbors reported 
seeing or hearing anything suspicious during the night. 

0:20 3/21/12 6:49a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have arrested a suspect in the stabbing death of a woman 
whose body was found in a popular studio city park. 26-year-old 
stephen joanou is accused of murdering the 32-year-old woman. 
investigators say the victim likely knew her killer. 

0:17 3/21/12 6:50a Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l-a county sheriff lee baca is considering a plan to close a portion of 
the troubled men's central jail in downtown l-a. the department is 
facing a federal investigation into allegations of brutality inside the 
jail. up to 18-hundred inmates would likely be moved to a newer 
facility in lynwood. 

2:08 3/21/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught in the act! police say a man was making videos in a college 
bathroom... it's out top story. i'm colleen williams.. and i'm chuck 
henry. and they say the suspect has been making these bathroom 
video's for a long time...  nbc four's beverly white is live in cypress... 
bev! 

0:30 3/21/12 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's been five months since that shooting rampage at a salon in seal 
beach. and now tonight... that salon... is being torn down.  the 
interior of salon meritage was ripped away today... and church 
leaders held a healing ceremony inside. outside, messages were 
being scribbled on a bin... in memory of the victims... the owner, 
sandi fannin, is moving... opening a new salon with the same name. 
last october a gunman walked in and began firing... killing eight 
people... including fannin's husband randy. 

0:22 3/21/12 11:10p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and... you're looking at "night-video" of an alledged break-in... 
orange county sheriff's deputies took this video of four teenagers... 
they say the teens were trying to steal pot early this morning from a 
santa ana dispensary. but when the owner spotted them... the 
teenagers took off! police caught some of them on the roof.... and 
they were arrested. one suspect who is 18... was booked on 
suspicion of burglary. 
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1:57 3/22/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

outrage over the shooting death of teenager trayvon martin in 
florida... spread to south l-a tonight... this comes as major 
developments unfold in the case... and the anger... grows across 
the country.  nbc4's beverly white is live in south l-a... beverly... 

0:42 3/22/12 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man who was initially... arrested for the beating of a giants fan 
outside dodger stadium... is speaking out publicly for the first time 
since his arrest.  giovanni ramirez was released from prison 
saturday... he was there for an unrelated parole violation... 
stemming from his arrest in the stowe case. at first... he was 
considered the "prime suspect" in the bryan stow beating. but two 
months later... police arrested two other suspects... and cleared 
ramirez.  ramirez would not say if he plans to sue the city or the 
police department. he did say....he feels for brian stow... who is still 
recovering at a rehab facility in the bay area. 

0:28 3/22/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two former executives of the l-a memorial coliseum are facing 
charges tonight.  former general manager patrick lynch... and 
former events manager todd destefano... were taken into custody 
today on a grand jury indictment. the owner of a music production 
company... which held events at the coliseum... was also arrested. 
the specific charges were not released... but their attorneys say the 
men were charged with various conspiracy counts... related to the 
operation of the venue. 

1:57 3/23/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the manhunt is on tonight for a killer who robbed a computer store.. 
and shot and killed the owner.. a man friends say was nothing short 
of a genius.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen 
williams. let's get right to the investigation!  nbc4's patrick healy... 
live in lancaster... with the latest... patrick? 

1:44 3/23/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the pieces of a murder mystery are beginning to come together 
tonight... after a body was found in the basement of an urgent care 
facility...  nbc four's beverly white is live in mission hills... with new 
information on the suspected killer. 

0:20 3/23/12 11:06p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a grand jury indictment that was unsealed today... reveals an 
alleged scheme to steal millions of dollars from the l-a coliseum. two 
former coliseum executives and two rave promoters pleaded "not 
guilty" to accusations of embezzlement, bribery, conspiracy and 
conflict of interest. the indictment also names two contractors. 

2:18 3/26/12 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say... she's a serial shopping thief! here's her m-o...she 
sneaks into offices.. steals wallets... and then goes on shopping 
sprees with her new... illegal... line of credit.  let's go live to irvine... 
with nbc 4's beverly white... and the surveillance video that could 
help solve the case... beverly! 

0:25 3/26/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a internal l-a p-d investigation has *reportedly* found one officer 
guilty of racial profiling. according to the la times... the investigation 
accuses motorcycle officer patrick smith... of targeting latinos during 
traffic stops... and then falsifying reports indicating they were white. 
the officer worked the west traffic division. the department will hold 
a disciplinary hearing... 

0:22 3/27/12 11:12p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... police have released surveillance video of students 
ransacking a walgreens in north miami beach, florida. police say the 
group walked out of class last week to protest the trayvon martin 
shooting in nearby sanford, florida. police plan to charge students 
who can be identified from the video... and from i-d cards which 
some of them dropped at the scene. 
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2:10 3/28/12 11:00p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stunning new developments tonight in the case of a college student 
shot and killed by police in pasadena. it's our top story... i'm colleen 
williams! and i'm chuck henry! pasadena police say the person who 
lied to a 9-1-1 dispatcher is now under arrest!  nbc4's beverly white 
is live in pasadena. beverly. 

0:36 3/28/12 11:08p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at eleven... more charges for the operator... or as some call 
him... the drill sgt. .. of a local camp for troubled teens.  right now... 
42-year-old... kelvin mcfarland... is behind bars. investigators say 
the boot camp sergeant sexually assaulted two teenage girls back 
in 2004.  today... mcfarland was charged with five felonies. he 
pleaded **not guilty**... and his bail was set at 275-thousand 
dollars. mcfarland runs... family first growth camp... in pasadena. 
last year... he was charged with child abuse... kidnapping... false 
imprisonment... and extortion in an unrelated case. 

0:28 3/28/12 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight! this is surveillance video of george zimmerman in 
police custody in florida... right after he admitted to shooting 17-year 
old trayvon martin.... here's where it gets interesting on both sides! 
zimmerman's attorney says martin broke zimmerman's nose... and 
left a gash in his head... in a fight before the shooting. but, a laywer 
for martin's family says... the video proves that zimmerman's nose 
was *not broken... and he had no noticeable blood on his head and 
face. 

1:51 3/29/12 11:02p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

to the inland empire... where police say a man... and a woman... 
have their own version of lotto mania! and it's the criminal kind!  nbc 
4's beverly white... live in riverside... to show us how their scam 
works... and who they're preying on... beverly. 

1:04 3/29/12 11:04p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news... an arrest in burbank after police say someone was 
shinging a laser pointer at aircraft... let's go to alex calder in 
newschopper 4 

0:26 3/29/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at eleven... a man's passion for movie posters has him in big 
trouble!  a reseda man is accused of stealing 3-thousand movie 
posters over the past two years from bus shelters in the san 
fernando valley. the posters... like the ones you see here... are 
valued at about 200-thousand dollars. so why did he do it? well, it 
wasn't because he was a collector - he did it because he could sell 
them for roughtly twice that on-line. 

0:24 3/29/12 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a stanton woman is looking at possible "animal cruelty" charges... 
dozens of animals were removed from her mobile home. in fact... it 
was so bad inside...animal control officers had to wear respirators ... 
just to remove the animals... dogs, cats, chickens, a raccoon and a 
crow. authorities say the home was covered in feces. the animals 
will remain in a shelter...until an investigation is complete. 

2:06 3/30/12 11:05p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight in palmdale... seven young teenage boys... between the 
ages of 13 and 16... are facing assault and hate crime charges... 
they're accused of beating... kicking and severely injuring another 
teenager as he walked home from school...near a middle school.  
nbc 4's beverly white is live in palmdale... beverly. 

0:26 3/30/12 11:07p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight... the los angeles county d-a is reviewing the case of ten-
year-old joanna ramos... who died after a fight. the d-a is trying to 
figure out if charges should be filed against the young girl who was 
fighting with ramos. you might remember the story... it happened 
last month in long beach... the 2 girls left the school campus... and 
ramos died about six hours after that fight with a classmate... 
reportedly they were fighting over a boy. 
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0:37 3/30/12 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

long beach police are looking into a fire at a home they raided. 
police say they arrested three men at the house on caspian avenue 
last night... and confiscated marijuana plants... hallucinogens... and 
exotic pets. an hour after the raid... the house went up in flames.  
police say the three men arrested are facing felony charges for 
growing pot... and animal control officers seized four boa 
constrictors... three tarantulas... and a pet scorpion. 

0:22 3/30/12 11:09p Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at eleven... an inland empire soccer coach has been arrested 
on sex charges!!  this is a mug shot of 24 year old brandon tyler 
staples of victorville. staples is a girls soccer coach at oak hills high 
school in hesperia and he's been charged with having unlawful sex 
with a minor. now.. investigators want to know if there are any other 
alleged victims. 

0:43 1/12/12 11:24p cultural 

a show-stopping number... now... the blaring ringtone from a 'mobile 
phone'... in the audience... 'literally' brought a performance... of the 
"new york philharmonic orchestra"... to a screeching halt...  it 
happened tuesday night. the orchestra was near the end of 
"mahler's ninth symphony"... when a far different tune... the 
"marimba" ringtone from an "i-phone" started playing. the ringtone 
continued on so long... conductor "alan gilbert" was forced to stop 
the music... and ask the offender to turn off his phone. gilbert says 
that normally it's best to 'ignore' such disturbances... but this one 
was so 'egregious' he could not allow it to go on. 

1:40 2/28/12 11:03p cultural 

it's quite a picture from the inland empire tonight! a 340-ton rock is 
finally on the move from riverside... to the l-a county museum of 
art... it will become a new exhibit. but don't expect it to get there any 
time soon.... in fact... this is the epitimy of slow speed anything... 
alex calder is live in newschopper four with the details! alex! 

2:40 2/29/12 11:05p cultural 

tonight lacma's new three hundred and forty pound boulder... is 
becoming... a rock star!! it continues to slowly make its way to its 
final destination... and its gathering lots of fans along the way!  for 
the second night in a row people are showing up... along the route 
that's been mapped out for the rock... to get a peek at the huge 
piece of granite ... it will take another 9 nights... for the rock to be 
transported... through four counties... and 22 cities... to get to its 
new home.  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in glen avon! kim... 

0:26 3/2/12 11:15p cultural 

tonight... the giant "lacma" rock... is on the 'next' leg... of its journey. 
it's a little bit behind schedule... because last night... it had to 
contend with some power lines... and apparently everyone 
decided... to just rest right where it was... for the night. if everything 
goes well... it could be in "rowland heights" by sunrise. however... it 
has a hill to climb... and when you way 340 tons... that requires an 
'extra' engine... to give it a nice "push." 

1:11 3/8/12 11:15p cultural 

l-a's favorite rock... is one the move... once again... it has now left 
"carson"... and is heading north... let's go up to "alex calder" in 
newschopper four... to get the latest... on the 'odyssey'... of the 
"lacma rock." alex... 

2:26 3/9/12 11:03p cultural 

l-a's most famous rock... is on the final leg of its long journey... to its 
new home... a live look... now... from "newschopper 4."  it's now 
near "exposition park"... the rock should finally arrive... at the "lacma 
museum" early tomorrow.  nbc 4's kim baldonado... is live at the 
museum on the "miracle mile." kim... 
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2:44 1/11/12 11:14p deaths 

a movie based... on the "tuskegee airmen"... the famed 'african-
american' world war two squadron... is about to hit theaters... later 
this month. sadly... we've just lost... one of the 'original' members of 
the squad... who died on "new year's eve."  and... tonight... "nbc 4's" 
beverly white... talked with his widow. beverly... joins us live now 
from pasadena... where bev... yet another airman is being honored. 

0:34 1/19/12 11:06p deaths 

and tonight we have the sad news... that canadian skiing 
champion... sarah burke... has died from the injuries she suffered 
on the slopes...  the 29-year-old freestyle skier was a four-time 
champion at the winter x-games. she was looking forward to the 
2014 olympics in russia... where her specialty... the freestyle half-
pipe... will make its debut. last week... burke crashed during a 
training run in utah. her family was with her at the hospital today 
when she passed away. doctors say the brain damage was just too 
severe to overcome. 

2:22 1/20/12 11:04p deaths 

tonight... people who love jazz and blues... are paying tribute to 
singing legend... etta james. the grammy award winner died today 
in riverside... from leukemia... she was 73.  nbc 4's angie crouch 
has been at a jazz club in santa monica... angie. 

0:28 1/26/12 11:12p deaths 

the actor best known for playing jewish puerto rican student juan 
epstein... on the 70s t-v show "welcome back kotter"... has died.  
robert hegyes is the guy wearing the red bandana in this clip from 
the show. a hospital spokesman in new jersey says the former 
"kotter" star arrived this morning in full cardiac arrest. hegyes also 
appeared on broadway... and on other t-v series... including 
"cagney &amp; lacey." he was 60-years-old. 

0:30 2/3/12 11:06p deaths 

ben gazzara died today.... he was an actor whose powerful 
performances made him a name in movies... television and on 
broadway...  gazzara might be best known for staring in the t-v 
series... ``run for your life" where he was nominated for two 
emmys... his broadway credits include "cat on a hot tin roof... he 
also appeared in many movies... including "the strange one" and 
"anatomy of a murder" he died today in manhattan of cancer. ben 
gazzara was 81 years old. 

1:30 2/21/12 11:09p deaths 

sad new out of san francisco tonight were coach who first spotted 
and conmtinued to train new engliand patriots quarterback tom 
brady has died. brady had made a personal appeal lfor a kidney 
doner for his coach and mentor - although more than a hundred 
people volunteered a match was never found.  tom brady is out of 
the country and may not yet know of coach martinez's death. tonight 
brady's father said martinez's legacy will continue on through the 
people he touched over the last 40-to-50 years of coaching. 

0:40 2/29/12 11:07p deaths 

he was one of those guys... who never seemed to age... davey 
jones... the lead singer for the "monkees"...and major heart-throb 
from the 60's...died of a heart attack in florida today.  davey jones 
was the lead singer on songs like "daydream believer." jones last 
performed ten nights ago in oklahoma. and was scheduled to 
perform here... in la mirada ...next month. today... fans laid flowers 
on the band's star on the hollywood walk of fame. davy jones leaves 
behind a wife and 4 daughters... he was 66. 

2:21 3/1/12 11:02p deaths 

andrew breitbart ... the conservative blogger who loved to take on 
liberals.... has died. he collapsed last night, on the sidewalk near his 
brentwood home...  nbc four's beverly white is live at the coroner's 
office... where they're planning an autopsy... bev! 
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0:18 3/12/12 11:07p deaths 

the body of a pepperdine university athletic chaplain was found on a 
beach in malibu this morning... maurice hilliard had worked for both 
the men's and women's basketball teams at pepperdine... and was 
on staff since 2001... there was no immediate word on might have 
cause hillard's death. 

0:26 2/24/12 11:32p diversity 

the national hispanic media coalition celebrated its 15th annual 
"impact awards gala" at the beverly wilshire hotel tonight. the event 
honors people whose "achievements, generosity of spirit, or 
courage-under-fire" have benefited latinos. nbc4 was one of the 
sponsors of tonight's event. our antonio castelan and jacob rascon 
were on hand to help recognize this year's award winners. 

2:10 3/21/12 11:02p diversity 

radio station k-f-i is responding tonight... to a resolution passed by 
the l-a city council today... the resolution wants radio stations to dial 
down the racist and sexist comments... like the ones that were 
made on k-f-i after whitney houston died...  nbc4's kim baldonado is 
live in burbank...with reaction kim.... 

0:28 3/21/12 11:14p diversity 

they called it the million hoodie march... hundreds of people took to 
the streets in new york city tonight... demanding justice for trayvon 
martin. martin was wearing a hoodie when he was shot and killed 
last month by neighborhood watch volunteer george zimmerman. 
zimmerman says he shot the unarmed florida teen in self-defense... 
so far he's not been charged. tonight martin's parents joined the 
crowd.... and said they won't stop until they get justice for their son. 

1:54 3/23/12 11:06p diversity 

does wearing a hoodie... make you a hoodlum? one talk show host 
thinks so... and now his comments are adding to the outrage... over 
the death of florida teenager, trayvon martin.  nbc4's angie crouch is 
live in santa monica...were a protest was held tonight. angie... 

1:54 3/26/12 11:06p diversity 

tonight... "the million hoodie march" moved through downtown la... it 
was part of the nationwide movement... demanding justice for 17-
year treyvon martin... shot and killed by a neighborhood watch 
volunteer in florida. nbc4's jesse gary reports. 

0:12 3/27/12 11:13p diversity 

meanwhile... the parents of trayvon martin were in washington dc 
today... for a congressional hearing on hate crimes and racial 
profiling. they thanked lawmakers for putting the national spotlight 
on their son's case. 

0:27 1/12/12 11:14p education 

'big changes' are on the way... to all '10'... "university of california" 
campuses. over the next '24-months'... they will become 'smoke 
free.' that means... no smoking 'indoors'... 'outdoors'... in 'parking 
lots'... or 'dorm rooms.' the ban also includes... 'smokeless tobacco 
products.' "u-c's" president says... '586' universities... across the u-
s... 'already' ban smoking. and... as a leader... in environmental 
practices... "u-c" should follow suit. 

0:54 2/10/12 11:02p education 

and all that caps a week of extremely disturbing news for the 
lausd... our conan nolan sat down with district superintendent john 
deasy... and asked him... about the abuse scandal... and how 
parents were kept in the dark for more than a year... and his 
reaction...  conan asked deasy about our exclusive report last 
night... saying that mark berndt... the first teacher arrested at 
miramonte... was paid 40 thousand dollars to leave his job. deasy 
said... contrary to popular belief... you can't just fire a teacher... 
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1:34 2/10/12 11:03p education 

at miramonte elementary... attendance was up about 20% 
compared to yesterday..as parent are becoming more comfortable 
about sending their children to the school. as the investigation 
continues...... nbc4's beverly white has that part of our coverage... 

1:38 3/1/12 11:06p education 

all this... of course... very controversial... and tonight... the bomb 
squad went to limbaugh's home in "florida"... to check out a 
'suspicious' package. it turned out to be harmless... a 'gift' sent from 
a fan.  u-c-l-a's basketball program is under 'heavy fire'... from 
sports illustrated... the expose focused on.... the coach... and a star 
player! tonight fred roggin has an exclusive interview with that 
player! fred!  the fallout continues after yesterdays blistering attack 
on the ucla basketball program by sports illustrated.. other than ben 
howland, the focus of the article was on reeves nelson who was 
dismissed from the team in december.. reeves was protrayed as a 
kid who has anger problems and defied authority and he isn't 
pleased.. i talked with him tonight about the article..  more with 
reeves nelson coming up including how a pulitzer prize winning 
author could seemingly be so wrong 

1:36 3/1/12 11:13p education 

a '41 year old' high school teacher... in "modesto"... has quit his 
job... left his family... and moved-in... with one of his students. 
and.... that... is just the beginning. cheryl hurd reports... from 
"modesto." 

0:45 3/12/12 11:09p education 

the "l-a unified school district" is considering a 'new' way to protect 
students... from 'problem' teachers and 'sexual predators.'  l-a 
school board members say... the recent "sex abuse scandal" is a 
'wake up' call... for change. the board is now proposing 'two' 
resolutions. one calls for improved... "parent notification." the other 
seeks a "faster" and "less expensive way" to fire teachers accused 
of misconduct.  board members say... it's about speeding up the 
process... which can take up to seven years... depending on 
appeals. the full board will consider the plans tomorrow. 

3:12 3/14/12 11:13p Elderly-Seniors-
Retirement 

tonight we want to update you on a story we broke here at 11:00... 
about an 86-year-old woman in a nursing home... who was 
allegedly swindled out of her house by a former lapd officer and the 
bishop of local church. tonight... nbc4's ana garcia reports 
exclusively... on how the fbi has gotten involved.  we couldn't locate 
leroy dowd -and- darcy greenfield's attorney never responded to our 
request for a comment. the lapd, the la county sheriff and the fbi are 
currently investigating this case... so far no charges have been filed. 

2:42 1/6/12 11:00p Employment/Labor 

finally some hopeful news for job hunters! there are signs tonight 
the nation's economy is improving... including the best 
unemployment numbers in years. but what lies ahead for southern 
california??  it's 11 o'clock! i'm stephanie elam - in for colleen 
williams. and i'm chuck henry.  the country is still trying to rebound 
from the recession... and today we got some news that suggests... 
maybe things are looking up a little...  a new jobs report released 
today... shows the economy added 200-thousand jobs in 
december.. as the unemployment rate dropped to 8.5 percent 
nationaly. that's the lowest level in nearly three years!  the numbers 
are one thing but when you look around... you see alot of people 
are still out of work! with unemployment in california around 11.7 
per cent. we asked toni guinyard to get a sense of the situation here 
. she's live tonight in old town pasadena! toni... 
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0:33 1/11/12 11:33p Employment/Labor 

who hasn't been late to work... every once in a while? getting the 
kids to school.... bad weather.... that's nothing! "career-builder" dot-
com just released it's list of "most outrageous excuses for coming in 
late." these were actually collected from managers who hire people! 
here we go!  there's the old.... "my cat had the hiccups" excuse! 
how about i got distracted watching "the today show." you can 
never go wrong with "a fox stole my keys"" you can always blame 
your roommate! how about your roomie got mad at your and cut the 
cord to your phone charger! and finally.... i was late... "because i 
thought i won the lottery!" 

0:20 2/23/12 11:24p Employment/Labor 

nbc4 has learned that an employee at the beverly hilton hotel has 
been disciplined for talking to the media about whitney houston's 
death. that employee has filed a grievance with the union. houston 
was found dead in her bathtub at the beverly hilton earlier this 
month. the coroner is still waiting on toxicology tests to determine 
the cause of death. 

0:29 3/14/12 11:23p Employment/Labor 

a former college intern who worked for p-b-s interviewer charlie rose 
is suing rose and his production company... claiming she should 
have been paid for her work!!  these are scenes from his interview 
show... "lucy bickerton" says... she worked about '25 hours' a 
week... for "rose" in 2007... and did the work of an 'entry' level 
employee. the law firm representing "bickerton" has filed similar 
lawsuits... on behalf of interns... against "fox searchlight" and 
"hearst." 

0:28 3/20/12 11:23p Employment/Labor 

are getting ready for a job interview? watch out, you may be asked 
for the username and password...to your facebook account!  lots of 
job hunters say... they've been asked to turn over their passwords... 
apparently more and more companies want to get a good close up 
look at a candidate's facebook page... experts say the legalities are 
still unclear... job hunters say they don't like it but... jobs are still 
hard to get! 

0:27 3/30/12 11:08p Employment/Labor 

big labor news tonight in hollywood!! the historic merger between 
the screen actors guild and the american federation of television 
and radio artists is a reality!! members of both unions were 
overwhelmingly in favor of the merger... despite some bitter 
opposition. sag has been around since 1933... and aftra since 1952. 
the combined union represents more than 150-thousand people in 
front of the camera and on radio. 

0:26 1/1/12 11:22p Entertainment 

it was a new year's eve surprise! n-b-a player lebron james popped 
the question to his longtime girlfriend.  james proposed to his high 
school sweetheart, savannah brinson, at a new year's eve party. the 
couple have been dating for eight years... and have two sons. 
james' miami heat teammates dwyane wade and chris bosh were 
also at the new year's eve bash... and issued their congrats on the 
spot. 

0:46 1/4/12 11:17p Entertainment 

tonight... america's got talent host nick cannon is in the hospital. 
doctors say he is suffering from kidney failure.  his wife... recording 
star mariah carey... posted this picture on her twitter page. he's in 
an aspen... colorado... hospital bed... with carey by his side. carey 
asked for prayers... and said quote... "cannon's situation is very 
painful... and a serious moment that's very tough on on all of us." 
we asked our own doctor bruce hensel about kidney failure in 
somebody so young.  cannon is 31 years old. tonight... there's no 
word when he will be getting out of the hospital. 
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0:26 1/5/12 11:09p Entertainment 

legendary soul singer etta james has been released from a 
southern california hospital... and is back at her riverside area home 
tonight with her family.  her manager says james was released this 
afternoon... her condition has improved to the point that she could 
be removed from a breathing machine. she was hospitalized in mid-
december because she was having trouble breathing. james has 
been diagnosed with terminal leukemia... and has been mostly 
receiving at-home care. 

2:10 1/5/12 11:15p Entertainment 

new at eleven! award season is here! the golden globes will be 
first... then the oscars! but have you noticed... there hasn't been a 
lot of buzz about which movies... or stars... will be getting the 
nominations... at least... that's how it seems to some people!  so 
tonight! we sent angie crouch out to ask the question... where's the 
buzz??? she's live in hollywood! angie! 

0:44 1/9/12 11:24p Entertainment 

it's one of the biggest music festivals in the world... and... tonight... 
we know 'which' bands will take the stage this year... at the 
"coachella festival."  the "black keys" played the festival last year. 
and... this year... they're back... headlining the first night. the festival 
runs through two weekends... "april 13th" through the "15th." and... 
april 20th... through the 22nd.  radiohead is the saturday night 
headliner... on two consecutive weekends. "dr. dre" and "snoop 
dogg" will close out the show... on two consecutive sundays. other 
acts include... "florence and the machine"... "arctic monkeys"...and 
"the shins."  for more information on this year's festival... including a 
link to the full line-up... just go to "n-b-c l-a dot com"... and search 
"coachella." 

2:26 1/10/12 11:14p Entertainment 

now to the natalie wood case! after several weeks of new 
interviews... sheriff's investigators say they have *not* uncovered 
any new evidence... but yet... the case remains open. why?  nbc4's 
robert kovacik is live in our news operations center... robert what did 
you find out tonight?  sometimes when you ask for the public's help, 
you get it. and the sherriff's department, admittedly, has gotten 
plenty of it. the suprise decision to rexamine the circumstances 
surrounding natalie's woods death...we are told... was prompted by 
several sources coming forward. since then, several more sources 
have followed. a long list that now needs to be checked out and 
checked off.  steve whitmore also told me this case will wrap up 
sooner rather than later. when i pushed him for more specifics he 
said certainly by the end of the year or maybe even before 
summer...adding that is if the investigation stays the way it is now. 
i'm robert kovacik 

0:41 1/11/12 11:07p Entertainment 

new at 11... legendary super-sports agent leigh steinberg revealed 
tonight... he has filed for bankruptcy!!  steinberg... the inspiration for 
the jerry maguire movie character... said tonight he blames 
alcoholism for his financial downfall.  steinberg is shown here in an 
interview with our vikki vargas... this was when we first reported on 
his financial problems last month... now he says he has filed for 
chapter seven bankruptcy because in recent years quote: "his 
judgment and the oversight of his affairs was not consistent and at 
times impaired." unquote. steinberg has represented superstars in 
many sports.. including troy aikman.. oscar de la hoya.. and dusty 
baker. 

2:23 1/12/12 11:01p Entertainment 

also ... actress heather locklear is in the hospital... she's expected to 
be there... at least overnight. she was rushed there this afternoon... 
after a 9-1-1 call from her sister ...who was at her home...  live at 
eleven! nbc four's beverly white at los robles hospital in thousand 
oaks with the latest.. beverly! 
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2:50 1/12/12 11:15p Entertainment 

the "golden globes" are this sunday... and... he's back. last year... 
"ricky gervais"... created 'quite a stir'... hosting the "globes." and... 
he's ready to take the stage again.  so what's he got in store... this 
year? "nbc 4's" cary berglund knows... as well as anybody can. he 
sat down today... with "ricky gervais." 

2:37 1/13/12 11:05p Entertainment 

yes fritz... that forecast...has workers racing against the clock 
tonight.. they're trying to get everything ready for the golden globes 
on sunday.... to be held at the beverly hilton hotel! and they are 
taking extra precautions this year... just in case it does rain on the 
red carpet!!  n-b-c 4's kim baldonado is live in beverly hills tonight... 
at the hotel! kim! are they ready yet??  from fashion galleries... to 
predictions... our "popcorn biz" blog... has all things golden globes. 
just head to our website... n-b-c l-a dot com... and search "golden 
globes." and don't forget to watch the globes... sunday night... at 
five... right here on nbc 4!! 

0:30 1/13/12 11:08p Entertainment 

actress "heather locklear" is back home tonight... following an 
overnight stay... in the "i-c-u." and... a hospital spokeswoman 
says... she's in 'good spirits.'  locklear was rushed to "los robles 
hospital"... in "thousand oaks" yesterday afternoon... after her sister 
called "9-1-1." her 'family' and the 'hospital'... would 'not' confirm 
reports... that "locklear" had a 'bad' reaction... after mixing 
'prescription meds' with 'alcohol.' however... the family 'did' say... 
they wanted locklear's fans to know... what happened... is 'not' the 
result... of a 'suicide' attempt. 

0:29 1/18/12 11:22p Entertainment 

new developments in the conrad murray case... according to 
prosecutors... michael jackson's family is no longer asking for 
restitution payments from murray... in november... murray was 
convicted of involuntary manslaughter for the death of michael 
jackson. since jackson didn't live to perform his planned concert 
series... his estate put losses at a-hundred million dollars for that 
alone... but murray's attorneys say... he just doesn't have the 
money! 

0:39 1/18/12 11:23p Entertainment 

actor mark wahlberg is apologizing for comments that upset some 
9/11 families. he said that... if he'd been on one of the planes that 
day... he would have fought back and the plane wouldn't have 
crashed like it did.  wahlberg told the magazine "mens journal" he 
would have fought off the terrorists... and then the plane would have 
landed safely... but after a 9/11 widow called his comments 
disrespectful.. wahlberg apologized. and called his remarks, 
ridiculous and irresponsible. wahlberg says he was originally 
scheduled on one of the flights boston. but he changed his plans a 
week before september 11th. 

0:30 1/19/12 11:22p Entertainment 

it's opening night for the annual sundance film festival  tonight lucky 
fans got to see screenings of four brand new movies! for the next 
ten days more than 100 fiction and documentary movies will be 
shown.... and directors and stars will mingle with up-and-coming 
talent... all this happening in the ski resort...park city utah... which 
also... for now.... becomes the focal point of the movie world. 
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0:35 1/19/12 11:22p Entertainment 

the man known as the "dermatologist to the stars".. dr. arnold 
klein... is reportedly bankrupt... and so... he's selling some 
remarkable possessions!  and today we got a look at some of the 
items up that will be going up for auction from the man who was 
michael jackson's dermatologist.... they include the hat jackson 
wore... after he burned his scalp shooting a pepsi commercial back 
in 1984. there's also a picture of elizabeth taylor... made out of 
diamonds. that picture alone could fetch up to 120-thousand 
dollars... the auction is monday here in los angeles. 

0:28 1/20/12 11:11p Entertainment 

we're learning tonight "who gets what"... when kobe bryant and his 
wife officially split. public records in orange county show vanessa 
bryant will get to keep the couple's three mansions in newport 
coast. she filed a divorce petition last month... citing "irreconcilable 
differences." legal experts have said she'll probably also get an 
additional settlement... worth at least 75-million dollars. 

0:56 1/20/12 11:23p Entertainment 

an opening night screening of the movie... "red tails"... was held in 
baldwin hills tonight.  this was the scene tonight at the "rave" 
theatres. the movie tells the story of the famed tuskegee airmen... 
the all-black world war two fighter pilot squad. the squadron... was 
sent to north africa... and italy to escort white bomber pilots... and 
was made up of some of the best fighter pilots in the air. george 
lucas... is the executive producer... the stars of the movie... include 
cuba gooding junior... and terrence howard. one of the original 
tuskegee airman had this to say about the cast.  looking here at 
scenes from the movie... george lucas says he spent 58-million 
dollars of his own money to finally get "red tails" on the big screen! 

0:28 1/23/12 11:24p Entertainment 

the golden globes... the sag awards... they all lead up to the big 
show: the oscars! tomorrow morning... we find out who and what 
gets nominated this year for hollywood's highest honor!  a lot of 
people are banking on "the descendants" snagging best picture and 
best actor ... because that movie took such honors at the golden 
globes. others say don't count out the silent movie "the artist"! which 
got top comedy or musical at the globes!  watch today in la 
tomorrow morning! it starts at 4;30 a-m... for live coverage of the 
oscar nominations... they will be announced at 5:38 a-m our time! 
(yes-5:38 is correct) and... make sure to check out the complete list 
of nominees... after they are announced... at n-b-c l-a dot com. 

0:32 1/24/12 11:21p Entertainment 

actress demi moore is recovering tonight from apparent health 
problems that sent her to the hospital last night... according to her 
spokeswoman...  a spokeswoman says the actress is seeking 
professional help to treat her exhaustion and improve her health. 
she goes on to say the decision is due to the stresses in her life.... 
and that moore looks forward to getting well. no other details were 
released... the past few months have been rocky for moore. in 
november she released a statement announcing that she had 
decided to end her marriage to actor ashton kutcher... 
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0:36 1/25/12 11:14p Entertainment 

a custody battle between actress halle berry and her ex... appears 
to be heating up!... to the point where police and child protective 
services... were at her house today.  they showed up at her home in 
west hollywood today. yesterday... a court denied a restraining 
order against berry's ex... supermodel gabriel aubry. berry's nanny 
claims aubry shoved her against a wall while she was holding the 
couple's three-year-old daughter. investigators won't say what they 
were doing at the home today... but police say it's routine for both 
parents to be interviewed during a custody dispute... when there are 
allegations of abuse. 

0:34 1/26/12 11:22p Entertainment 

it was up to michael jackson's children do what their father never 
got a chance to do - leave his hand and footprints in the cement at 
grauman's chinese theater... they used his famous sequin glove and 
one of his shoes! friends like smokey robinson... quincy jones.. and 
justin bieber were also there - and if you happend to be on 
hollywood blvd. their were also performances. it's all part of cirque 
du soleil latest production "immortal" a tribute to micheal jackson's 
music.  that cirque du soleil show... opens this weekend at staples 
center!! 

1:00 1/27/12 11:07p Entertainment 

hundreds of people turned out tonight for a public viewing to honor 
singer etta james... who died last week at the age of 73.  the 
viewing took place at inglewood cemetery mortuary. people of all 
ages who love blues and jazz came out tonight. etta james began 
her career in the 1950's ... the grammy's, the rock and roll hall of 
fame have all honored etta james for songs like her signature "at 
last". eta james was a south l-a native.. she later moved to 
riverside... and was diagnosed with leukemia early last year. her 
family said this show of support is helping the family get through a 
tough time.  etta james will have a private funeral tomorrow morning 
in gardena.. with the reverend al sharpton delivering a eulogy. 

0:43 1/27/12 11:08p Entertainment 

and tonight we've got a 9-1-1 call... from the night actress demi 
moore was rushed to the hospital.  a friend made that call monday 
night... from moore's home in beverly hills. moore spent several 
nights in the hospital... and was released yesterday. her publicist 
says moore had sought professional help to treat exhaustion. but 
the publicist would not give any other details about what happened 
monday night. friends say it's been a rough few months for moore... 
since announcing her split with ashton kutcher. 

0:37 1/27/12 11:23p Entertainment 

he stole the show at the golden globes... but even though "uggie" 
the dog is at the peak of his film career... tonight comes the news 
every hollywood agent hates to hear.... uggie... star of "the artist" is 
retiring.  uggie's trainers say the ten-year-old pooch is simply getting 
too tired to continue his work in front of the camera. in addition to 
"the artist"... this talented jack russell terrier was also in the movie 
"water for elephants". uggie will pass the acting baton over to his 
younger brother... "dash"...for future projects. 

2:39 1/31/12 11:16p Entertainment 

maybe you've heard about the hit movie... "the artist"!! it's a silent 
movie tribute that's gobbling up awards... and now tonight... it's 
getting some major support... for economic reasons!  nbc four's 
robert kovacik is live in hollywood! robert! 
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1:02 2/3/12 11:07p Entertainment 

and millions of people have been waiting for this weekend! we are 
now less than 48-hours away from the super bowl... and for a lot of 
fans... that means a last minute rush!  like finally giving-in that last 
minute urge for a super big screen hdtv! the national retail 
federation is predicting record sales for new televisions for this 
super bowl! and the competition is on.... and there are some good 
deals out there. some retailers are offering 60 and 70 inch screens 
for under two-thousand dollars.  if you combine tv and food sales 
...americans are expected to spend 11 billion dollars on this year's 
super bowl... which you can see of course... right here on nbc4! 

1:52 2/3/12 11:08p Entertainment 
our fred roggin is in indianapolis!! and he's got an inside look at the 
very intense nbc preparations... and the city of indianapolis... it is 
just going wild tonight!! here's fred's report! 

0:31 2/6/12 11:24p Entertainment 

in a few weeks... the seals will be broken on the envelopes 
announcing if they are oscar winners. today... the pressure was 
off... as the nominees sat down and broke bread.  academy award 
veterans including george clooney and meryl streep were on hand 
at the beverly hilton for the nominees luncheon. so were first-time 
contenders including octavia spencer and melissa mccarthy. in all... 
about 150 nominees attended today's luncheon and posed for the 
annual oscar class photo. 

0:24 2/8/12 11:25p Entertainment 

arnold schwarzenegger and sylvester stallone will share the screen 
in an upcoming movie... but first they shared a hospital experience .  
this photo was posted by the former governor on line. it shows 
schwarzenegger and stallone in the hospital at the same time... 
each of them was awaiting shoulder surgery. schwarzenegger says 
it was just a coincidence. the two will be teaming up in a movie 
called "the tomb". 

1:29 2/9/12 11:00p Entertainment 

tonight... a man convicted of stalking madonna is on the loose... 
after slipping out of a mental health facility.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
colleen williams . and i'm chuck henry.  new at eleven... a 54 year 
old homeless man who was convicted of threatening to kill 
madonna - has slipped out of a norwalk mental facility and he hasn't 
been seen since.  so, how did he get out and just how dangerous is 
he. nbc 4's kim baldonado has the latest. kim! 

0:21 2/9/12 11:09p Entertainment 

and former survivor producer bruce beresford-redman made his first 
appearance in a mexican courtroom today... facing charges that he 
murdered his wife monica back in 2010 during a family vacation. 
beresford-redman was flown to cancun last night... his attorney said 
today he hopes to convince mexican authorities to drop the 
charges.. due to inconsistencies in the prosecution's case. 

0:18 2/9/12 11:24p Entertainment 

paul mccartney finally has a individual star on the hollywood walk of 
fame! seems impossible that he didn't have one before now! but its 
true... before today sir paul was the only beatle without a solo star. 
mccartney's star is right outside the capitol records building. it's 
alongside those of ringo starr... and john lennon and george 
harrison. 

0:20 2/9/12 11:25p Entertainment 

there's a new movie being made called "caught in flight." it's about 
princess di... so who's going to play her??  turns out... filmmakers 
have picked... naomi watts... seen here promoting the movie "j. 
edgar" last year... says she looks forward to the challenge of playing 
princess diana on the big screen. producers say "caught in flight" 
will focus on the final two years of princess diana's life. 
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0:24 2/10/12 11:24p Entertainment 

jay-z... and beyonce are showing off their new baby for the very first 
time.  the couple posted the first photos of "blue ivy " online today... 
along with a note. it says quote... "we welcome you to share in our 
joy." signed the carter family. she was born on january eighth... and 
her parents have filed an application to trademark the name... blue 
ivy... a line of "blue ivy" childrens clothing is said to be in the works. 

3:41 2/13/12 11:00p Entertainment 

tonight... at new jersey's teterboro airport the private jet carrying the 
body of whitney houston was taken to a hanger, the end of the long 
journey home. then the hearse... under police escort... drove the 
casket to a mortuary... where family members... are planning her 
funeral... and **possibly** a public memorial...  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  and... we're still no closer to 
knowing what killed her... or what triggered the deadly chain of 
events.... in fact...we probably won't know...for several weeks... the 
coroner's investigation remains on-going... and part of the focus... 
could possibly be... the "source" of those prescription drugs that 
were found in her hotel room...  here's the latest: the autopsy is 
complete... but the toxicology report may not be ready for several 
weeks. and her family members have said that besides the 
funeral... they may also hold a public memorial...  live at 
eleven...nbc four's robert kovacik in beverly hills with the latest 
developments... robert... 

0:12 2/13/12 11:04p Entertainment 

... and today...sir paul mccartney and his wife nancy ... dropped off 
flowers... at the makeshift memorial for whitney houston outside the 
beverly hilton hotel. the couple shook hands and spoke with some 
of whitney houston's fans.... 

2:19 2/13/12 11:04p Entertainment 

and although we don't know yet... what killed whitney houston... her 
death has once again renewed the debate... about celebrities and 
drugs... and the treatment they get... or don't get.... nbc4's kim 
baldonado is here with that part of the story... kim... 

0:26 2/13/12 11:24p Entertainment 

tonight... the u-s navy parachute team made a precision landing 
onto sunset boulevard!  their called "the leap frogs" and they made 
what's called a halo jump... a high altitude low opening jump. they 
landed on sunset boulevard... in front of the arclight hollywood 
cineramadome. the jump was to promote the new movie "act of 
valor"... which tells the story of an elite team of navy seals. 

2:08 2/14/12 11:05p Entertainment 

tonight... we're learning more about how family members... and how 
her home state of new jersey... is going to say good-bye... to 
whitney houston.  nbc 4's beverly white is live at the hotel where 
whitney houston died over the weekend... beverly... 

0:30 2/14/12 11:24p Entertainment 

and a little girl... suffering from a rare brain disease... got a dream 
valentine... from justin bieber!  six-year-old ava-lanna routh (rowth) 
loves justin bieber more than just about anything! justin bieber 
heard about her on "the today show." and he decided to fly 
avalanna and her family from their home in connecticut to new 
york... "the beebs" and ava-lanna played candyland... and she even 
got the chance to style his famous hair. the little girl has a condition 
known as "a-t-r-t" ... it's extremely rare... affecting fewer than 30-
people per year. 
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0:29 2/15/12 11:06p Entertainment 

and a new development tonight in the case of reality t-v producer 
bruce beresford-redman. he has been ordered to stand trial in 
mexico for the murder of his wife. a judge in cancun ruled today.. 
that there's enough evidence for the case to move forward. the body 
of his wife, monica, was found at a cancun resort in 2010... the 
family was there on vacation. witnesses in court say the former 
"survivor" producer -- nearly fainted when he heard the news this 
morning. 

0:23 2/15/12 11:13p Entertainment 

whitney houston's death certificate has been issued...but in the 
space for "cause of death" there is no entry! that's because its 
hasn't been determined yet. officials have subpoenaed records from 
houston's doctors to find out more about her prescriptions. 
houston's funeral will be saturday morning... there will be a live 
video feed - which you can see on our web site... n-b-c l-a dot com. 

0:20 2/15/12 11:14p Entertainment 

and tonight... new jersey governor chris christie is defending his 
decision to have state flags lowered to half staff for whitney 
houston. christie has been criticized by some who say her past drug 
problems should exclude her from such an honor. but the governor 
says whatever drug problems she had... whitney houston still did a 
lot of good. 

0:31 2/15/12 11:24p Entertainment 
police in texas just released this video of country superstar randy 
travis being arrested last week for public intoxication. travis says he 
drank too much after an argument with his girlfriend. 

2:22 2/16/12 11:13p Entertainment 

radio station kfi has suspended two of its most popular talk show 
hosts... because of remarks they made about whitney houston.... 
the station said it was insensitive and inappropriate.  nbc4's jesse 
gary is live in beverly hills with details... jesse... 

0:34 2/16/12 11:16p Entertainment 

whitney's houston's ex-husband, bobby brown paid tribute to her at 
a concert in washington d-c tonight.  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** 
we've also learned brown *will* attend whitney houston's funeral on 
saturday. brown says he's going in part... to support his daughter, 
bobbi christina. there were several reports that whitney houston's 
family did *not* want brown at the service. 

0:20 2/16/12 11:16p Entertainment 

as for the funeral service...it'll take place at the same new jersey 
church where houston sang as a teenager... kevin costner... who 
co-stared with houston in "the bodyguard"... will be one of the 
speakers at the service. other celebrities said to be attending 
include... jay-z, beyonce, bill cosby, oprah winfrey and elton john. 

0:33 2/17/12 11:24p Entertainment 

it was a big night for "the help" at the n-double-a-c-p "image 
awards"... as the oscar-nominated movie won three awards tonight.. 
including "outstanding motion picture!"  it was also a big night for 
the famous tuskegee airmen... and george lucas... who made the 
movie "red tails"...which tell their story. there were tributes to the 
late whitney houston.. her funeral is tomorrow in new jersey. the 
show closed with a gospel version of houston's song... the greatest 
love of all. 

0:23 2/20/12 11:09p Entertainment 

and the oscars aren't until sunday... but the street closures have 
already started...  starting tonight hollywood boulevard will be shut 
down west of highland avenue near the kodak theater. that's where 
the ceremony will take place... and while the red carpet and 
bleachers are being set up... tourists will still have a chance to visit 
grauman's chinese theater and madame tussauds. 
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0:30 2/20/12 11:13p Entertainment 

less than two months after her death... several items belonging to 
whitney houston will be going up for auction. a black velvet dress 
and a pair of earrings she wore in the movie "the bodyguard" will be 
up for bid during the "hollywood legends" auction march 31st. 
houston's dress is valued at one thousand dollars... the earrings six 
hundred dollars. but both are expected to sell for a lot more. 

3:35 2/20/12 11:13p Entertainment 

she may be gone... but decades after her death... you could say 
marilyn monroe is hotter than ever. her image is all over the place... 
movies... magazines... and nbc's own "smash"... so who's marketing 
marilyn?? nbc4's kim baldonado is here with her exclusive report! 
kim...  she's an l-a native... born norma jeane mortenson at l-a 
county hospital's charity ward... but by the time the world came to 
know... and fall in love with her... she'd become marilyn monroe. 
today... she's still one of the world's most marketable celebrities.  
you can expect to see some new marilyn monroe marketing 
ventures announced within the next week or two... to coincide with 
the oscars. 

0:33 2/20/12 11:17p Entertainment 

he was the big winner on the first season of the voice... now javier 
colon is reflecting on change that comes with success..  javier has 
more to say about the voice... and details about his new album... if 
you want to hear more... we've posted the entire interview on our 
facebook page... simply go to facebook-dot-com... slash... nbcla... 

2:40 2/22/12 11:09p Entertainment 

every few years there is a proposal to merge the two largest 
performing unions.. and tonight it's on the table again. the ballots 
are set to be mailed out next monday... but there's been a new 
development...involving some big name actors.  we first broke this 
story... nbc four's robert kovacik .. live in the newsroom with the first 
reaction from sag!!  this hollywood script seemed to have a 
predictable ending...after years of courtship two unions were finally 
about to come together. then this morning...a plot twist. a lawsuit to 
derail the creation of what was sure to become hollywood's most 
powerful labor union. now tonight sag has something to say to the 
actors revising the script.  attorney david casselman says the 
lawsuit asks for the ballot results to not count. ned vaughn of sag 
says he is confident the decision whether or not to merge the 
unions will be decided by union members and not by a judge. and 
full disclosure--tv reporters and anchors here at nbc and in los 
angeles are members of aftra. i'm robert kovacik 

0:24 2/22/12 11:24p Entertainment 

poison or overdose? tonight... there's mystery surrounding the 
death of "amazing race" producer, jeff rice. rice was found dead in 
his hotel room... in uganda... last weekend. his assistant was also 
found unconscious in that room. there were reports that rice *may* 
have been poisoned... but *now authorities say he likely died of a 
'cocaine' overdose. that assistant is recovering in the hospital. 

0:25 2/23/12 11:23p Entertainment 

tonight... singer chris brown could be facing a felony charge... after 
the singer allegedly store a woman's i-phone.  the woman claims 
she was taking brown's picture outside a nightclub on sunday... 
when he grabbed the phone out of her hands. so far no charges 
have been filed... but the police report lists the potential crime as 
"robbery by sudden snatching"... which is a felony. 
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0:25 2/23/12 11:24p Entertainment 

she sold 450 million books and said that's it for harry potter.. but 
tonight comes word j.k. rollings is at it again....  all we know is that 
her next novel is not about wizards... j-k rowling will only say the 
new project is going to be very different.... and this time she's taking 
aim at an adult audience.... and just like the "harry potter" books, we 
won't know what it's about until it goes on sale. 

2:18 2/24/12 11:14p Entertainment 

this is a big weekend for hollywood...the academy awards 
show...with it's old school glamour...is just hours away! sunday is 
the night and almost everything is in place! nbc4's angie crouch is 
live in hollywood with the latest... angie... 

3:41 2/27/12 11:14p Entertainment 

since southern california is the movie capitol of the world it's about 
time you put your home to work. just like actors, if your house has 
the right look... it could be in commericals or the movies! and they 
pay.. very well!  cash in on your crib! it's our exclusive report.. and 
robert kovacik, is here to show you how! robert!  from a couple 
hundred dollars a day just to shoot the exterior to a couple of 
thousand a day depending on the difficulty of the shoot inside. when 
the cameras roll it could be a bank roll. and just about anyone can 
be living in a star property!  your check list: make sure the location 
manager is reputable. make sure you convey your restrictions. for 
instance, if a room is off limits put it in your contract. and filmla says 
remember the entire process goes most smoothley when you and 
the production company representative reach out to all your 
neighbors. okay. action! i'm robert kovacik. 

0:22 2/28/12 11:14p Entertainment 

according to e-entertainment, whitney houston's death will be ruled 
an accident. citing un-named sources... they say the coroner's office 
has found no evidence... to indicate either foul play or a deliberate 
suicide attempt. the coroner's office will not comment on the report. 
houston's initial death certificate did not list a cause of death... now 
it will. 

0:22 2/28/12 11:23p Entertainment 

its quite a sight at night - the olympic rings on a barge traveling 
along the river thames in london...... as of tonight we are just 150 
days and counting until the start of the summer games. these rings 
are 36 feet high and 82 feet wide. and of course... you can catch the 
olympic games right here on n-b-c four... 

0:34 2/29/12 11:18p Entertainment 

there could be a lot of bleary-eyed children... and grownups, too, 
tomorrow... because disneyland is open all night!! the magic 
kingdom in anaheim... and disneyworld in florida... are both open all 
night as a promotion for "leap day"!!  big crowds have turned out for 
this disney marathon! the promotion brought out some real hard-
core mickey mouse fans.... the first 2000 people to enter the park 
got free mouse ears! disneyland opened at six this morning and it 
will stay open until six tomorrow morning. 

0:16 2/29/12 11:23p Entertainment 

there are reports tonight that jersey shore star "snooki" is going to 
be a mom! the 24-year old reality star is reportedly pregnant with 
her first child. we're told snooki's boyfriend...is the father. some 
wonder how this will affect the show. stay tuned. 

0:44 2/29/12 11:32p Entertainment breaking news - disneyland traffic jam 

1:33 3/2/12 11:15p Entertainment 

it's been a rocky ride... recently... for "lindsay lohan"... but lately... 
she's been all over 'talk shows'... telling us how she's getting her 
'life' back on track. including hostintg saturday night live tomorrow 
night. here's mark barger! (hard g like hog) 
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0:23 3/2/12 11:17p Entertainment 

check this out... it's one of the most 'imaginative' homes... you'll 
ever see... and now it's on the market. "dick clark" has just listed his 
"flintstones" style home in "malibu"... for 'three-point-five million' 
dollars. you'll feel like you're living in "bedrock." it only has one 
bedroom. but... it sits on 22-acres... and has breathtaking views of 
the pacific. 

2:14 3/6/12 11:13p Entertainment 

new at eleven... a 'rating' debate... over a movie... about 'school 
bullying.'  that new movie... makes a powerful point... but... its 
audience is limited... because of an "r" rating. now... a teen bullying 
'victim' wants to change that rating. "nbc 4's" kim baldonado is live 
with reaction... from the young lady behind that effort. 

0:22 3/7/12 11:23p Entertainment 

it may not be a very good year for snowfall... but it's turned into a 
great year for ski packages. in fact... "mammoth mountain" has a 
deal right now... where they'll basically throw in airfare... from "l-a-x" 
or "orange county" to mammoth. hotel and lift tickets for that 
package cost 139 dollars per person... per night. the mountain's 100 
percent open... 

0:16 3/9/12 11:07p Entertainment 

actor "michael madsen" is in jail tonight... for suspicion of "felony 
child endangerment." "l-a county sheriff's deputies" arrested the "kill 
bill" actor... at his home in "malibu." according to investigators... 
"madsen" appears to have gotten into a 'physical' fight... with his 
teenage son. 

0:24 3/9/12 11:16p Entertainment 

tonight marks... the '15th aniversary'... of the death... of rap super-
star... "notorious b-i-g."  the "new york" born rapper... who's real 
name was "christopher wallace"... died in a 'drive-by' shooting... in 
the "miracle mile" area... of "los angeles." authorities never have 
made an arrest. and... over the years... many have speculated... the 
rapper's murder was in 'retaliation'... for the death of "rapper tupac 
shakur"... during "east-coast.. west coast" rap rivalry. 

0:22 3/12/12 11:15p Entertainment 

he says he's a hunter… so... "donald trump junior" isn't sorry... for 
killing a bunch of exotic animals... while on a safari last year... in 
"africa." these photos of "donald junior" and his brother "eric"... in 
front of several dead animals has started an uproar. but... trump 
junior is defending himself... and his brother on twitter... saying the 
animals were not endangered... and... that the kills fed local 
villagers. 

1:01 3/12/12 11:16p Entertainment 

hollywood rolled out the "black carpet" tonight for "the hunger 
games." the premiere was held this evening at the nokia theater in 
downtown la.  the hunger games has become one of the most 
anticipated movies of the year... and is the first film in what will be a 
trilogy. some people camped out since early yesterday to get one of 
400 wristbands... letting them check out the movie before the 
general public.  the hunger games tells the story of young people 
living in a post-apocalyptic world. they must fight in a televised 
battle in which only one person can survive.  the movie will be 
released nationwide on march 23rd... and the midnight showings at 
many theaters for that night... are already sold out. 

2:08 3/13/12 11:03p Entertainment 

for the third time since production began... a horse has died... 
during the filming of the "h-b-o" race-track drama... "luck"... as the 
third accident is investigated... "h-b-o" has temporarily suspended 
filming with horses. "nbc 4's" robert kovacik is live in "arcadia"... at 
"santa anita." robert. 
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0:23 3/13/12 11:16p Entertainment 

madonna has found an 'up close' and 'personal' way... to show 
people how 'dedicated' she is... to her upcoming... "girls gone wild" 
tour.  she posted these 'photos' of bruises... she suffered... while 
rehearsing for the tour... on her "facebook" page. the '53 year old' 
performer described one of the injuries... as a "heart-shaped bruise 
on her backside." the worldwide tour begins in late "may." so... she 
might sport even 'more' bruises... by then. 

1:50 3/13/12 11:16p Entertainment 

the runway was hot tonight! maybe you saw it... the new reality 
show "fashion star" debuted tonight here on nbc4! our own cary 
berglund caught up with two of the show's celebrity mentors: jessica 
simpson and nicole richie.  you saw it... and if you like it... now you 
can wear it! "macy's".... "h &amp; m"... and "saks" are now selling 
clothes featured on tonight's episode of fashion star!  we checked 
the websites for all three stores tonight... and all three... feature 
outfits seen on tonight's show. if you saw something you like... and 
you don't feel like getting online... don't worry! since the show is pre-
recorded... these outfits will be available at the three stores... 
tomorrow morning! 

2:41 3/14/12 11:00p Entertainment 

the luck has run out for an acclaimed h-b-o show... after another 
race-horse died during production. now... the show has been 
scratched... from the schedule.  it's our top story. i'm colleen 
williams. and... i'm lucy noland... in for chuck henry. the show was in 
production... at the "santa anita racetrack."  and that... is where our 
robert kovacik is live. robert... what happened? 

1:35 3/15/12 11:05p Entertainment 

the shockwaves of the "derek fisher" trade are still reverberating 
through "laker nation"... tonight. i'm not sure even now...that the 
news is sinking in... but...what can we expect of the team? the new 
lakers???  fred roggin is here with us now... with more from the 
lakers' general manager.  today's nba trade deadline indeed 
reshaped the lakers.. first off, pau gasol is still on the team.. derek 
fisher is not.. he's headed to houston..  it's a cost-cutting move for 
the lakers, plain and simple.. thanks for your 13 years of service, we 
need your three-and-a-half million dollars off next year's books.. and 
even though derek has won 5 titles with the lakers, keep in mind 
this isn't the first time he'll put on another uniform.. fisher left in 
2005, opting for a better contract in golden state.. and while it's hard 
to see him go,, at 37, he's not as quick as he once was and the 
lakers needed a new point guard.. still, just as fans were upset 
about the team moving lamar odom, you can bet they're confused 
about this one too.. i'd imagine mitch kupchak has the answer...  so 
fisher's headed to the rockets along with a first round pick.. lakers 
get fourth year center jordan hill in return.. later, we'll tell you who 
the lakers also acquired to provide that speed and quickness in the 
backcourt.. 

0:23 3/15/12 11:10p Entertainment 

the jury in "nicollette sheridan's" wrongful termination case... needs 
more time. the panel went through its first 'full day' of deliberations 
today... without reaching a verdict. what jurors did reach for... "post-
it notes" and "scotch tape." and later... they asked for the definition 
of "complaint." late in the day... they said they were having 'difficulty' 
reaching a verdict. so... the judge told them to return at 10 a-m 
tomorrow... and keep on trying. 
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0:32 3/15/12 11:11p Entertainment 

actor russell brand is out on bail tonight... he was arrested earlier 
this week in new orleans when he allegedly grabbed a 
photographer's i-phone and tossed it through a window.  a 
paparazzo claims in a police report that on monday... he used the 
phone to take a picture of brand... and that's when brand grabbed it. 
brand defended himself in a tweet... saying he could not bear to see 
anyone use an i-phone irreverently... and what he did was a tribute 
to steve jobs.. 

2:14 3/16/12 11:04p Entertainment 

when his short movie went viral he gained instant fame and respect. 
but now the charity co-founder, behind the video "kony 2012"...is in 
a hospital... after a bizarre incident in san diego... nbc4's angie 
crouch is here with details... angie...  san diego police say jason 
russell appears to have suffered some kind of mental breakdown... 
he was spotted running naked in the streets yesterday and had to 
be hospitalized. tonight, his family released a statement suggesting 
he broke down under the pressure of having created the biggest 
viral video in history.  russell's family asks volunteers to continue 
with the kony campaign - but it's unclear tonight what affect this 
incident will have on the cause. in the newsroom, angie crouch, nbc 
4 news. 

0:50 3/16/12 11:07p Entertainment 

george clooney is out on bail tonight... after being arrested with his 
dad.... the two were trying to call attention to a humanitarian crisis in 
africa…  the actor… his father nick… and more than a dozen others 
were arrested today during a protest outside the sudanese embassy 
in washington, d-c… the group… was protesting sudanese 
president omar al-bashir… who clooney accuses of starving and 
killing his own people… clooney… who met with president obama 
about the sudan crisis earlier this week… was released after paying 
a one hundred dollar fine…  several members of congress were 
arrested along with clooney… as was martin luther king the third… 

0:37 3/19/12 11:08p Entertainment 

tonight... that "desperate housewives" lawsuit filed by actress 
nicolette sheridan... may have to "be continued". the judge today 
declared a mistrial...  that means it's possible sheridan's wrongful 
termination case will be tried again before a *new* jury. she claims 
that her character on "desperate housewives" was killed off... after 
she accused the show's creator, mark cherry, of hitting her. the jury 
deadlocked eight to four in favor of sheridan...  sheridan was 
seeking nearly six million dollars in back pay. 

0:12 3/21/12 6:50a Entertainment 

and the daughter of zsa zsa gabor wants her mother's medical and 
financial needs independently controlled. she believes gabor's 
husband, frederic von anhalt, is not properly caring for her mother's 
health. 

0:29 3/21/12 6:57a Entertainment 

thin is no longer "in" in israel. a new law bans so-called ultra-skinny 
models from fashion show catwalks and commercials.  supporters 
say the law is designed to reduce eating disorders. from now on in 
israel, models cannot be hired for jobs unless a doctor signs off 
saying they are not underweight. that means a body mass index of 
no less than 18-point-five percent. one israeli politician says the law 
defines beauty in a new way. 

2:18 3/22/12 11:00p Entertainment 

tonight... the speculation ends. the autopsty shows... whitney 
houston was a chronic cocaine user... and she used the drug, the 
day she was found dead in the hotel bathtub.  but it may "not" have 
been the cocaine that killed her...  it's our top story i'm colleen 
williams. and i'm chuck henry.  let's go live to patrick healy... with 
what the autopsy findings are revealing tonight. patrick! 
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2:12 3/22/12 11:15p Entertainment 

hungry for "the hunger games??" it opens at midnight and like with 
lots of block-buster movies... people have been lined up for hours! 
die-hard fans are camped out... counting down to the long-awaiting 
movie based on the popular books!  nbc4's angie crouch is live in 
westwood... angie... 

0:31 3/22/12 11:23p Entertainment 

a rough night for kim kardashian! someone "flour-bombed" her 
during an event tonight at a west hollywood hotel.  sheriff's deputies 
took the suspect into custody right after the alleged attack. 
kardashian reportedly told deputies that she did *not* want to press 
charges against the woman. we're told the reality show star went 
back to her room... removed the powder from her hair and clothes... 
and returned to the event. 

0:22 3/23/12 11:13p entertainment 

fans across the country satisfied their hunger for the "hunger 
games" in the amount of nearly 20-million dollars! the midnight 
showing makes the film the highest non-sequel midnight opening in 
history...and experts say...after this weekend the film could gross at 
least 140-million dollars! 

1:20 3/23/12 11:16p entertainment 

now to a story a lot of people are talking about... kim kardashian... 
"flour-bombed" in public! and since it happened on the red carpet... 
there was no shortage of cameras! nbc4's cary berglund has the 
story. 

1:18 3/26/12 11:16p entertainment 

you saw the last of the "battle rounds" tonight on nbc4: the voice! 
well... the show's already looking for its next bunch of hopefuls... 
and hundreds of them auditioned this past weekend in the inland 
empire... nbc4's craig fiegener... was there... 

2:22 3/27/12 11:00p entertainment 

the waiting is over - a group that includes magic johnson is buying 
the los angeles dodgers! it's our top story. i'm chuck henry and i'm 
colleen williams owner frank mccourt is about to cash in...  fred is 
here now with to fill us in! fred!  a contentious divorce that led to the 
startling revelation that frank and jamie mccourt had dipped into the 
dodgers coffer and used over $100 million dollars for personal use 
led to lawsuits and bankruptcy.. now the end is near.. tomorrow was 
supposed to be an auction between 3 finalists.. so much for the 
auction.. money talks and magic johnson's group bid $2 billion 
dollars.. game over.. magic johnson and his group guggenheim 
baseball management will be the new owners..  a staggering 
amount of money.. sources told me that $1.7 billion was a stretch 
and above that would be a money loser.. magic and his team feel 
differently.. here's a statement from magic..  i am thrilled to be part 
of the historic dodger franchise and intend to build on the fantastic 
foundation laid by frank mccourt as we drive the dodgers back to 
the front page of the sports section in our wonderful community of 
los angeles. 

2:07 3/27/12 11:03p entertainment 

even though controling interest is a chicago-based financial group - 
dodgers fans are sure to like tonight's news... for several reasons... 
not the least of which... magic johnson is involved. beverly white 
went out looking for fans tonight! she's live ...at la live! bev! 
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1:55 3/28/12 11:05p entertainment 

he brought showtime to the lakers... now he's bringing pride ... and 
many hope... a little magic...back to the dodgers! tonight... magic 
johnson... and stan kasten are talking. and fred roggin has it.  magic 
johnson is the face.. mark walter is the money.. stan kasten is the 
brain.. what does the future of the dodgers look like? according to 
kasten-- bright..  kasten put the whole thing together.. it was his 
idea to include long time friend magic johnson..  once the new 
group takes over, will there be immediate changes? no.. will there 
be a new dodgers stadium? no.. but they will continue to refurbish 
it.. they also plan on refurbishing the lost pride of the franchise.. 

1:04 3/28/12 11:07p entertainment 
no doubt kasten is a winner.. so what do the current dodgers 
players think about the new ownership group? mario solis spoke 
with them today in scottsdale arizona.. 

0:25 3/28/12 11:14p entertainment 

and tonight... 20-th century fox is pulling "early" promotional 
material for its summer comedy called "neighborhood watch" the 
movie stars ben stiller and vince vaughn as dads who become 
neighborhood watch volunteers... fox feels that right now... it's just 
too sensitive a subject. fox is stressing that their movie -quote- 
"bears absolutely no relation to the tragic events in florida.". 

0:24 3/28/12 11:23p entertainment 

it looks like "ron burgundy" is getting the news team back together! 
actor will ferrell announced tonight... an "anchorman" sequel is in 
the works!  the 2004 comedy... about a big-shot anchor coming to 
grips with having a female co-anchor... was a big hit. much of the 
original cast is expected to return for the sequel. so far... no release 
date has been announced. 

0:31 3/30/12 11:07p entertainment 

in a business where people bounce around a lot - former msnbc 
commentator keith oberman is becoming the kangaroo of television.  
olbermann is out at... current t-v... and it wasn't a friendly exit!! 
current t-v founder al gore and his partner issued a letter saying the 
relationship lacked quote: "respect and openness." olbermann 
issued his own statement... saying he plans to file legal action 
against current t-v. current t-v named former new york governor 
eliot spitzer to replace olbermann. 

1:15 3/30/12 11:14p entertainment 
its highly emotional... and even violent! the documentary film "bully" 
it's in theathers this weekend but as nbc-4's janet kwak explains... 
there are restrictions. 

0:17 2/14/12 11:08p Environment 

a five-point-nine earthquake hit tonight... off the coast of oregon! it 
was felt as far... south...as san francisco.  the quake was centered 
about 150-miles away from coos bay. a few people reported feeling 
it as a "weak jolt." no tsunami warning... and *no reports of damage. 

0:26 2/21/12 11:24p Environment 

it wasn't suppose to hit until next year! we've just learned that debris 
from last year's tsunami in japan... has just washed up in the pacific 
northwest.  this weekend... fishing floats... plastic water bottles... 
shoes... and flip flops were found along the coast in washington. 
oceanographers say anything that floats could eventually end up 
here in california... with the bulk of the debris hitting in a few years. 

0:29 3/7/12 11:16p Environment 

here's some unusual video that had everyone on the beach in the 
water.....  a pod of stranded dolphins in brazil! no one is sure why 
this happened....they just started coming shore. the frantic 
mammals were stuck and couldn't get turned around. beach goers 
rushed in and pulled them back out to deeper water. ....it took about 
four minutes. we understand that all 20 or so dolphins were 
rescued... thanks to these folks who quickly raced in to help! 
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1:00 3/26/12 11:14p Environment 
tonight... dramatic video of a whale rescue off the coast in orange 
county.  that whale was trapped over the weekend in nearly 50-feet 
of fishing net! nbc4's vikki vargas shows us people came to help.... 

2:39 3/28/12 11:02p Environment 

and tonight... another whale has been spotted in trouble off our 
coast... and so the race is on to save that whale... trapped in a giant 
fishing net off newport harbor. it's the second time we've seen this... 
in orange county... since saturday!  nbc4's robert kovacik is live in 
newport harbor with details, robert?... very unusual 

1:52 3/29/12 11:08p Environment 

the second whale found tangled in fishing nets this week... was 
rescued today off our coast... and that is drawing attention to an 
even bigger problem... below the surface.  nbc four's angie crouch 
is live in san pedro... where the netting problem is growing. angie! 

0:15 3/30/12 11:10p Environment 
there was an earthquake tonight just off malibu!!  the u-s-g-s says it 
was a magnitude 3.1 that hit at 7:15 pm. it was jcentered three 
miles southwest of malibu... out in the ocean. no reports of damage. 

0:28 1/3/12 11:14p Foreign News 

today iran finished ten days of naval exercises in the gulf... with a 
warning to the united states. the iranian military wants the world to 
know that the presence of any u-s aircraft carrier off their coast is 
not welcome. iran has threatened to close the strait of hormuz if 
new sanctions... that president obama signed into law last week.. 
are imposed...  a fifth of the world's oil has to pass through the strait 
of hormuz. 

0:29 1/3/12 11:23p Foreign News 

there is a murder mystery tonight... at one of the estates owned... 
and often used... the royal family in britain.  a man walking his dog... 
found the body of a woman... on the grounds of the estate... less 
than two miles from queen elizabeth's official residence at 
sandringham palace. that area includes a 500 acre park that is open 
to the public. police have not identified the woman... but they do 
think it was murder. and there is no apparent connection... between 
the woman and the royal family. 

0:27 1/5/12 11:14p Foreign News 

and in a few hours, joran van-der-sloot, will go on trial in peru... 
wherre he is charged with the murder of a 21 year old woman in a 
hotel room... van-der-sloot is also the prime suspect in the 
disappearance of natalee holloway... the alabama teenager who 
vanished in aruba seven years ago.... holloway was last seen with 
van-der-sloot... and her body has never been found. authorities say 
van der sloot confessed to killing the peruvian woman... but his 
attorneys want that confession thrown out. 

1:16 1/6/12 11:10p Foreign News 
tensions between iran and the united states have been high in 
recent weeks.. but they may have thawed just a bit today... thanks 
to some high drama on the high seas.. 

0:33 1/9/12 11:23p Foreign News 

an update tonight... on this cargo vessel... stranded for three 
months... off the coast of "new zealand"... and creating one big 
environmental nightmare. the constant pounding of the waves... has 
split the vessel in 'half.' we have our first photos... of what's left.  
about half of the vessel... has now 'disappeared' underwater. debris 
from the ship... is floating to the surface. the ship still has... about 
'800' cargo containers... and 100 tons of oil... on board. leaking oil... 
has already created a 'terrible' environmental disaster... in "new 
zealand." 
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0:35 1/10/12 11:10p Foreign News 

last week... we told you how american forces... 'rescued' "iranian" 
sailors... from "somali" pirates... well today... despite the 'tensions' 
between the "u-s" and "iran"... another rescue unfolded.  the 
pentagon says.. 'this' time... a "u-s coast guard cutter" rescued six 
"iranians"... who said their ship... was taking on water. the coast 
guard gave the "iranians" food... blankets... and water... treated one 
for 'minor' injuries. they then... transferred the men to an "iranian" 
coast guard ship... where they thanked the "americans" profusely. 
last thursday... "u-s naval forces" rescued... 13 iranian fisherman... 
who "somali" pirates had been holding hostage. 

0:27 1/11/12 11:09p Foreign News 

tonight... the "u-s marine corps" is investigating a video... posted on 
the internet... which could set off... a 'global' scandal.  in this 'still 
image'... taken from that video... you see what appears to be... four 
marines urinating on... the bodies of "taliban" fighters. a caption 
identifies the men... as members of a 'scout sniper team'... in 
"afghanistan." while the corps... hasn't yet verified the 'authenticity' 
of the video... officials say the actions are 'not' consistent... with 
marine core values. 

2:01 1/16/12 11:03p Foreign News 

tonight the operator of the costa concordia , the cruise ship that's 
sinking off the italian coast - says it was the captains decision to go 
off course, too close to the shore, that caused the accident. and 
tonight hope is fading ...that any of the more than two dozen still 
missing will be found alive.  and the accident is also turning into an 
environmental crisis... their are fears that fuel might leak into 
pristine waters off tuscany. 

1:43 1/17/12 11:07p Foreign News 

now to italy... where the death toll from that cruise ship disaster rose 
to eleven today. two dozen others are still missing...  and tonight-- 
we're hearing dramatic new recordings... of the captain who 
abandoned his ship...  the sinking of the costa concordia, according 
to its parent company carnival cruises of miami... will result in about 
$100 million dollars in lost earnings. that was evident today as 
carnival stock plunged almost 20-percent. 

2:19 1/18/12 11:04p Foreign News 

tonight the sister ship of the costa concordia passed within one 
nautical mile of the capsized cruise liner... they are the largest ships 
in the costa cruise line fleet..  today the costa coconcordia shifted 
position...the ship held in place by rocks off shore...but could slide 
into a 200 foot deep abyss anytime. and today there was another 
excuse from the man the coast guard says is responsible for the 
loss of life and a ship .  a woman who was on the ship and listed as 
missing... showed up at a police station in germany, today. it 
seems, she went home... and didn't tell anybody. 

0:33 1/19/12 11:12p Foreign News 

video like this... of the cruise ship disaster in italy... is everywhere of 
course... so tonight... the parent company of costa cruises.... 
carnival cruise lines... says it is taking action to make sure this 
never happens again! carnival says it will conduct a company-wide 
safety review of all ten of the cruise lines they own. this will include 
a quote "review of employee training." the captain of the costa 
concordia has been arrested... and accused of abandoning his 
ship... 11-passengers were killed, 21 are still missing. 

1:35 1/25/12 11:09p Foreign News 

20 members of the militarys elite seal team 6 - the same unit that 
killed osama bin laden - got the call last night to rescue two 
hostages being held in a remote part of east africa...  sources say, 
although jessica buchanan was in failing health - she was not 
hospitalized after being rescued. 
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0:30 1/27/12 11:13p Foreign News 

the company that owns that capsized ship off the coast of italy... is 
offering payments to the passengers who survived...  the "costa" 
cruise line ... which is owned by carnival... is offering 14-thousand, 
640-dollars to every surviving passenger. the company says it's to 
compensate them for lost baggage... and psychological trauma. the 
deal does *not* apply to families who lost loved ones... or the 
hundreds of **crew members** who survived... many of whom are 
now without a job. 

0:25 2/20/12 11:07p Foreign News 

there is a manhunt in mexico tonight...for some of that country's 
most dangerous drug cartel members... who apparently worked 
their way into prison... to carry out a number of hits.  more than two 
dozen members of the "zetas" cartel... escaped yesterday during a 
prison riot. apparently... the prisoners killed rival cartel members 
before they escaped. the mexican government says it suspects... 
prison officials helped with the break-out. 

0:19 2/23/12 11:15p Foreign News 

tonight... new video shows the moment a train cashed in buenos 
aires... argentina. it happened yesterday morning.. at least 50-
people were killed... 700 were hurt. the packed commuter train 
slammed into barriers at a station. back in september... a train 
crashed in the same spot... killing eleven. 

0:22 2/23/12 11:15p Foreign News 

and take a look at this! a rescue helicopter in brazil had just 
landed... when it began to fall apart! investigators believe the 
chopper experienced something called "ground resonance"... which 
is when a helicopter continues to turn while on the ground. four 
people inside were hurt... but they all managed to walk away from 
the helicopter. 

1:43 2/23/12 11:16p Foreign News 

35 year old jeb corlis, believes if he hasn't been killed yet - its a sign 
he should continue to push the envelope. corliss - is a base 
jumper... and he makes a living leaping off landmarks. we'll he won't 
be jumping off anything higher than a bed pan for while. tonight he's 
in a south african hospital....  corliss didn't have a permit for the 
jump that almost killed him... so he's expected to be arrested by 
south african authorities once he gets out of the hospital... 

0:37 2/24/12 11:03p Foreign News 

now to a developing story! tonight.. carnival cruise lines has 
confirmed that 22 of passengers were robbed at gunpoint yesterday 
during a guided nature tour in puerto vallarta, mexico!!  the 
passengers.. were on the carnival splendor... and a seven day 
cruise out of long beach. carnival says an unknown number of 
masked robbers took money, watches, cameras and other 
valuables. none of the passengers were injured.  the company 
released a statement that said, in part: "carnival is working with 
guests to reimburse them... carnival sincerely apologizes for this 
very unfortunate and disturbing event and is providing its full 
support and assistance." 

1:34 3/12/12 11:07p foreign news 

tonight... we're learning that the u-s army seargeant accused in the 
killing spree of 16-afghan civilians ... many on them women and 
children... recently suffered a head injury.  this massacre happened 
outside kandahar. nbc's... jim miklaszewski reports.  u-s officials say 
the soldier is also a trained sniper. he could face capital charges. 
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1:40 3/16/12 11:07p foreign news 

we are learning that the u-s soldier who's said to have massacre 16 
civilians in afghanistan has been flown from kuwait to the military 
detention center at fort leavenworth, kansas… a decorated army 
staff sgt who enlisted after 9/11, a combat veteran with a clean 
record.. and a family.  there were reports that bales was having 
marital problems... but his lawyer denies those reports... bales has 
not yet been charged.. 

1:16 3/19/12 11:08p foreign news 

in the case of that army staff sergeant... accused of killing 16 
civilians in afghanistan... tonight his lawyer says.... the sergeant... 
doesn't remember much about that night.... but we are learning a lot 
more... about his life ... stateside...in prison...  and tonight the sgt.'s 
wife... said in a statement that she is offering condolences to the 
victims' families... and says she too wants to know what happened 
and why. 

3:02 3/20/12 11:00p foreign news 

mexico rocked by a major 7-point-4 quake!  and tonight: hundreds 
of people are out of their homes... at least 800 houses were 
damaged... at least 60 were destroyed... and so far...thankfully... no 
reports of anybody killed by the earthquake.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm 
chuck henry. and i'm colleen williams.  the epicenter of today's 
quake was located south of mexico city... and ...just east of the 
resort town of acapulco.  nbc4's john cadiz klemack... is live in the 
city of "leon" mexico tonight. he went there to cover the pope's visit 
later this week... but then... the quake happened! john,,, 

1:58 3/20/12 11:03p foreign news 

thank you john... and some people who were in mexico when the 
quake hit... flew back to l-a tonight... nbc4's robert kovacik is live at 
l-a-x... where he caught up with some of those passengers... 
robert...how did they describe the quake? 

1:56 3/21/12 6:02a foreign news 

they are digging out in mexico from that seven-point-four 
earthquake, and aftershocks are continuing to rattle nerves. there 
was extensive damage, with nearly 900-homes damaged or 
destroyed.  here's where it struck yesterday, on mexico's southern 
border... just southeast of aculpulco... and about 200 miles south of 
mexico city. despite the distance, it was felt strongly in the capital 
city.  annette arreola is live at l-a-x, where travelers have been 
arriving back from quake-damaged area. hello annette. 

0:42 3/21/12 6:04a foreign news 

we have breaking news just in from france.  we're following breaking 
news in france! this is a live picture of a tense standoff in toulouse, 
france that's now been going on for more than 12-hours. barricaded 
inside is the prime suspect in the murder of three children and a 
rabbi at a jewish school on monday. we've just learned he's a hard-
core member of al queda, and was part of a major terrorist jailbreak 
in yemen several years ago. he's wounded three police officers 
during the ongoing shootout. he says he killed the jewish children to 
avenge the treatment of children in palestine. police believe he is 
also the motorcycle assassin who killed two french paratroopers last 
week.  barricaded inside is the prime suspect in the murder of three 
children and a rabbi at a jewish school on monday. we've just 
learned he's a hard-core member of al queda, and was part of a 
major terrorist jailbreak in yemen several years ago. he's wounded 
three police officers during the ongoing shootout. he says he killed 
the jewish children to avenge the treatment of children in palestine. 
police believe he is also the motorcycle assassin who killed two 
french paratroopers last week. we'll keep an eye on the story and let 
you know if anything changes. 
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0:23 3/21/12 6:17a foreign news 

the indonesian embassy in paris has been rocked by a package 
bomb. police say an employee at the embassy discovered the 
suspicious package and stepped back seconds before it exploded. 
the blast caused minor damage. investigators are now trying to 
figure out where the package came from. 

1:01 3/21/12 6:58a foreign news 

clean-up is underway in the quake-damaged areas in mexico. 
yesterday's seven-point-4 earthquake was the biggest to rock 
mexico in years... and is causing concern for a lot of people here in 
southern california.  annette arreola is live at l-a-x where many 
people are heading to the quake areas to help relatives. hello 
annette. 

2:42 3/21/12 11:04p foreign news 

tonight... we're getting a better idea of what it was like to ride out 
yesterday's 7.4 earthquake in mexico.  as we know all too well in 
southern califonria you don't have to be all that close to the 
epicenter of a powerful earthquake to feel the shaking. nbc4's john 
cadiz klemack is live in leon, mexico for us tonight. john? 

0:24 3/21/12 11:09p foreign news 

two california men on what was supposed to be ... a gay cruise... to 
the caribbean were arrested today... in dominica... where sex 
between two men is considered illegal.  this is promotional video 
from atlantis events in west hollywood... which booked the cruise. 
police in dominica say someone on the dock spotted the men 
having sex on the ship... so officers boarded the ship and arrested 
them. the men are expected to face misdemeanor charges. 

0:27 3/22/12 11:06p foreign news 

the two southern california men... who were arrested yesterday on a 
gay cruise to the caribbean... are out of jail tonight. john hart and 
dennis mayer of palm springs were arrested in dominica... where 
sex between two men is illegal. people on the dock spotted them 
apparently having sex on a ship balcony. the men pleaded guilty to 
public indecency... they were fined and released saying quote: "we 
humbly apologize to the people of dominica." 

0:20 3/22/12 11:09p foreign news 

after 32-hours the stand-off with suspected french terrorist 
mohamed merah results in death. earlier today, merah opened fire 
on the french swat team as they entered his apartment. merah 
jumped out the window and was found on the ground struck with a 
fatal bullet to the head. he was wanted for the murder of seven 
people...including three children in toulouse. 

0:34 3/22/12 11:13p foreign news 

***sot*** both pilots walked away from this crash! the apache 
helicopter went down in afghanistan... during a training drill. the 
video was released ovrnight. the pilot was executing a manuever 
known as "return to target" ... where it is suppose to climb in altitude 
and then dive toward the ground.  the apache ah-64 is the primary 
attack helicopter used by the u-s military. 

0:18 3/22/12 11:14p foreign news 

the u-s soldier accused of shooting and killing civilians in 
afghanistan is expected to be formally charged tomorrow. a top u-s 
defense official tells n-b-c news... army staff sergeant robert bales 
will be charged with 17-counts of murder. nine of the shooting 
victims were afghan children. 

1:03 3/26/12 11:08p foreign news 

tonight, in her own words the wife of the amry sergant accused of 
killing 17 civilians in afghanistan. in an exclusive interview with nbc 
news... karilyn bales says her husband showed no signs of "post 
traumatic stress disorder"...  its been suggested staff sgt. bales took 
an anti-malaria drug known to have severe psychological side 
effects... before the massacre. 
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0:21 1/6/12 11:15p Funerals and 
Memorials 

arizona congresswoman gabby giffords is in tucson tonight... to 
mark the one-year anniversary this sunday... of the shooting 
rampage that killed six people... and wounded 13 people... including 
her. 22-year-old jarred lee loughner... has been charged with 
murder. events are planned all weekend... culminating with a 
candlelight vigil on sunday to honor all the victims... 

0:33 1/10/12 11:13p Funerals and 
Memorials 

new at 11... a candlelight vigil for a young murder victim... and a 
new lead in the case!!  a candlelight vigil for a young murder 
victim... and a new lead in the case!! danilo morales was shot and 
killed last night... while chasing after robbers who had just held up 
his grandfather in his driveway along coldwater canyon. he was just 
24 years old. there was a very emotional vigil tonight for morales. 
authorities have now released a photo of what may be the get-away 
vehicle. it's a white, late 1990's mitsubishi montero. anyone with 
information is asked to call police. 

0:33 1/12/12 11:23p Funerals and 
Memorials 

last night we talked with his widow, evelyn... and today they held a 
memorial service for raymond johnson... a civil rights activist in los 
angeles... who was also one of the famed tuskegee airmen of world 
war two.  johnson was drafted out of howard university... and 
trained with the famed african-american squadron before illness 
forced his honorable discharge. he and other surviving airmen were 
later awarded the congressional gold medal. johnson practiced law 
after moving to los angeles in the late 1950's. he died on new year's 
eve... he was 89 years old. 

1:03 1/16/12 11:10p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

and... the martin luther king junior holiday for 2012... is coming to an 
end... all day... across the country...dr. king was honored for his 
legacy!  this is one celebration... president obama and the first lady 
attended a king day concert at the kennedy center in washington. 
the musical tribute was titled "let freedom ring." featured performers 
included bobby mcferrin and the "let freedom ring" choir.  and here 
in southern california... we had our annual kingdom day parade! as 
always... thousands of people lined the streets in south l-a to see 
marching bands, spectacular floats and some familiar faces... 
nbc4's own stephanie elam and michael brownlee. this year's theme 
was "the dream continues to live and grow." the parade ended in 
leimert park with an all-day festival. 

2:21 2/1/12 11:07p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

a lot of people today have been remembering the man who created 
one of the longest running syndicated programs on televison don 
cornelius, was the man and "soul train" was the show. cornelius 
who served as producer and host apparently died from a self 
inflicted gun shot.  nbc4's beverly white is live in hollywood... 
beverly... 

0:24 2/2/12 11:06p Funerals and 
Memorials 

there was a vigil tonight for don cornelius... the producer and host of 
"soul train"...  in leimert park tonight... they decided that a soul train-
style dance line would be the right way to remember don cornelius. 
cornelius died yesterday... at 75... an apparent suicide. funeral 
arrangements still yet to be announced. 

0:22 3/5/12 11:09p Funerals and 
Memorials 

in "panorama city" tonight... friends and classmates are 'tearfully' 
remembering... a 17-year-old football player at panorama high 
school. "salvador preciado" died over the weekend... police think... it 
was the result... of 'heavy drinking' at a party. tonight... the "l-a 
school district" is also investigating. autopsy results are still 
pending. 
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3:02 1/1/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

now to decision 2012 ... where republicans are in the final stretch 
leading up to the first real test in this primary season.  but more than 
forty percent of iowa caucus voters ... are still undecided ... and that 
means...tuesday's outcome is anyone's guess.  nbc4's conan nolan 
joins us live from des moines tonight. 

4:25 1/3/12 11:00p Government and 
Politics 

decision 2012! it opens with what will apparently be... the closest 
finish in the history of the iowa caucuses! and, tonight, there's still 
no official winner.. with the race between rick santorum and mitt 
romney still way too close to call!  it's 11 o'clock! i'm chuck henry. 
and i'm colleen williams.  here are the latest numbers out of iowa 
tonight!!: rick santorum and mitt romney are both at 25 percent... 
with santorum ahead by just a handful of votes. ron paul is third at 
21 percent. newt gingrich fourth at 13 percent. 99 percent of the 
votes have been counted. rick perry, michele bachmann and jon 
huntsman trail the four frontrunners.  n-b-c-4's conan nolan is live 
for us tonight in des moines, iowa. conan! 

0:17 1/3/12 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics final results from Iowa 

2:10 1/4/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012! and now it's on to new hampshire! the photo finish at 
the iowa caucuses last night proved mitt romney can win.... but it 
may be close.  that wild night in iowa .... not only kept caucus-goers 
busy... but also the folks at the des moines register!  the newspaper 
came up with a half-dozen "dummy" front pages for its morning 
edition. it finally had a winner... just after 11:30 *our* time last night. 

0:38 1/5/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

california is nine-billion dollars in the red tonight! the budget 
numbers were not supposed to be released until tuesday... but they 
were accidently leaked on-line today! governor brown says the state 
is being forced to make tough cuts to "cut" the deficit.  governor 
brown wants what he calls a "temporary half-cent sales tax 
increase!" he also wants to raise income taxes on people earning 
more than 250-thousand dollars a year. the govenor wants to put 
the plan before voters this november. he says the taxes would raise 
seven billion dollars a year. he also says he'd be forced to make 
five-billion in cuts without them! 

0:47 1/6/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

as you might expect... president obama celebrated today's good 
news about the improving employment picture. meanwhile -- his 
republican rivals were spinning things a different way.  as for the g-
o-p candidates heading into tuesday's primary -- a new n-b-c news-
marist poll shows mitt romney has a 20-point lead among new 
hampshire republicans. 

3:15 1/9/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

decision 20-12... now... the voting has begun... in "new 
hampshire's"... first in the nation... primary. the long "g-o-p" primary 
campaign... enters a 'new' phase tonight... with voters... casting 
'real' ballots. and... it all began... in 'two' tiny mountain towns... 
"dixville notch"... and "hart's location."  in "dixville notch"... "mitt 
romney" and "jon huntsman"... tied for first... with two votes each. 
and... in "hart's location"... "mitt romney" rounded up 'five' votes... 
followed by "ron paul"... with four.  nbc four's conan nolan is live for 
us in "manchester.. new hampshire"... where... unlike in those other 
towns... most voters are still sleeping. conan!! 
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2:51 1/10/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

now.. decision 2012... the new hampshire primary is history now... 
and the end result is... former massachusetts governor mitt romney 
is now apparently the one to catch... if you want the g-o-p 
nomination for president!!  romney was the winner by a wide 
margin... with 39 percent of the vote. maverick ron paul was a solid 
second with 23 percent... and former utah governor...jon huntsman 
was third with 17 percent. the rest were far behind. nbc four's conan 
nolan is live... up late in new hampshire... to wrap it up for us!! 
conan! 

0:21 1/11/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

now.. decision 2012... the gop candidates for president are making 
the rounds in south carolina tonight... the next state up on the 
primary schedule. mitt romney's conservative opponents will be 
trying to keep the former massachusetts governor from taking his 
third straight contest... 

0:21 1/11/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama was also on the campaign trail tonight... the 
president pulled out a 2008 campaign theme... telling a crowd at the 
university of illinois-chicago that change can still come .. if they work 
to get him re-elected. he accused republicans of wanting to cut 
funding for.. among other things... education, research and 
infrastructre. 

0:45 1/11/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

a mississippi judge has temporarily blocked the release of 21 
inmates pardoned by former governor haley barbour.  the inmates 
are among the more than two-hundred... who were granted pardons 
or early releases... in barbour's final days in office. some of those 
inmates are convicted killers! families of the victims were furious 
when they found out.  late today a judged stepped in... at the 
request of mississippi's attorney general... the a-g says barbor 
might have violated the state's constitution... by pardoning inmates 
who did not give enough public notice that they wanted their records 
cleared. 

0:34 1/12/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

now.. decision 2012... and now... it's the fight for south carolina!!  
today... some gop presidential candidates continued trying to knock 
off front-runner mitt romney... but they toned down their bitter 
criticism. romney's two harshest critics... rick perry and newt 
gingrich... have been scolded by prominent republicans and 
business leaders in recent days for their attacks. in fact...a big south 
carolina donor even switched from perry to romney ... because of 
the personal attacks. the primary is one week from saturday. 

0:24 1/12/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

and there may be one more candidate in the south carolina race... 
during his show tonight comedian stephen colbert legally 
transferred his super pac to comedy central's... jon stewart. the 
move potentially paves the way for colbert to enter the g-o-p 
primary in south carolina... a recent poll found that colbert is polling 
ahead of former utah governor jon huntsman in south carolina by 
one percentage point. 

0:31 1/13/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

former presidential candidate john edwards has a serious heart 
condition --and now his upcoming trial over possible campaign 
violations has been delayed!  the criminal trial will be delayed for at 
least two months while edwards deals with his heart condition. 
edwards is accused of illegally using campaign donations... to pay 
his pregnant mistress... during his 2008 presidential campaign. if 
convicted edwards faces a maximum... of 30 years in prison and 
one-and-a-half million dollars in fines. 
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1:07 1/13/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

with a week to go... before the 'next' primary... in "south carolina"... 
"mitt romney" is pushing 'back'... against attacks... on his time 
'running'... a private equity firm. this... as "newt gingrich" struggled 
with accusations... that 'his' supporters... have been 'less' than 
'truthful'... in their advertising.  campaigning across "south carolina" 
today... frontrunner "mitt romney" presented himself... as a 
'sympathetic' conservative. at the same time... "romney" launched... 
a 'new' ad... responding to some of his opponents' accusations... he 
killed jobs... while running the private equity firm... "bain capital."  
rick perry today took some time out from his struggling campaign.... 
for a little shooting practice at a target range... the south carolina 
primary is next saturday. 

0:35 1/13/12 11:15p Government and 
Politics 

new at 11... the "occupy skid row" music festival... may 'not' happen.  
the next big "occupy" protest... is supposed to be "sunday"... on "l-
a's" skid row... but... police say... as of now.. organizers have a 
permit for a 'street festival'... but no permit... for live music.  the 
group "public enemy" is supposed to 'headline'... the concert... near 
"gladys park"... and... the group's front man... "chuck dee"... has 
been promoting the event. but... police say... with 'no' concert 
permit... the event could be a 'non' event. the "los angeles 
community action network"... 'does' have a permit for a 'street 
festival'... so... something is likely to take place... we're just not sure 
if it will involve music. 

0:35 1/13/12 11:22p Government and 
Politics 

the mlk holiday is monday... but tonight... the secretary of the 
interior has given national park officials 30-days... to fix a mistake 
on the martin luther king junior monument. right now... the civil 
rights leader is quoted as saying... "i was a drum major for justice." 
but his actual quote was... "if you want to say i was a drum major... 
say i was..." some observers say... the misquote made king seem 
"arrogant." apparently... the lead architect thought the stone would 
look better with fewer words... and made the change without 
approval. 

0:50 1/16/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

now decision 2012... the five remaining g-o-p presidential 
contenders appeared in myrtle beach, south carolina tonight for 
another debate. mitt romney and newt gingrich got into it about 
those ad's produced by "super pacs":  romney still leads in the 
polls....there will be yet another debate thursday then south carolina 
votes saturday... and ten days later it's the florida primary... 

0:38 1/16/12 11:16p Government and 
Politics 

it's a key resource for internet users... but wikipedia is about to fade 
to black... temporarily!  for 24 hours... starting wednesday... you 
won't be able to access wikipedia. the temporary shutdown is a 
protest by the website's founder. he's protesting the proposed "stop 
online piracy act" and the "protect intellectual property act." those 
measures could hold website owners liable... if they provide links to 
downloads of copyrighted material. such as music and movies. 
producers and musicians are big supporters of those measures. 
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0:37 1/17/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

new at 11... there was a partial lockdown at the white house 
tonight!!  tonight... the secret service says "occupy" protesters.. who 
gathered today near the capitol... apparently threw at least one 
smoke bomb over the fence in front of the white house.  this is video 
of the occupy protesters marching from the capitol to the white 
house tonight... just before the smoke bomb incident. the crowd was 
estimated at more than one thousand. the president and first lady 
were out to dinner at the time.. apparently celebrating michelle 
obama's 48th birthday. the secret service says the first family 
returned home without any problem. 

0:35 1/17/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

now decision 2012... and here's a decision you won't have to wait 
until november to find out about... there was a "special runoff 
election" today for a seat on the los angeles city council!!  it's the 
district 15 seat... which stretches from watts to san pedro. it was 
vacated by janice hahn... when she successfully ran for congress. 
and here are the latest numbers: l-a-p-d officer joe bus-ca-e-no .... 
has taken the early lead... based on a strong showing from mail-in 
ballots. state assemblyman warren furutani ... right now... is 
trailing... but there are a lot of ballots left to count. 

0:37 1/18/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

and some of the internet's top websites are back online now... 
wrapping up a 24-hour black-out protesting of two anti-piracy bills.  
earlier today... people who tried to access wikipedia... got a 
message urging them to contact their lawmakers! other sites... such 
as google and the huffington post... posted similar messages of 
solidarity. the sites are against proposed legislation... that would 
give the government the power to shut down sites that distribute 
pirated material. they say the bills go too far... and restrict internet 
freedom. it's estimated up to seven-thousand websites took part in 
today's protest. 

1:58 1/19/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012! tonight.... g-o-p presidential race is down to just four 
candidates! texas governor rick perry suspended his campaign this 
mlorning. and tonight in charleston, south carolina at the final g-o-p 
debate before saturday's primary... where newt gingrich laid into the 
media over a charge made by his second wife! and the question he 
didn't like!  in the last nbc news poll before saturday's primary 
shows mitt romney with 34% of likely republican primary voters... 
newt gingrich has 24 per cent.... ron paul 16 per cent and rick 
santorum... 14 per cent. 

0:57 1/20/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

now, to decision 2012... and the latest battlefield --- south carolina... 
tomorrow's republican primary there now appears to be a neck and 
neck race.  mitt romney even conceded that as he stumped for 
votes throughout the state. just a few days ago, romney looked like 
a sure winner in south carolina. but polls now show he and newt 
gingrich are locked in a very tight race. gingrich drew harsh words 
today from another candidate -- rick santorum -- who called the 
former house speaker quote: "too radioactive."  gingrich surged in 
the south carolina polls following a pair of well-received debate 
performances.  nbc4 will have the very latest on the south carolina 
primary... tomorrow night at 6 and 11. plus, watch for results on 
nbc-la dot-com. 
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0:48 1/20/12 11:22p 
Government and 

Politics 

at a fundraiser last night president obama got everyone's attention... 
who know....the president can sing!  president obama sang a couple 
of lines from "al green's".. "let's stay together"...after welcoming 
"green" as a guest at the "apollo theater" in harlem. later... the 
president shook hands with supporters and assured them that he 
would keep his 'day job.' so in addition to being the leader of the 
free world... and the president of the united states... you could say 
that "barack obama" is now the "crooner in chief" 

2:20 1/23/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

decision 2012... for two hours we've been watching the four 
remaining republican presidential candidates debating in florida. 
and there were a couple of "feisty" exchanges between to two front 
runners.  nbc four's kim baldonado is in the newsroom with some of 
the key moments!! kim!  for the first time, we've had three different 
candidates win each of the first three primaries, so tonight's debate 
could've been anyone's chance to come out ahead.  mitt romney's 
wealth has been a hot topic in the campaign. late tonight, he 
released to the washington post copies of his income tax returns, 
which show he earned more than 21 million in 2010 and more than 
20 million last year, all of it from investments. he and his wife gave 
away 7 million to charity over the past two years. 

0:32 1/23/12 11:24p 
Government and 

Politics 

remember this?? president obama.... singing a few bars of al 
green's hit "let's stay together" last week at the apollo theater in 
harlem. well... the white house got such an overwhelming response 
afterward... they're releasing it as a ringtone!  twitter followers can 
download the president's rendition from his re-election website. and 
it's free! 

2:53 1/24/12 11:00p Government and 
Politics 

that was president obama during tonight's state of the union 
address... which, in this presidential election year... could also be 
considered... a major campaign speech!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen 
williams... and i'm chuck henry...  millions watched as president 
obama aggressively defended his record... and laid out plans for the 
future... nbc4's jesse gary is here with details on tonight's speech... 
jesse..  chuck/colleen the president laid out his case for continuing, 
and expanding on policies he says will not only create a more 
perfect uinon.. ..but also a "more fair" one. over his one-hour-15 
minutes before a joint session of congress tonight, mister obama 
touched on a broad range of themes..  that's the kind of partisanship 
the president says the country can't afford, but both parties have 
created. he says he'll do what he can without congress, but can do 
more with the members. mister obama starts a three state stump 
tomorrow in iowa and arizona. 

0:24 1/24/12 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

perhaps...the most emotional moment of the night had to be when 
president obama was entering the room... and he stopped to 
hug...congresswoman gabby giffords! everyone gave them a 
standing ovation... while the president kissed her on the cheek. 
tomorrow congresswoman giffords will vote on her final piece of 
legislation... before resigning from congress... she is stepping down 
to focus on her recovery from that assassination attempt last year. 
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2:52 1/24/12 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

and a couple of people from southern california had ... maybe...the 
best seats in the house tonight! sitting right next to the first lady! and 
tonight... nbc four's robert kovacik spoke exclusively to one of 
them!! robert!  she arrived in d-c just today...went to the white house 
for a reception...then off to hear the president and then back to the 
white house. after this whirlwind evening... which she says was like 
winning the oscar for the military... ashleigh stopped by our nbc 
studio in d-c to chat with me. i asked the agoura hills high graduate.. 
how did this all come about? she said...well...it's kind of a funny 
story.  also in attendance today, juan jose redin , an attorney from 
north hollywood. ashleigh's mom in thousand oaks threw a party to 
watch her tonight. sgt. berg confesses that she missed two calls 
inviting her to the address. when the bidens phoned fort schacter in 
hawaii a second time...the california girl had gone surfing. i'm robert 
kovacik. 

1:26 1/24/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

republican presidential candidate mitt romney released his 2010 tax 
returns today. if it was his intent to stop critics from making a issue 
of how much he did or didn't pay in taxes - so far it's not working out 
that way.  in 2010 - the romney's paid 3 million dollars in taxes - on 
an adjusted gross income of 21.6 million dollars - that's effective 
rate of 13.9 percent - president obamas and his wife paid 26 
percent of their income in taxes and the gingriches 31.6 percent. so 
why the difference? almost all of the romney's income is from 
investments - not salary or other income. and the irs taxes 
investments at a much lower rate: the romneys have also been 
generious they gave 7 million dollars to charity - including- 4.1 
million to his church.  mitt romney's income puts him in the top one-
percent of americans... and his net worth has been estimated at 
250-million. 

2:39 1/25/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

a photograph of president obama and arizona governor jan 
brewer... is causing quite a stir on the internet! to a lot of people it 
looks like a tense exchange... at the phoenix sky harbor airport.  
nbc4's robert kovacik is live in the newsroom... with what **they 
say** was realy going on in that photo. robert!  she is the outspoken 
republican governor who championed her state's controversial 
illegal immigration laws. now jan brewer is speaking out about her 
face-off with the president at 330 this afternoon... and that finger 
pointing photo that went global before the sun had a chance to set 
in the arizona desert.  at the next event he attended in phoenix, the 
president did not mention the encounter with brewer that apparently 
lasted for minutes...often with them both talking at the same time. if 
the president and the governor will indeed meet as she requested in 
the letter she gave him...a date has not yet been announced. i'm 
robert kovacik. 

0:45 1/25/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

arizona congresswoman gabrielle giffords... made good on her 
promise today... and submitted her resignation.. it was an emotional 
scene... as she said good-bye to her colleagues in the house...  
there were hugs all around... as the congresswomas... said 
goodbye... to her staff. earlier... she personally delivered her letter 
of resignation to house speaker john boehner... who was reduced to 
tears... along with many others. tonight... gabby giffords left her 
congressional office for the last time... she says she's leaving to 
concentrate on her recovery from an assassination attempt. but she 
also said: she will be back... someday. 
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2:13 1/26/12 11:03p Government and 
Politics 

now decision 2012... tonight we had the last g-o-p presidential 
debate before next tuesday's primary in florida. if the audience in 
jacksonville came in expecting a lively exchange... between the 
front runners, newt gingrich and mitt romney they were not 
disappointed.  kim baldonado... is up in the newsroom with a look at 
what happend this time around. kim!!  it was very lively with newt 
gingrich and mitt romney verbally battling with each other, while rick 
santorum held his own. ron paul rarely engaged in the verbal 
lashing, but did provide comedic relief.  at one point, the candidates 
were asked which hispanic leaders they'd consider having as part of 
their cabinet. gingrich hinted he'd consider florida senator marco 
rubio as a vice president, whether he's serious or looking for the 
latino vote in florida remains to be seen. reporting from the 
newsroom, kim baldonado, nbc4 news. 

2:13 1/27/12 11:14p Government and 
Politics 

decision 2012 now! and today mitt romney and newt gingrich were 
both in miami... courting the florida latino vote before next tuesday's 
primary...  the latest quinnipiac university poll in florida has romney 
leading gingrich by nine points ... while the latest nbc news - wall 
street journal poll shows gingrich with a slight lead nationally. and 
tonight we're learning more about gringrich's connection to las 
vegas - and the casino owner who's been writing some very large 
checks to keep the former house speaker in the race.  according to 
forbes, the ten million dollars adelson has given to gringich's super 
pac - is about the same as just one of his hotel/casino's makes in is 
one day! 

0:37 1/27/12 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama met tonight at the white house with former 
president george h-w bush... and his son jeb bush... the former 
governor of florida.  the white house released this photo.. but no 
details about the meeting. the bushes are in washington for the 
annual meeting of the alfalfa club tomorrow night... which has an 
exclusive membership... largely consisting of past, present and 
sometimes future presidents!! a spokesman for former president 
bush says at age 87 he often uses a wheelchair... but otherwise.. is 
in good health. 

0:29 1/30/12 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

we're keeping an eye on the latest occupy movement... underway in 
washington d.c....so far... there have been no arrests at the two d-c 
parks filled with protesters.  u-s park police officers started enforcing 
a camping ban today... by reminding the protesters they are not 
allowed to sleep at mcpherson square... or freedom plaza. personal 
items like blankets... and pillows are also banned. officers warned 
protesters they'd risk arrest... or be evicted if they stayed. 

1:59 1/30/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

now.. decision 2012... in florida tomorrow... voters go to the polls in 
the biggest republican primary yet. and if the latest polls are 
correct... it could be a big day for mitt romney!!  the latest "n-b-c 
news poll"... shows romney surging ahead of newt gingrich. rick 
santorum and ron paul are running third and fourth. but if your 
thinking this could be a "knockout punch"?? gingrich says... no way.  
the primary campaign is about to hit a quiet period... with only one 
debate for the next month!! 
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2:30 1/31/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

now decision 2012... a huge victory tonight for mitt romney in 
florida's winner-take-all-the-delegates primary. but newt gingrich 
says he is not giving up...  with most of the votes counted... romney 
has 46 percent of the vote.. percent for gingrich. santorum and paul 
far behind. nbc four's conan nolan is here to wrap it up... conan!  
this was the win mitt romney needed. he easily carried florida... wins 
all of its 50 delegates... and dealt his closest rival a crushing defeat. 
but while the former massachusetts governor pledged to come back 
to tampa in seven months to claim the republican nomination at the 
gop convention... newt gingrich was arguing... that there are still 46 
more states to go...  next up... nevada. that vote is on saturday... 
romney is expected to do well there... he won that state with over 50 
percent of the vote back in 2008. 

0:29 2/1/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

there are reports tonight that donald trump will endorse newt 
gingrich for president... perhaps as early as tomorrow!  the new york 
times is reporting that trump will announce his support of gingrich 
tomorrow in las vegas. if it happens...that endorsement would come 
two days before the republican caucus in nevada... the next state in 
the gop contest... trump said he considered running for the 
republican nomination... but then... decided against it. 

0:36 2/2/12 11:11p Government and 
Politics 

and now to decision 2012... actress and comedianne... roseanne 
barr said today she's running for president... and that's no joke she 
submitted the paperwork needed to run for the green party's 
nomination... barr said she's a longtime supporter of the party...  
and today donald trump endorsed mitt romney for president... 
romney was there with trump in las vegas for the announcement... 
at the trump international hotel. earlier reports claimed trump would 
endorse newt gingrich... but that never happened! 

0:36 2/3/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

now decision 2012... it's the night before the nevada caucuses... 
and even though there are only 28 delegates up for grabs... it's 
probably more about... momentum!!  all the polls show mitt romney.. 
who won in nevada four years ago.. with the lead. but because 
nevada is a caucus state... some insiders think ron paul's strong 
organization could help him do well. rick santorum and newt 
gingrich have also campaigned in nevada. maine also holds 
caucuses tomorrow.... but that state's caucus process lasts for a 
week!! 

0:48 2/7/12 11:07p Government and 
Politics 

turning now to politics! decision 2012!  presidential hopeful rick 
santorum is celebrating a clean sweep of tonight's g-o-p races. they 
are his first wins since the iowa caucus... early in january.  in the 
missouri primary tonight... santorum received more than twice as 
many votes as second place finisher mitt romney. but this contest is 
non-binding... so that means santorum wins bragging rights... but no 
delegates.  santorum also won the minnesota caucus... with ron 
paul finishing second. mitt romney claimed this state in 2008... but 
finished a distant third today.  the colorado caucus was a much 
closer race tonight... but santorum edged out romney... who won 
this state in a landslide four years ago. 
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0:37 2/8/12 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

playing football or throwing a frisbee at l-a county beaches ... could 
cost you a thousand bucks!  the board of supervisors voted this 
week to raise the fines to one-thousand dollars. the county will 
make an exception if you get a permit... or if you're in a designated 
throwing area. the fines will be vigorously enforced for the beach 
season... between memorial day and labor day... but relaxed during 
the winter months. it's so somebody doesn't get hurt. 

0:42 2/9/12 11:14p Government and 
Politics 

new at 11.. the l-a county supervisors say they want to set the 
record straight... they say it is **not** true that you'll be fined a 
thousand dollars for playing football or frisbee on the beach! stories 
spread like wildfire this week... about huge fines... but supervisor 
zev yaroslavsky says... that's not true...  supervisor yaroslavsky 
says there is a new ordinance about beach rules... but it actually 
eases restrictions. 

0:36 2/13/12 11:10p Government and 
Politics 

now.. decision 2012... it's going to be another afternoon rush hour 
arrival for president obama as he returns to los angeles wednesday 
for a holmby hills fund raiser. the president will overnight here.. he's 
off to orange county thursday morning.  one of the men who would 
like be the presidents opposition in november, former house 
speaker newt gingrich spoke to a tea party gathering tonight in 
pasadena. earlier... he met with hispanic leaders in south el monte. 
gingrich will also speak at the state g-o-p convention later this 
month. 

1:44 2/14/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

now! decision 2012 president obama is coming to southern 
california tomorrow afternoon... for the ninth time since his election. 
this trip is all about fundraising...  this time there will be a change... 
police plan to shut down and then re-open streets as the motorcade 
comes and goes... instead of closing streets for them extended 
periods of time...just waiting. 

2:22 2/15/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

president obama is here in southern california... and spent the night 
at a star studded fundraiser... the price tag.... nearly forty-thousand 
dollars...per person! but that's really just the beginning of his 
fundraising trip...what's next for the president... and what about 
traffic...  nbc4's jesse gary is live in beverly hills... jesse... 

0:56 2/20/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

occupy riverside protesters are at the home of a former marine 
tonight. arturo de los santos is scheduled for eviction tomorrow... 
and the "occupy" movement wants to stop that from happening.  de 
los santos was foreclosed on and evicted in june.... but in 
december... he and his family moved back in... re-occupying the 
house. last week he was arrested along with "occupy" activists at 
the freddie mac office in downtown l-a.  de los santos says freddie 
mac refused to work with him when he tried to get his loan modified. 
he says he renegotiated with the original bank to lower his 
payments. but he says after a few payments the bank stopped 
taking his money. 

0:23 2/21/12 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama grabbed the mike... and belted out a few bars of 
"sweet home chicago" with blues legend b-b king tonight at the 
white house. other performers included buddy guy... and mick 
jagger. its all part of an upcoming p-b-s white house special to 
celebrate black history month. 
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1:53 2/22/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

republican candidates went through a little verbal sparring tonight... 
over who is the true conservative. but in this final debate before 
tuesday's primaries... who came out on top?  who do you think 
scored more points tonight...? we want to hear from you...  head to 
our facebook page....nbc-la ... and post your comments... as you 
can see we're already getting a lot of opinions .... join the 
converstation, at facebook slash n-b-c-la. 

0:24 2/23/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

tonight, maryland is one step closer to becoming the eighth state in 
the u-s to legalize same sex marriage.  maryland's state senate 
voted 25-to-22 today in favor of the same sex marriage bill. it had 
already been approved in the house... and maryland's governor... 
martin o-malley has promised to sign it into law. opponents haven't 
given up, though. they're trying to put the issue on a state ballot this 
november. 

0:24 2/23/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

meantime... seven states are challenging the birth control coverage 
rule. nebraska... florida... michigan... ohio... oklahoma... south 
carolina... and texas... are asking a federal judge to block an obama 
administration mandate requiring birth control coverage for 
employees of religious affiliated hospitals... schools... and outreach 
programs. the lawsuit says the rule violates first amendment rights. 

0:15 2/24/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

the rotunda of the u-s capitol was evacuated today... when a white 
powder was found on the floor. it turned out to come from one of 
those candy necklaces that had been crushed under someone's 
foot. and things got back to normal a short time later. 

0:26 2/24/12 11:23p Government and 
Politics 

tonight... the son of robert kennedy junior is charged with 
"harassment" and "endangering the welfare of a child." authorities 
say douglas kennedy took his 2-day old baby from the newborn unit 
at a new york hospital.... against the instructions of hospital staff. 
those nurses reportedly told kennedy the infant needed to stay 
there. one nurse claims kennedy kicked her... sending her flying to 
the ground. kennedy and his wife, molly... say the allegations are 
absurd. 

0:37 2/27/12 11:13p Government and 
Politics 

a big day tomorrow in politics! and the race for the g-o-p 
nomimation. analysts believe the michigan primary could lock-in mitt 
romney as the front runner... or shift power to rick santorum.  the 
latest polls show the contest is neck and neck. santorum lost his 
lead in michigan, some experts say, because he focused too much 
on social issues and his conservative views on religion. and they 
say... voters there are more concerned with the impact of the 
recession. romney is hoping to take his home state... but critics say 
he turned off voters by mentioning his own wealth. arizona also 
holds a primary tomorrow. 
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3:14 2/28/12 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

decision 2012! mitt romney wins in michigan and arizona... while 
rick santorum's takes second in both states. setting up a the most 
important showdown of all, a week from tonight - super tuesday!  it's 
11 o'clock. i'm chuck henry . and i'm colleen williams.  what was 
supposed to be a firewall for mitt romney turned into a fierce 
battleground. but a victory in michigan has allowed mitt romney to 
regain his front runner footing. a romney adviser tells nbc rick 
santorum was quote very gracious in his concession phone call. but 
santorum has already been stumping in next week's week super 
tuesday states.  ron paul and newt gingrich skipped arizona and 
michigan. but republican's final four will all be part of super tuesday. 
nbc political analyst sherry bebitch jeffe adds the race is from over 
and that the arithmetic indicates the earliest any candidate will 
reach the 11 hundred and fourty four delegates needed will be in 
may at the earliest. i'm robert kovacik 

0:17 2/28/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

a new bill making its way through the california senate would allow 
drivers to park their cars at broken parking meters. right now, in 
many cities, you can still get a ticket if you park at a broken meter. 
senate bill 13-88 is sponsored by triple-a. 

0:34 2/28/12 11:23p Government and 
Politics 

politicians and animal lovers... are joining ranks against a local 
official... who was photographed posing with a cougar he killed.  the 
official... is an upland resident... and president of the state's fish and 
game commission. dan richards admits to shooting this mountain 
lion recently in idaho. problem is, in california it is illegal to hunt 
mountain lions. now lieutenant governor gavin newsom, and others 
are asking for richard's resignation. he refuses to step down. 

1:01 3/1/12 11:05p Government and 
Politics 

president obama's controversial contraception mandate... has 
survived a close vote in the senate. his rule... forces 'employers' 
and 'insurance companies'... to provide 'free' contraception to 
employees.  a republican amendment... to change the rule... lost 
today... in the senate... 51 to 48. the republicans want an 
'exemption' for employers... objecting on 'religious' grounds. 
democrats maintain... the exemption would 'hurt' women. and... 
'this' spurred 'conservative' commentator "rush limbaugh" to speak 
out... against 'birth control' supporter sandra fluke. 

1:42 3/1/12 11:15p Government and 
Politics 

like it or not...tonight... "hermosa beach" is 'kicking the habit.' a 
'smoking ban'... is now... the law of the land. kim baldonado... is live 
at the beach... with reaction. kim. 

1:46 3/5/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics decision 2012 preview of super Tuesday 

2:56 3/6/12 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

as mitt romney has said, "a win is a win" and that's what he did in 
ohio tonight. narrowly defeated rick santorum in a critical race that 
wasn't decided until late tonight!  it was a hard-fought super tuesday 
i'm chuck henry . and... i'm lucy noland. let's get the latest numbers 
from conan nolan. 

0:26 3/7/12 11:09p Government and 
Politics 

tonight... strong support for a california official...under fire for killing 
a mountain lion.  dan richards is president of the fish and game 
commission. animal rights activists are calling for his resignation 
after he killed a mountain lion in idaho. it's *legal* to shoot mountain 
lions in that state... unlike california. more than 60-people spoke in 
favor of richards today during a "public comment" session in 
riverside. richards has said he will *not* resign. 

1:49 3/8/12 11:02p Government and 
Politics 

israel's president, shimon peres is in los angeles tonight.. as the 
world waits to see what the jewish state will do.. about iran's nuclear 
plans.  nbc4's kim baldonado is live in beverly hills... kim... 
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2:11 3/9/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

tonight... first responders for "l-a city firefighters" are not getting... 
notifications by all means possible... about emergencies. one of 
their systems is failing from time to time.  it's another nbc-4 
exclusive... and beverly white is live in downtown with an nbc4 
exclusive. beverly. 

0:30 3/12/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the republican presidential candidates are stumping hard for votes 
in the deep south. both alabama and mississippi hold primaries 
tomorrow. rick santorum is looking for a strong showing in both 
states, thanks to support from evangelical christians.  here's the g-
o-p delegate count heading into tomorrow's primaries. frontrunner 
mitt romney has 454 delegates to santorum's 217. newt gingrich 
has 107.. ron paul just 47. eleven-hundred-44 are needed for the 
nomination. 

1:06 3/13/12 11:01p Government and 
Politics 

tonight... decision 2012... a "southern sweep"... for rick santorum. 
the presidential candidate has won the "g-o-p" primaries... in 
"mississippi" and "alabama."  tonight... decision 2012... a "southern 
sweep"... for rick santorum. the presidential candidate has won the 
"g-o-p" primaries... in "mississippi" and "alabama." let's get right to 
the numbers.  in mississippi.. the top 3 candidates.... very close... 
within the margin of error... rick santorum racked up ... 32-percent of 
the vote.. newt gingrich... 31-percent of the vote... and ... mitt 
romney scored just over 30-percent.  and in alabama... santorum 
took home just over 34-percent of the vote... while newt gingrich 
won over a little more than 29-percent of voters. and mitt romney 
won 29-percent.  even though mitt romney didn't walk away with 
victories in the southern primaries... he's still leading the race when 
it comes to delegates. 

2:06 3/13/12 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

one year ago this march.... bryan stow was nearly beaten to death 
in the parking lot outside dodger stadium!... unfortunately...that kind 
of confrontation seems to be escalating. tonight... one local 
lawmaker has a plan to *help* keep "fan violence" from happening.  
nbc4's beverly white... live at staples center to explain. bev? 

0:27 3/14/12 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

former illinois governor rod blagojevich will begin serving his 14 
year prison sentence for corruption tomorrow.  blagojevich was 
convicted of trying to **sell** the senate seat... once held by 
president obama. 

0:17 3/20/12 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama got a first-hand account of the earthquake from his 
own daughter!! turns out the eldest obama daughter... malia... was 
in southwestern mexico on a school-sponsored trip. she definitely 
felt it... but the white house says... malia.. now 13... was never in 
danger. 

0:54 3/20/12 11:15p Government and 
Politics 

now decision 2012... mitt romney scored a double digit victory 
tonight in the illinois primary.  romney collected most of the illinois 
delegates tonight... and he leads in nationwide delegate count... rick 
santorum was second tonight... ron paul and newt gingrich were 
third and fourth... santorum says he's still in it.  the louisiana primary 
is next... on saturday. ron paul... who as we said... was third tonight 
in illinois... is o the tonight show with jay leno right after our 
newscast at 11:35.. 

0:22 3/21/12 6:05a 
Government and 

Politics 

turning now to decision 20-12! a decisive victory for mitt romney in 
the illinois primary.  with almost all the votes counted, mitt romney 
leads with 47-percent of the vote. rick santorum trails at 35-percent. 
ron paul edged out newt gingrich for third place with nine percent of 
the vote gingrich manage to collect just eight percent of the votes 
cast. 
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0:21 3/21/12 6:18a Government and 
Politics 

and l-a city fire chief brian cummings is feeling the heat after 
admitting that some information he gave the city council may have 
been "unclear". we first broke the story of the city's response times, 
and how they may be longer than many people believe. cunnings 
now says he never intentionally tried to mislead the council. 

2:30 3/21/12 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

drawing lines... and shaking things up a bit is nothing new on the 
campaign trail. now tonight... some gop candidates... have injected 
a childhood favorite... the "etch a sketch".. into the race!  nbc4's 
robert kovacik is live in tarzana tonight where reaction is both 
serious and silly... robert? 

0:28 3/22/12 11:08p Government and 
Politics 

a camp pendleton marine is facing dismissal for a facebook page 
that criticizes the obama administration.  sergeant gary stein 
created a group called "armed forces tea party patriots." the marine 
corp notified stein this week... the page violates a pentagon policy... 
which bars troops from engaging in political activities. stein says he 
started the page to encourage fellow service members to exercise 
their right to free speech. 

0:17 3/23/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

the l-a city council... public safety committee grilled fire chief brian 
cummings....and at times the exchange was heated. the committee 
expressed frustration over the department's lack of transparency... 
in dealing with those reports of slow response times. the mayor has 
requested an audit of those response times. 

0:33 3/23/12 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

rick santorum, denounced a comment today from a suppporter 
during a campaign stop at a shooting range in lousiana. the woman 
shouted out, he should pretent the targets were president obama!  
the woman was off camera when she said, "pretend it's obama." 
santorum said he couldn't hear the woman and he's glad he didn't... 
because it was a quote... "a very terrible and horrible remark." the 
secret service says they will look into it. tomorrow is the louisiana 
primary. 

0:42 3/26/12 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

an open microphone can generate its own news - especially when 
it's the president of the united states and the president of russia 
doing the talking "off-mic". president obama didn't expect to be 
caught saying he'd have more flexibilty on a missile defense shield 
after the november election.  the white house says the president 
wasn't trying to hide anything - later president obama joked around 
when he saw another microphone.. cupping his hand over it. he's 
attending a defense summit in soul, south korea. 

0:48 3/27/12 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

g-o-p presidential candidate mitt romney spent the night at a 
campaign fundraiser in century city.... but before that... he was just 
a couple hundred yards away from us... visiting nbc and "the tonight 
show with jay leno."  ***sot*** romney also joked with leno that his 
v-p running mate would be david letterman. you can watch the full 
interview... right after us at 11:35. also on the campaign trail... newt 
gingrich is cutting-back his campaign schedule... laying off about a 
third of his staff... as he focuses on a last-ditch effort to win the 
republican nomination. 

0:16 3/29/12 11:06p Government and 
Politics 

l-a mayor antonio villaraigosa says he'll call for layoffs... when he 
presents his budget proposal next month. the mayor said it would 
be a "large number"... but right now... he's not giving an exact 
figure. the city is facing a 220-million dollar budget shortfall... for the 
next fiscal year. 
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0:35 3/29/12 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

also: the city has lost track of more than seven-million dollars worth 
of taxpayer-funded gas! city controller wendy greuel says some of 
the missing fuel... may have been used to fill-up the personal cars 
of city employees.  more than a decade ago... the city spent 12-
million dollars to install a fuel tracking system. but the audit found 
the system was bypassed... thousands of times over the past few 
years. 

3:31 3/29/12 11:13p Government and 
Politics 

most people think economic stimulus money from the u.s. 
government is meant to stimulate the u-s economy. but tonight 
we've learned local stimulus money has been awarded to a 
company in new zealand!  investigative reporter ana garcia has our 
exclusive report... on how american recovery funds are helping 
foreign corporations. 

0:39 1/9/12 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

if you're looking to nicotine patches or gum to help you kick the 
smoking habit in the new year... a new study finds your odds of 
relapsing are about the same as if you go cold turkey.  researchers 
followed almost 800 smokers who'd quit within the previous two 
years. some did not use nicotine aids to kick the habit. others used 
used patches, gum, inhalers or nasal sprays. but the study found 
that people in either group were just as likely to relapse into 
smoking again. past studies have indicated smokers were more 
successful with nicotine aids. this new study will be published by the 
journal "tobacco control." 

0:31 1/10/12 11:14p Health and 
Medical 

binge drinking is 'not' just a problem... for young people. the 
"centers for disease control" says... it's a problem... for 'millions' of 
americans... spanning all ages and ethnic groups.  more than '38 
million' americans... qualify as 'binge' drinkers... according to the "c-
d-c" definition. that means... at least 'four' days a month... they 
consume an 'average'... of 'eight' alcoholic beverages. the centers 
for disease control say... binge drinking can lead to 'deadly' 
accidents and disease. and it's the 'third' leading cause... of 
preventable death... in the "u-s." 

0:44 1/11/12 11:23p Health and 
Medical 

this may come as no surprise! but a new study says many l-a 
residents... are too stressed out!  the study... by the "american 
psychological association" has learned that nearly half of us say 
we're more stressed-out now... than we were five years ago. and 
the study says... the level of stress we're feeling in los angeles is at 
an "unhealthy"... high... level...  so what stresses us out the most? 
the study says money... work... and the economy... which are of 
course, all closely related! but... there is good news. angelinos are 
apparently better than most... at 'managing' their stress... through 
diet and exercise. 

0:39 1/17/12 11:24p 
Health and 

Medical 

celebrity chef... paula deen... confirmed reports today that she 
does... indeed... have type-2 diabetes.  this morning... on the today 
show... the chef known as the queen of southern cooking said she 
was diagnosed three years ago. she says she waited to tell her 
many fans because she didn't have any advice to offer them at the 
time... since all her life... she'd been eating her famous signature 
butter-laden food! now... deen is a paid spokeswoman for novo 
nordisk... a health care company focusing on diabetes care... she's 
launching a program with them to help people like herself make the 
right choices. 

1:36 1/20/12 11:14p Health and 
Medical 

she was born five months ago! one of the smallest babies ever to 
survive! but tonight... still very samll... melinda star guido (ghe-doe) 
left the hospital for home! and what a send-off she got! nbc4's 
annette arreola was there! 
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1:02 2/13/12 11:09p Health and 
Medical 

among the middle and upper income homes of the simi valley there 
is a problem that's shattering families.. an alarming increase in the 
number of teenagers and young adults who've died of heroin 
overdose.  tonight in simi valley... hundreds of concerned parents 
packed a city council meeting to address the problem. last year 
alone... 17 young adults in the area... died of drug overdoses... 
that's more than one a month.. and two deaths already this year. the 
city council acknowledged it's an ongoing problem. parents said 
tonight... something must be done.  the city of simi valley has 
assigned one police officer to deal with the problem of drug access 
on school campuses. residents are hoping that now... more officers 
will be assigned to that duty. 

3:20 2/15/12 11:14p Health and 
Medical 

when it comes to drug problems... you might think of teenagers or 
twenty some-things. but it turns out... the new face of drug use... is 
baby boomers... or people pushing retirement! and it's getting 
worse! tonight... my exclusive report... takes a closer look... at this 
"booming addiction" 

0:29 2/29/12 11:17p Health and 
Medical 

more americans are making trips to the emergency room... to get 
dental care!  a new study by the "pew research center" shows a 16-
percent jump in e-r visits involving routine dental problems... from 
2006 to 2009. that's an expensive trend... considering e-r 
treatments cost ten-times more than going to a dentist's office. 
researchers say a shortage of dentists is partially to blame for the 
problem. 

0:23 2/29/12 11:17p Health and 
Medical 

and apparently... what you wear could be affecting you health. 
doctors say they're seeing more clothing related problems.... like, 
high heels are leading to back problems... tight shirts causing 
fainting spells... skinny jeans, may look great but they can cause 
shooting pains down your legs... and those tummy reducers can 
lead to digestive issues. doctors say the best thing to do is mix it up. 
don't wear the same thing all the time. 

0:31 3/1/12 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

hitting the sack... with your dog or cat... 'might' make you sick. a 
new study shows... '56 percent' of dog owners... let their pups sleep 
with them. researchers from the "california department of public 
health" say it's rare... but snuggling in bed with your pet... can lead 
to 'meningitis'... 'rabies'... 'antibiotic resistant infections'... 'the 
plague'... and 'cat-scratch fever.' veterinarians say... it's best to use 
common sense. take your pets to the vet... once a year... give them 
baths... and always wash your hands. 

0:29 3/5/12 11:18p 
Health and 

Medical 

it's the 'latest' thing to help make your hands beautiful... gel 
manicures...  customers like them... because nails are instantly 
dry... and the shine lasts for at least 'two weeks.' the process 
works... by putting your painted nails... under lamps... for about 10 
minutes... to dry the polish. trouble is... according to 
dermatologists.... the u-v light may increase your risk... for 
developing skin cancer... and prematurely age your hands. so they 
recommend... using sunscreen... to block those "u-v rays." 

0:24 3/8/12 11:22p Health and 
Medical 

tonight... a way to 'finally' get rid of cellulite... and... it's by way of 
"laser." the treatment's been approved by the f-d-a.... and doctors 
say... it really works!  this laser works under the skin... where it 
melts and disrupts fat cells. it also breaks the fibrous bands that pull 
the skin down and cause the skin to pucker. but the treatment isn't 
cheap... the average cost is between five and six thousand dollars.. 
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0:21 3/8/12 11:31p Health and 
Medical 

vindication tonight... for my "video game loving" son. it turns out... 
playing your favorite games... can change your brain.... for the 
better. a new study shows... gaming improves 'creativity'... 
'decision-making'... and 'perception.' the research suggests... 
"gamers" can make decisions '25-percent' faster... than those who 
don't play. 

0:27 3/15/12 11:23p 
Health and 

Medical 

this story **may** give us some insight into how men think. 
urologists say the n-c-a-a basketball tournament is one of the most 
popular times of the year for men to have a vasectomy. the thinking 
here is that you can't do much while recovering from the operation... 
so why not have it at a time when you can sit around and watch lots 
of basketball. 

1:26 3/20/12 11:16p Health and 
Medical 

can an asprin a day keep cancer at bay? *three* new 
studies...suggest asprin realy is a wonder drug.. it can help prevent, 
and possibly treat, cancer!  the u.s. preventative services task force 
recommends men between the ages of 45 and 79 take aspirin daily 
to prevent heart disease. and women 55 to 79 take a daily aspirin to 
ward off stroke. 

0:26 3/21/12 6:46a 
Health and 

Medical 

there's new evidence a drug might help treat cancer, and it's 
available over the counter. it's aspirin.  this research is preliminary.. 
but a study in the u-k shows a daily aspirin may help prevent and 
possibly treat a variety of cancers.. such as colon, prostate, lung 
and breast. experts say it's too early to recommend the general 
population start taking a daily aspirin. stronger studies of the so-
called "wonder drug's" effects on cancer are ongoing. 

0:33 3/26/12 11:15p Health and 
Medical 

what's a healthier snack? air-popped popcorn... or fruits and 
vegetables? a new study says popcorn wins... here's why:  we know 
that popcorn... minus the butter and salt... is healthy and low in 
calories. it's also high in fiber. but new a new study says air-popped 
popcorn also contains more of antioxidant polyphenols than fruits 
and vegetables! especially the hulls of the popcorn. that's the stuff 
that gets stuck in your teeth! 

0:20 3/26/12 11:15p 
Health and 

Medical 

from popcorn to chocolate... the news just gets better! researchers 
at u-c san diego say a study of one thousand adults found those 
who ate chocolate more frequently had a lower body mass index... 
meaning.. they're leaner. that's because chocolate apparently can 
affect metabolism. but they say more study is needed... so don't 
overdo it! 

1:04 3/29/12 11:06p 
Health and 

Medical 

it's more common than we thought.... a new c-d-c report... says 
autism is at an all time high... and a lot of parents are asking... why? 
nbc 4's lolita lopez has details. 

0:26 3/30/12 11:08p 
Health and 

Medical 

tonight... a northridge doctor is in trouble with the california medical 
board. investigators say... robert markman... gave his daughter five 
hundred doses of propofol... in five years.... his attorney says the 
daughter suffered with excruciating and chronic pain for 17-years 
before her father began using the propofol. but the board says the 
dr.'s license is suspended until the state agency finished its 
investigation. 

0:30 3/30/12 11:13p Health and 
Medical 

what if a simple shot... or nasal spray could actually prevent a heart 
attack??? scientists say they are working on a vaccine... and what's 
more... it could be available within five years.  a team of scientists 
says the vaccine stimulates the body's immune system to produce 
antibodies... and that would stop fat from building up in the arteries. 
drugs on the market now... reduce cholesterol or blood pressure, 
but this vaccine promises to go further. medical trials are underway 
right now. 
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0:21 3/22/12 11:14p housing 

new tonight... bank of america says it has a pilot program for some 
mortgage customers facing foreclosure. it will allow homeowners to 
become renters. participants will transfer their title to the bank... in 
exchange for a three year lease. right now, it's only available to few 
customers in test markets of arizona, nevada and new york. 

0:29 2/22/12 11:08p immigration 

l-a-p-d chief charlie beck says he believes people in the state 
*illegally should be issued drivers licenses... to improve safety on 
our roads.  chief beck says he supports the idea... because it would 
improve driver training... and make it easier for police to identify 
drivers. the chief also believes there would be fewer hit-and-run 
accidents... if the driver had a license they would have no motive to 
leave the scene... the chief's proposal was not received well at an 
immigration rally tonight. 

0:39 2/28/12 11:08p immigration 

it's been a controversial issue in los angeles... and tonight you can 
score one for immigration-rights advocates.  the l-a police 
commission voted four to one... to allow some unlicensed drivers... 
to avoid having their "towed away" cars impounded for 30 days. 
under the new plan... supported by the police chief... unlicensed 
drivers... whose cars are confiscated... can get their cars out of an 
impound lot the next day... with a valid i.d, car registration, and 
proof of insurance. the rules won't apply to drivers who cause an 
accident or have a suspended license. state lawyers warn this new 
policy may be illegal. 

0:16 3/21/12 11:10p immigration 

tonight... 20-immigrants are in custody... after their small boat 
washed ashore this morning in el segundo. 19 of the 20... have 
been identified as mexican nationals. that boat apparently left from 
tijuana last night. police rounded up the passengers and handed 
them over to immigration agents. 

3:13 1/1/12 11:06p lifestyle 

those amazing ... and enormous...floats are in position... the crowds 
are lining up...ready to go... and the parade is just hours away from 
beginning. ted chen is live in pasadena with a look at parade preps 
and how occupy protesters plan to play a role. ted! 

0:56 1/1/12 11:16p lifestyle 

two lax police officers are being praised for their quick response to a 
woman who was having a heart attack outside of terminal two friday 
evening.  when the woman stopped breathing officers robert 
mosquera (mo-scare-ah) began performing c-p-r while officer thi 
(tee)tran retrieved a defibrillator. tran admitted to a bit of panic when 
the woman stopped breathing but both said their training kicked in 
and they were able to save the woman's life.  etel (uh-tell) 
martinez's husband says she is out of intensive care - and her 
prognosis is good. 

0:23 1/1/12 11:22p lifestyle 

it is the beginning of the new year - but for some families there was 
even more to celebrate.  this sweet little bundle is jayden alexander 
ramirez... the first baby born in l-a in this new year. he was born 
three minutes after midnight at california hospital in downtown l-a. 
jayden rang in the year at a healthy eight pounds - one ounce!  
jayden rang in the year at a healthy eight pounds - one ounce! 

0:29 1/4/12 11:17p lifestyle 

we are about to show you some remarkable video! visitors sighted 
off our coastline.... killer whales... in action!  people aboard a whale-
watching tour shot these pictures of a pod of orcas on the hunt near 
dana point! experts think the orcas are the same two pods that have 
been feeding on seals here for the past several weeks. they say the 
orcas are usually farther up the coast this time of year... but they 
may be sticking around.. because their food supply is abundant. 
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0:34 1/5/12 11:15p lifestyle 

treasures from the titanic will be up for auction this spring... for 
people who can afford them of course!  a complete collection of 
artifacts from the ship will be on the auction block in april. more than 
55-hundred artifacts that were discovered on the bottom of the 
ocean near the ship... will be sold as a single collection by an 
auction house in new york. the auction will be held exactly one 
hundred years to the day of the ship's maiden voyage to new york. 
in 19-87... the collection was appraised 189-million dollars. 

0:21 1/6/12 11:06p lifestyle 

another firefighter suffered minor injuries... at this house fire in 
huntington beach on brookside drive... around 6:30 tonight. when 
crews arrived... the couple that lives here... told them their dogs 
were still inside. firefighters did what they do best - rushed in and 
got all four dogs out safely. the cause of the fire is under 
investigation. 

2:13 1/6/12 11:08p lifestyle 

last night we showed you a vicious attack on a clerk in garden 
grove. and caught on tape -- the man who jumped in to help. well, 
tonight we get to hear what that good samaritan has to say.  nbc4's 
beverly white is live in garden grove. beverly! 

0:28 1/6/12 11:33p lifestyle 

the beagle freedom project is at it again! three more beagles have 
been rescued from a research laboratory in spain.... arriving at l-a-x 
earlier today. the group says that... these guys were bred for lab 
testing. but they caught on to the whole freedom thing real quick 
today!! 54-research beagles were rescued by the group last year... 
and already 52-have been placed in loving homes. 

0:42 1/9/12 11:16p lifestyle 

and now an update on that owl family we've been following for the 
last several weeks... via an internet "nest cam" a second chick has 
now hatched...  the owl finally emerged into the world yesterday.... 
with a little help from mom... who kept pecking away at the shell. the 
first egg hatched last friday. people have been following the 
hatching of the eggs ... thanks to a web cam which is trained on 
their nest high in a eucalyptus tree. the nest-cam has attracted 60-
thousand fans around the world.. 

0:40 1/10/12 11:23p lifestyle 

it's a viral video... a game of stare-down taken to the max... between 
a little girl and a lion at the zoo... and the girl wins...  sofia walker is 
'almost' four. last wednesday... she and her family... visited a zoo in 
"new zealand"... when she came 'face to face'... with a lion. 
fortunately... a 'thick' pane of glass separated her her from the 'king 
of the jungle.' she stared at the lion.... then all of a sudden... the lion 
started well... acting like a lion! but... sofia showed no fear... in 
fact... she seemed to love it! 

0:28 1/11/12 11:16p lifestyle 

and in cordova, alaska... the national guard is fighting a battle with 
snow... lots and lots of snow! nearly 15 feet have fallen on cordova 
since november... the town was virtually buried... so the guard has 
moved in with shovels... and a lot of elbow grease! 

0:40 1/13/12 11:16p lifestyle 

and... a fisherman off the coast of hawaii may have had the "jaws" 
theme swimming around in his head when this happened!  take a 
look! the fisherman had just caught a marlin... off the island of 
oahu... when an even bigger fish caught his attention! it was a 15-
foot great white shark! apparently the blood from the marlin... 
attracted the shark. the man says the shark circled his boat for an 
hour... apparently hungry for the marlin. fortunately... the fisherman 
made it safely back to shore... and was able to keep his catch. 
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0:26 1/13/12 11:22p lifestyle 

if you want to be in movies... or at least 'watch' it come to life... 
"griffith park" is 'the' place to hang out... according to a new 
survey... on 'top' filming locations in "los angeles."  griffith park tops 
the list... for film permits... by a 'wide' margin... with '346' permits 
issued last year. that's more than any place... 'other' than... the 
major studio lots. experts say... the advantages are obvious... 
'diverse terrain'... 'plenty of space'... and 'easy' access.  number two 
on the list... "venice beach"... followed by "los angeles center 
studios"... in downtown l-a... and... rounding out the top five... 
"disney ranch"... and "central city studio"... which is a 'converted' 
warehouse... on "terminal street." 

0:34 1/13/12 11:23p lifestyle 

you have until "monday" to vote for names... for these 'abandoned' 
mountain lion cubs. some burbank residents spotted the 
'malnourished' cubs... 'under' a car... last month. they're now at a 
'rehab' facility... at a zoo in "paso robles." the "burbank leader" is 
doing a poll... to let people vote on the names. some of the finalists 
include "olive and magnolia"... "lucy and ethel"... and... "hope and 
carson." for a link to the full list... and to cast your vote... just go to 
our website... "nbc l-a dot com"... and search "mountain lions." 

2:18 1/16/12 11:14p lifestyle 

here's one "did you know? stories." pasadena touts itself as the the 
birthplace of the cheeseburger! and all this week, the city is 
celebrating that distinction!!  kim baldonado is in pasadena... where 
it's cheeseburger paradise! hi kim! 

0:30 1/16/12 11:24p lifestyle 

two mountain lion cubs rescued in burbank last month will soon 
have new names... and we have a good idea now of what they will 
be!  readers of the burbank leader selected "olive" and "magnolia" in 
an on-line poll... olive and magnolia are two streets in burbank... the 
idea was to have the names that reflected where the cubs were 
found! it was just a month ago they were found starving and hiding 
under a car in burbank. the results of the poll will be sent to the 
paso robles animal facility where the cubs are now being cared for... 

1:42 1/17/12 11:16p lifestyle 

tonight... sierra ski resorts are asking... where's the snow??? 
because right now... it's it's man made... or nothing! nbc four's 
patrick healy reports from mammoth mountain:  mammoth may 
soon get a little help from nature!  byron miranda has our forecast. 

2:22 1/19/12 11:14p lifestyle 

for decades.... downtown chinatown has been the heart of the 
asian-american community... but now more and more families are 
moving to the suburbs... an expert with the census bureau... says 
this is a growing trend nationwide...  nbc4's jesse gary is live in san 
gabriel.... jesse... 

0:28 1/19/12 11:33p lifestyle 

an exciting day for whale watchers off dana point. this video was 
shot by "captain dave's dolphin and whale safari." they say they saw 
over forty of these enormous and majestic... creatures! when you go 
whale watching well... this is exactly what you have in mind! 

2:39 1/20/12 11:11p lifestyle 

it's that time of year again!! when the food freak that lives in all of 
us... can get lots of great food... for some really tempting prices! the 
fifth annual dine l-a restaurant week... starts this weekend!!  new at 
eleven! nbc4's kim baldonado is live in the fairfax district! kim... 
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0:30 1/20/12 11:22p lifestyle 

elizabeth smart is getting married. the 24-year-old former kidnap 
victim... accepted a marriage proposal last weekend... and plans to 
marry later this year. no details have been released about her 
fiance. smart was kidnapped back in 2001... when she was 14... 
and held captive for nine months. in 2010... brian david mitchell... 
was convicted of kidnapping... and sexually assaulting smart. he is 
serving a life sentence. 

0:51 1/24/12 11:22p lifestyle 

a pair of frisky family dogs are getting credit for saving a northern 
california woman and her uncle from an early morning house fire.  
that fire broke out this morning in zamora.. which is northwest of 
sacramento. a woman and her uncle... who is confined to a 
wheelchair... were asleep... and might well have been trapped in the 
house... if... the dogs hadn't started barking... ! cheryl washington 
calls them... heroes... and at first she thought they were lost in the 
fire!!  cheryl says she was heart-broken.. thinking the dogs were 
dead... but volunteer firefighters found them crouched in a safe spot 
inside. and tonight... they're all doing fine. 

0:35 1/24/12 11:32p lifestyle 

these acrobatic performers are staring in what's called the "panda 
carnival of 2012".... the dozen panda cubs are making their public 
debut this week in china... all the cubs are between four and five 
months old. as you can see... they are very entertaining... even if 
they do fall down a lot... all of this taking place... at a sanctuary 
devoted to protecting this remarkable species! 

0:38 1/25/12 11:22p lifestyle 

a remarkable story out of spain tonight... where a boat... lost for 
*years*... has turned up... in good condition... thousands of miles 
from where it was last seen..  these pictures show the 26 foot queen 
bee... which was lost in a storm two-and-a-half years ago.. off the 
coast of nantucket, massachusetts!! the two people on the boat 
were knocked off by a rogue wave. they managed to swim safely to 
shore. the coast guard thinks the queen bee was carried by the 
prevailing current and wind.. all the way across the atlantic!! 

0:46 1/25/12 11:23p lifestyle 

an australian cabinet minister thought he was delivering a great 
speech. it had a special ring to it... kind of like the ones you hear in 
the movies. well it turns out... that's exactly what it was!  that was 
michael douglas... in the movie "the american president." for the 
record... someone else wrote the speech... and the cabinet minister 
reportedly was unaware those lines ... orginated somewhere else. 

0:35 1/26/12 11:23p lifestyle 

now caught on video! the brazilian gang... that apparently just 
couldn't shoot straight!  security cameras caught these three men 
entering a bank with guns drawn. while two robbers appear to be 
demanding money... the third robber is standing guard near the 
front door with two pistols! well... maybe he got a little nervous... 
because he shot himself in the foot! all three managed to get 
away... however... the guy who shot himself... was later arrested at 
the hospital.. 

2:28 1/30/12 11:15p lifestyle 

in the battle to become top dog... a dachshund from woodland hills 
is heading to the big apple next month to take on the best of the 
best... at the westminster kennel club dog show....  new at eleven!! 
nbc4's robert kovacik is live in woodland hills! robert... 

0:40 1/30/12 11:24p lifestyle 

a six-year-old girl in utah... got a big birthday present at school 
today. her father... who was deployed in afghanistan... surprised 
her.. by showing-up in class!  baylee told her dad... sgt. adam 
page... the only birthday gift she wanted was for him to come home. 
he's been in the army for seven years. this will be the first time he 
has actually lived with his family since baylee was born. 
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2:11 2/1/12 11:14p lifestyle 

it was a dream come true when a local teenager won a 
"scholarship" pageant. but the feeling didn't last long! nbc4's 
stephanie elam explains why her title was taken away... just hours 
after she won. 

0:23 2/2/12 11:23p lifestyle 

the f-a-a says that a bright light that was seen last night over a 
texas and oklahoma was not ufo's - it was probably a meteor. this 
video came from a police car dash-cam. the f-a-a says... also says if 
it wasn't a meteor... then it could have been space junk. 

0:32 2/3/12 11:23p lifestyle 

researchers at the university of chicago say their studies show 
facebook... is... in a way... more addictive than cigarettes... and 
alcohol... they asked more than 200 adults... what urges do you 
have the most trouble resisting?? facebook fell just below sleep... 
but it did beat out smoking... and drinking.  researchers said people 
found it easier to justify glancing at their facebook page at two in the 
afternoon... than having a cigarette... or drink. 

0:16 2/7/12 11:24p lifestyle 

a night of music... and entertainment... in sherman oaks... was 
hosted by comedian... tommy davidson. its all to raise awarness... 
and support... for the marines... and to raise money for wounded 
members of all the u-s armed forces. 

2:22 2/10/12 11:09p lifestyle 

it's friday night... and that means... students on college campuses... 
all over are enjoying the end of the week... and anticipating the 
weekend. but people who live near u-s-c say the partying is getting 
to be too much...  nbc four's jesse gary is live near u-s-c... jesse! 

2:07 2/10/12 11:15p lifestyle 

valentine's day is tuesday... so this weekend... many couples are 
expected to start celebrating early!  nbc 4's kim baldonado is live in 
beverly hills with some romantic but unusual ways... to surprise that 
special someone! kim. 

0:46 2/10/12 11:23p lifestyle 

a north carolina dad... unhappy about what his daughter posted on 
facebook... has tried what you might call.... some creative 
parenting.... but...the way he did it... has become a viral video 
sensation!!  that right there is your laptop....this right here, is my 45. 
(fires shot) post his daughter posted complaints about how sick she 
is of doing her chores. ironically... the dad discovered the post when 
he was upgrading her computer for her. now he says she will have 
to pay him for the old computer.. and for his ammunition... and then 
he says... maybe... just maybe... she can have another computer. 

0:50 2/14/12 11:15p lifestyle 

if you're a parent... you may have had personal experience with this 
next story... it's about little kids who start playing with your cell 
phone... running up a big bill ordering all kinds of things...  some 
video games are... nickeling... and diming kids... and their 
unsuspecting parents. experts say it's easy for little kids to blur the 
distinction between virtual money... and real money. some games 
start out free... but the more you play - the more your pushed to pay 
for additional services.  and to cut down on costs... experts 
recommend looking for the parental controls that come with most 
games... or... fix it so you can't make purchases ... without a secret 
password! 
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0:38 2/14/12 11:23p lifestyle 

lauren scruggs... the fashion blogger and model who lost a hand 
and an eye in an airplane propeller accident... has recovered 
enough now to share photos and messages on twitter!!  scruggs is 
the one on your left in this picture with her twin sister. they took a 
family trip over the weekend to colorado. scruggs has also returned 
to writing her fashion blog... back in december she lost her left hand 
and eye when she walked into the propeller of a single engine 
plane. the pilot had just taken her for a ride to look at christmas 
lights near dallas... 

0:21 2/16/12 11:13p lifestyle 

and amanda knox is selling her story. the college student... cleared 
of murder by an italian court... has sold the rights to harper collins. 
the 24-year old has yet to tell her side of the story... after a very 
long and public court battle in italy. publishing insiders say amanda 
knox will get well over a million dollars in the deal. 

0:23 2/16/12 11:23p lifestyle 

a famous aerialist has gotten permission to walk a tightrope across 
niagara falls. nik wallenda plans to install a wire over the niagara 
gorge... between the american and canadian border... then he'll 
walk from one country to the other in front of the world famous 
horseshoe falls. wallenda say he plans to take his walk sometime 
this summer. 

0:35 2/16/12 11:24p lifestyle 

a new survey has found that alot of people worry about being 
without a cell phone... or cell service... and that's called 
"nomophobia."  nomophobia comes from england... it's short for "no 
mobile phone phobia." and it was first identified four years ago. 
now.. british researchers say it's on the rise... with two out of three 
people feeling anxious without a phone. the study found that women 
are more likely to suffer from "nomo-phobia"... and men are most 
likely to have two or more mobile phones. 

3:48 2/17/12 11:12p lifestyle 

good samaritans. when they see trouble... they jump right in... they 
don't think about the consequences to themselves...they just want 
to help... even if it means risking their lives..  so why do they do it.... 
why do they risk it all when others just watch... or take off in the 
other direction?  nbc4's beverly white got the chance to talk to two 
of those brave everyday heroes... bev... what did they tell you??  it 
seems there's been a recent uptick in "good samaritan stories. a 
man dies protecting his grandfather from a mugging. a customer 
endures a beating to keep beer thieves from attacking a store clerk. 
we wondered… why intervene when cops and common sense say 
otherwise. tonight… we went to the source to find out what makes a 
hero?  courageous citizens are more common than you think. the l-
a district attorney honored 32 people in 2009 and 2010… for risking 
their lives to help others. that often includes… testifying in court. i'm 
beverly white... nbc4 news 

0:26 2/20/12 11:09p lifestyle 

once in a while... the elements sync up so perfectly... you get to 
witness something extraordinary! this is the horsetail waterfall at 
yosemite national park. every february... for just a few moments 
during sunset... the sun, water and face of the cliff line up for an 
optical illusion. it looks like molten lava on the face of "el capitan." 
this phenomenon is not known to take place anywhere else on 
earth. 

0:31 2/21/12 11:24p lifestyle 

we're seeing new amateur video tonight of the challenger shuttle 
disaster. a man shot this video from orlando international airport... 
and the tape was recently found in someone's basement. it's the 
second such home movie of the explosion known to exist. space 
shuttle challenger broke apart just after lift-off back in 1986... killing 
all seven crew members. 
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0:37 2/22/12 11:24p lifestyle 

with live t-v... anything can happen! so with that in mind... check out 
what happened on the news in florida this morning:  a reporter at 
the n-b-c affiliate in tampa was doing a story on gas prices... when a 
car slammed into a cab right behind her! the reporter didn't know 
what happened... until the anchor told her! fortunately... no one was 
seriously hurt. 

2:22 2/23/12 11:09p lifestyle 

it's attracting attention everywhere it goes... a 'mega-yacht' 
anchored off shore... so what's the story behind this 
enormous...yacht... and we do mean enormous...  nbc4's angie 
crouch is live in marina del rey.... angie... 

0:32 2/24/12 11:23p lifestyle 

now to a story a lot of people are talking about online! it involves a 
newport beach man... who called out his boss on twitter!  when the 
boss left a bad tip at lunch... an employee took a picture of the 
receipt! he says his boss frequently tips one-percent... as a way of 
sticking it to the 99-percent. and in this case... the boss wrote a 
message to the server... saying quote, "get a real job." the worker 
says his boss is a corporate banker... but he did not reveal his 
identity. 

0:32 2/27/12 11:23p lifestyle 

a new candidate is running for u-s senate in virginia... and he's 
definitely different from his competitors...  hank is a nine-year-old 
cat from springfield... in addition to this ad... he has his own web 
site... facebook page and twitter handle... hank's promotional 
materials describe him as quote "a proud independent'" with "real 
world experience" and a unique point of view. 

2:51 2/28/12 11:15p lifestyle 

now: split... and sell! breaking up is never easy... but a new 
website... is turning heartbreak... into cold hard cash... nbc 4's kim 
baldonado is here with details. kim.  most of us have been there at 
some point...your relationship ends and you're left with a broken 
heart...and a few things that remind you of your ex. when one 
woman found herself in that situation, she started a business that 
allows you to vent...and cash in.  at this point, annabel acton does 
not take a percentage of the sale, instead she charges a small fee 
to post an item. as for the plane tickets she was stuck with...she 
made her ex reimburse her and she went on a trip to argentina with 
friends. 

0:58 2/28/12 11:24p lifestyle 

for a third-grader in chino... it was a normal day at school. that was 
until her navy mom... who she hasn't seen in five months... dropped 
in for a surprise visit!  first class petty officer toni deben just finished 
her third deployment as a counselor in the middle east. her 
daughter... nadia... just turned nine. toni says... coming home ahead 
of schedule... turned out to be the perfect birthday gift!  and you can 
bet nadia's baby brother marc... seen here with grandma... is also 
glad mom is finally back home! 

0:22 2/29/12 11:24p lifestyle 

a brazilian man used a photo of jack nicholson to pass-off a "fake i-
d".... !  this is the i-d he tried us to open a bank account! as you can 
see... the suspect looks nothing like the star. he was arrested. 
police say it's still unclear why he chose to use a picture of 
nicholson. 

0:38 3/1/12 11:17p lifestyle 

and... you've all heard of love on the rocks! tonight... we've got love 
**at the rock** the now famous... lacma rock... which as you know is 
on the move!  today... on the road with the rock... "ramon 
vasquez"... popped the question... to his long-time sweetheart... 
"maria solis"... ramon says the "lacma rock" was his inspiration. 
dozens of people... there to see the lacma rock... also witnessed the 
proposal. ramon and maria already have six children... and... the 
kids were right there... for the big surprise. the rock is on an '11 day' 
journey... to the museum. 
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0:33 3/1/12 11:23p lifestyle 

a whale-watching tour group... witnessed something spectacular... 
last week... a "mega-pod" of dolphins... in an 'aquatic stampede.'  
hundreds.... of dolphins in a hurry to get somewhere... the captain 
thought the dolphins were swimming as fast as 25 miles per hour... 
no one knows why all the dolpins got together like this - and what 
they were after... but everyone agrees... it was something to see! 

1:55 3/5/12 11:02p lifestyle 
a towering 'new' landmark... or just an eye sore? venice beach may 
build a multi-million dollar observational wheel.  let's go live to jesse 
gary... in venice... with the controversial plans. 

0:26 3/5/12 11:14p lifestyle 

***sot*** ***sot*** that... is a mess... and... a dangerous at that. this 
'baseball-sized' hail... cracked several windows of an s-u-v... during 
a storm this weekend... in "indiana." you can see... the back 
window... also 'busted' out. the driver managed to pull over... and 
hopefully... his insurance covers the damage. 

0:46 3/6/12 11:08p lifestyle 

tonight... an "indiana" tornado survivor... who lost part of her legs 
says... she's just 'thankful' that her two young children still have a 
'mother'... and... that she still has her children.  and... when the 
storm passed... there was nothing left of their home. but... they all 
made it. after she saved her children... her little boy saved her... by 
digging out from under the debris... and running for help. a neighbor 
also played the part of hero... by stopping stephanie's bleeding... 
with his belt. 

0:36 3/6/12 11:15p lifestyle 

skiers got more than they bargained for... at a resort in "france" on 
sunday... they were waiting in line for a chair lift when a wall of 
snow came at them.  stunned skiers watching as the 600 foot wide 
wall of snow burried the chair lift.. and anything in its way. you can 
see just how deep this avalanche is - as it "gobbles up" the ski lift!! 
an employee compared the scene to standing on the shoreline 
during a powerful storm. no one was hurt in the cascade of snow... 
but a few skiers had to be rescued by a helicopter. 

0:41 3/7/12 11:08p lifestyle 

just "like us" on facebook to enter the contest. fritz will have the 
name of tonight's winner... coming up in just a few minutes.  have 
you heard of "invisible children"? it's a campaign... to capture an 
'indicted' war criminal... and... it's gone viral.  the humanitarian 
group... "invisible children"... is using "facebook"... and "twitter" to 
make "joseph kony" a household name. "kony"... is the leader of the 
"lord's resistance army"... in "uganda." the "international criminal 
court" estimates the "l-r-a" has abducted more than '30-thousand' 
children since 1987. the resistance army then... forces them... into 
combat. today... "kony 20-12"... became a trending topic... and... a 
documentary with the same name... was re-tweeted... thousands of 
times. on "nbc l-a dot com"... search... "kony"... for more... and join 
the conversation... on our facebook page. 

0:25 3/7/12 11:23p lifestyle 

'lots of skiers... and snow boarders at "mammoth"... not so much... 
bobsleds... though. and... you probably won't find this next guy near 
a bobsled track... anytime soon!  ***sot*** ***sot*** ***sot*** this 
poor guy appears to have had enough! this video... shot at a track in 
france! bobsleds can hit speeds of 90-miles an hour.... which not 
only had this guy screaming... but he ended up crying when the sled 
came to a stop. 
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1:36 3/8/12 11:13p lifestyle 

tonight... a video about an alleged african warlord is being praised 
throughout the world. the video called.... "kony 2012"... is about 
children forced into a life that could be called "hell on earth"... like 
this seven year old.  and... be sure to visit our facebook page at nbc 
l-a... and join the conversation about kony 2012. 

1:24 3/9/12 11:14p lifestyle 

a florida deputy ran into trouble trying to arrest a robbery suspect. 
while others stood around and watched..three homeless men 
jumped in to help. so what happened next? jeff burnside is goning 
to show us. 

0:29 3/9/12 11:22p lifestyle 

you're going on vacation... but why should 'you' have all the fun? 
your pooch can enjoy 'his' or 'her' own 'puppy paradise.' "dog vacay" 
is an internet start-up company. it's offering an 'alternative' to 
boarding your pet... that does 'not' involve a kennel. you can 'now' 
leave your dog... at a 'real' home... with fellow dog lovers... where 
they can play with other dogs... and get 'lots of 'love' and 'attention.' 
the best part... you get to choose your pooch's vacation spot... while 
you take off on vacation. 

0:22 3/12/12 11:14p lifestyle 

mystery solved! last week during a live report on a phoenix t-v 
station -- a sudden burst of light appeared in the sky. you can see it 
just to the right of the reporter's head. no one knew where it came 
from-- until now. turns out... it was not an explosion. an open 
breaker on an electrical line caused the flash and a brief power 
outage. 

0:44 3/12/12 11:23p lifestyle 

if you feel that you just have to take out some of your frustrations... 
well, there's a room waiting for you in texas.  [/cont vo]] welcome to 
the *anger* room... where you can smash t-v's, computers, glasses, 
furniture and more. it's a place to let your anger out -- violently... 
and not get in trouble with the law. the anger room opened in dallas 
four years ago.. and now has a long list of clients. this type of anger 
management costs 25 to 75 dollars per session... and for a few 
dollars more, they'll even make it look like your workplace. 

0:27 3/20/12 11:17p lifestyle 

take a look at this... that is a dog you see on a narrow ledge in the 
upper left of your screen... stuck four stories above the ground. 
firefighters quickly set up a tarp just in case she fell.... but all the 
commotion startled the fox terrier.. she slowly backed up into the 
waiting arms of a firefighter. 

0:20 3/20/12 11:32p lifestyle 

no one hit tonight's 241-million dollars california mega-million 
jackpot. you can see the numbers there on your screen. 21-people 
hit "five-for-five".... including several here in southern california. 
those tickets will pay roughly 56-thousand dollars each. the next 
drawing will friday night. the jackpot: 290-million dollars. 

0:20 3/21/12 6:39a lifestyle 

police helped round-up some escaped horses in sunland overnight.  
three horses were spotted walking along sunland boulevard, going 
in and out of yards. police and animal control officers rounded them 
up. the horses put up little resistance. they're now at an animal 
control facility. and, authorities are trying to locate the horses' 
owners. 
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0:40 3/21/12 6:39a lifestyle 

if you needed a bit more incentive to go out and buy a mega-
millions lotto ticket, you got it! the jackpot now stands at $291 
million dollars!  no one picked all six lucky numbers in last night's 
drawing. but that doesn't mean there weren't some big winners! in 
fact, 68 tickets matched five numbers. 21 of those were sold in 
california. each of them are worth more than $56-thousand dollars!  
the numbers drawn last night were 1, 4, 6, 11, 14 and the mega 
number was 30. since no one picked that "mega" number.. the 
jackpot now jumps to at least $291 million dollars! the next drawing 
is friday night. 

0:42 3/21/12 6:45a lifestyle 

a new gadget puts the latest in cell phone technology right under 
your skin. it's a vibrating tattoo alert.  nokia has filed a u-s patent 
application for a *magnetic vibrating tattoo*. it provides a wireless 
alert connection to your phone, that makes sure you never miss a 
call, text or e-mail. the patent application says your cell phone 
would communicate with the tattoo through magnetic waves. and 
the patent also suggests that it would be possible to customize the 
physical response depending on who is calling, similar to having a 
different ringtone for different family members. 

0:22 3/21/12 11:17p lifestyle 

instead of keeping a group of interlopers off the white house 
grounds... today the secret service actually helped them through the 
fence!  when a mother duck jumped up on a cement curb... her 
ducklings were left behind. not wanting to separate the family... the 
secret service decided to to help... they lifted the little ones up... so 
they could safely join mom on the white house lawn.... 

0:23 3/22/12 11:10p lifestyle 

it's official...elephant rides at the orange county fair are now a thing 
of the past. more than one-hundred people attended the hearing 
and after 25-years, officials with the fair decided to end its contract 
with "have trunk will travel incorporated," a move sparked by animal 
activists. this follows santa ana zoo's decision last summer...to stop 
its elephant rides as well. 

0:31 3/23/12 11:14p lifestyle 

people lined up for hours to buy into a mega millions jackpot that is 
the eighth largest in history... each hoping their ticket was worth 
290-million dollars the drawing was tonight... and the numbers are 
out...  they are... six.... seventeen... nineteen... twenty.... twenty-
one... and the mega number is also "twenty".... no one won the big 
jackpot tonight... which makes the pot for the next drawing on 
tuesday even bigger... 

0:30 3/23/12 11:22p lifestyle 

it turns out the caped crusader isn't even "above the law." let's just 
say.... "batman" got busted!  police in maryland pulled over this 
lamborghini... and the driver was batman. authorities say the car 
had an improper license plate.... which featured the caped 
crusader's famed winged emblem. officials did not say if batman 
was charged...nor did they reveal his true identity. 
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1:09 3/27/12 11:05p lifestyle 

if you didn't win.. you still haven't lost! no one hit the 363-million 
dollar mega million jackpot tonight...which means the friday its could 
be worth all-time record 460 million bucks! several people hit "5-for-
5"... including some in southern california.. and most of them were 
in the i.e..  first... the numbers: "9"..."19"...."34"..."44".. "51" ... and 
mega ball "24" now... there were "9" tickets that hit "five-for-five" in 
california.... and "five" of those were sold in our area. they're worth a 
little more than 300-thousand dollars each! those tickets were sold 
at: *the arco on north university in san bernardino. *stopper liquor in 
placentia *7-11 on archibald avenue in corona *surf liquor in santa 
monica *and the 76-station on valley boulevard in fontana.  friday's 
jackpot... is estimated to be 476-million dollars... and that would 
make it the largest jackpot in the history of the lottery system. 

0:32 3/27/12 11:23p lifestyle 

actress alicia silverstone has alot of people talking about the "bird 
like" way she feeds her young son.... the actress is seen chewing 
up food... and spitting it into her baby boy's mouth.  the video of the 
actress feeding her 10-month old son like a bird... is getting 
decisively mixed reviews from fans... and nutritionists. silverstone 
posted quote "this video was taken a month or two ago... now he is 
grabbing my mouth to get the food. 

2:07 3/28/12 11:14p lifestyle 

you probably know by now that friday's "mega-millions" lottery 
jackpot will be about half-a-billion dollars. and tonight... while a lot of 
people dream...about how to spend the cash... it is making a lot of 
other people ... a little anxious! why is that??  nbc four's angie 
crouch went out to find the answer! she's live in santa monica... 
angie! 

0:19 3/28/12 11:32p lifestyle 

this video's making the rounds on the web... a little skier named 
"bod-ee"... trying to sneak in a nap on the slopes. look at him 
rocking back and forth... his family had just finished a full day of 
skiing... it was a little too much for bodee... whose little nap ended 
when he fell over.. (happens at :20 ahhhhh!) 

1:47 3/29/12 11:00p lifestyle 

a half billion dollars and counting! tonight.... thousands of people 
from across southern california are racing to grab those mega 
million tickets!  it's the richest and one of the most talked about 
jackpots in history! good evening, i'm chuck henry. and... i'm colleen 
williams. 

0:32 3/29/12 11:23p lifestyle 

it's not freddie mercury... it's robert wilkinson! wilkinson has become 
a web sensation for his cover of "bohemian rhapsody"... performed 
in back of a police car!  ***sot*** ***sot*** it's not freddie mercury... 
it's robert wilkinson! wilkinson has become a web sensation for his 
cover of "bohemian rhapsody"... performed in back of a police car! 
he claims he had *no* idea there was a camera in the squad car. 
wilkinson posted the video on his facebook page. in case you were 
wondering, he was arrested on suspicion of driving under the 
influence.... not for lack of talent. 

2:54 3/30/12 11:00p lifestyle 

***sot*** the historic drawing! and yes, someone hit the life 
changing jackpot... but are there more winners out there?  tonight's 
drawing was a dream crusher for millions of people .... and a dream 
maker for at least one lucky player!  it's 11 o'clock. i'm chuck henry. 
and i'm colleene williams. we're told no one hit all *six numbers in 
california.... but there were quite a few "5-out-of-6" tickets.  one of 
those was sold at a store in hollywood. that's where we find nbc4's 
angie crouch. 
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0:32 3/30/12 11:03p lifestyle 

the mega-millions jackpot was through the roof... and sol was the 
amount of cash being played...  here's a breakdown of the lottery by 
the numbers... across the country, americans plunked down an 
estimated $1.5 billion dollars. that's roughly 14-million dollars per 
hour! 32 cents from every ticket sold in california goes to our public 
schools. 

0:31 3/30/12 11:15p lifestyle 

if you've ever wondered what it's like to be in the middle of a 
tornado... newly released surveillance video may give you an idea. 
it's from a school bus that was caught in a devastating twister in 
henryville, indiana.  just moments earlier, the bus was full of school 
children. but the quick-thinking driver managed to get all of them 
out... just in time. by the time this video clip ends.. the bus has 
actually been thrown into a building.  audio the tornado destroyed 
much of henryville high school... but amazingly, no one was hurt. 

0:25 3/30/12 11:16p lifestyle here are those mega millions numbers: 2...4...23...38...46... mega 
ball: 23! 

0:42 3/30/12 11:23p lifestyle 

who needs a swing-set when you have a rock wall! take a look at 
this video...  this toddler... looks like a pro... scaling this rock wall! 
this video is making the rounds on the web. but very little is known 
about this kid... or the parents... as you can see... the toddler 
reaches his toys... and throws them to the ground... apparently 
proving that the video is the real deal... or so it appears! 

0:54 1/4/12 11:07p religion 

many catholics in the san grabirel valley say they were shocked to 
learn about the resignation of a bishop... who admits to fathering 
two children more than a decade ago.  today pope benedict 
accepted the resignation of auxiliary bishop gabino zavala... l-a 
archbishop jose gomez said zavala told him in early december that 
he is the father of two teenage children... those children live with 
their mother in another state. a native of mexico... zavala was 
raised in los angeles. he was ordained a priest in 1977... and ended 
up overseeing 66 parishes in the san gabriel region. the news has 
come as a shock to those who worked with him...  archbishop 
gomez says that the archdiocese will assist with the children's 
college tuition. 

0:17 2/22/12 11:14p religion 

on this ash wednesday... this church in ohio offered a drive-thru 
blessing! "mt. healthy united methodist church" invited people of all 
faiths... especially those who might be on the go. ash wednesday 
marks the first day of the season of lent. 

0:20 3/12/12 11:10p religion 

a pastor at the crystal cathedral says a more traditional service will 
be held next sunday... a service without family members of robert 
schuller. and a clarification... last night we reported that his family 
was planning to launch a new church. actually.. it's not the entire 
family... but his daughter who is planning the new house of worship. 

0:17 3/14/12 11:08p religion 

this coming sunday... "robert schuller's" daughter... is planning to 
hold services... at a place... 'other' than the "crystal cathedral." 
"sheila schuller coleman" is setting up a 'temporary' church... in a 
'movie theater'... in "orange." the schullers left the "crystal cathedral" 
earlier this week... over a 'dispute' with the church's board. 
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3:50 3/21/12 6:32a religion 

mexico is getting rattled overnight with aftershocks... following 
yesterday's massive earthquake.  the epicenter of yesterday's 
seven point four quake was located about 200-miles south of 
mexico city... and east of the resort town of acapulco.  here's the 
latest information: 60-homes were destroyed.. many of those just 
collapsed. 800 more were damaged... most of those are near the 
epicenter of the quake. there are several injuries.. but no deaths.  
john cadiz klemack is live in leon, mexico. he went there to cover 
the pope's visit, but then... the quake happened! john! 

2:19 3/22/12 11:06p religion 

pope benedict the 16th is scheduled to arrive in mexico tomorrow... 
but tonight... hackers are threatening to disrupt his visit. the group 
"anonymous" says the visit is wasting money... that could be used 
to help the poor.  nbc4's john cadiz klemack is live in central 
mexico... with more on these online threats... and the l-a connection 
to the pope's security. john. 

2:06 3/23/12 11:08p religion 

pope benedict is spending his first night in mexico! and the pontiff is 
promising to quote - "unmask the evil" of drug trafficking... during 
his three day visit.  nbc4's john cadiz klemack was their when the 
pope arrive.. and joins us tonight live from leon, in central mexico. 
john, good evening! 

2:22 1/3/12 11:15p safety 

a high surf advisory is now in effect... and there are warning about 
riptides... after yesterday's accident in which a young swimmer was 
killed!  nbc four's angie crouch!! live at the beach tonight in santa 
monica! angie? 

0:45 1/4/12 11:24p safety 

a canadian man used his ipad to get into the united states.....  
martin reisch was driving to the u-s border, he realized he'd 
forgotten his passport. but he quickly remembered that he had a 
scan of his passport on his i-pad. he showed the scanned image to 
a u-s customs agent at the border ... along with his canadian 
drivers' license. and -- guess what? -- he was allowed to drive on 
into vermont. u-s customs says that never should have happened. 
customs remind everyone..a scanned passport is *not* a valid i-d. 

0:25 1/25/12 11:02p Safety 

new at 11 tonight!  for a lot of people in the downtown area this 
evening it probably looked it a bit strange.. the military... and the l-a-
p-d... taking part in a joint training exercise.. and that including a 
couple of omnious looking blackhawk helicopters flying around the 
area. these exercises are designed to help the military train... if their 
ever called on to operate in an urban enviroment. 

0:35 1/25/12 11:16p Safety 

beach-goers in san diego got some unexpected company... a great 
white shark...  lifeguards said the shark was spotted near imperial 
beach early yesterday morning... a surfer took a picture of the fin... 
and experts identified it as a great white. they believe the shark was 
between 16 and 18 feet long... the shark reportedly stayed in the 
area for... just a moment... but warning signs have now been placed 
around the beach... 

0:38 1/30/12 11:14p Safety 

a potentially deadly bacteria has turned up in the water at a hotel on 
the las vegas strip.  health officials in vegas confirm... traces of the 
bacteria that causes legionnaires disease was found in water 
samples from the luxor hotel and casino. the discovery follows the 
death of a guest who stayed at the hotel last month.... that guest 
developed a severe form of pneumonia. m-g-m resorts... which 
operates the luxor... says the water is now safe. but guests who 
stayed at the aria... another m-g-m run hotel... are suing the 
company. they claim they were also infected with the bacteria. 
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0:32 1/30/12 11:23p Safety 

the california attorney general has settled with the makers of "the 
brazilian blowout"... requiring the company to make some changes 
with its hair straightening products.  the ingredient of concern is 
formaldehyde... which emits as a gas during the brazilian blow-out 
process. some hair stylists had complained that the fumes were 
making them sick. the settlement requires the company to stop 
advertising its products as formaldehyde free and safe. the 
company must also pay fees and penalities. 

0:36 1/31/12 11:03p Safety 
breaking news in chattsworth... where there are reports of a 
possible mountain lion roaming a neighborhood. alex calder in 
newschopper 4's ... over the scene! alex, what do you have? 

0:34 2/1/12 11:03p Safety 

an tonight...southern california edison says its crews are working to 
repair a leak... was first detected last night at the san onofre nuclear 
power plant... edison insists there is **no** danger to anyone 
around the plant.  the leak is apparently in the tubing for a steam 
generator. the company says this type of leak would not vent 
radiation... and there has been no increase in radiation near the 
plant. earlier today... steam could be seen venting from one of the 
two units. edison says the steam is part of the normal process to 
reduce pressure and allow workers to enter the area. 

0:23 2/2/12 11:24p Safety 

for law enforcement...super bowl weekend officially began tonight... 
officers will be looking for mostly... drunk drivers.  police are asking 
people to take extra precautions with their super bowl celebrations. 
and to make sure guests have a designated driver if they do plan to 
drink. tonight... l-a-p-d held a six-hour traffic patrol west of 
downtown los angeles. 

3:37 2/3/12 11:14p Safety 

... that's nfl commissioner roger goodell...just today...talking today 
about the dangers of concussions! the nfl is playing defense right 
now against more than 20 lawsuits filed by retired players. the 
lawsuits claim the league knew - but never warned players... about 
the risks of repeated head trauma. tonight we take a closer look at 
"gridiron head games."  to under score this... during the superbowl - 
on sunday...the nfl... will run a one minute commerical... dealing 
with the issue of player safety. 

2:09 2/14/12 11:13p Safety 

on this valentines day.... a day associated with kissing and therefore 
lips... a new study has found "lead" in hundreds of brands of lipstick! 
and it has re-ignited a long on-going controversy over safety!  
nbc4's kim baldonado is here with details.... kim...  this has been an 
ongoing debate ever since the f-d-a first tested 20 lipstick shades in 
2007, but now we have results of their most recent study, looking at 
400 shades of lipstick. 

0:42 2/23/12 11:06p Safety 

a mysterous odor had a lot of people on the westside wondering 
what smelled so bad.  southern california gas received more than 
three hundred calls today. complaints about fumes in playa del rey. 
the culver city fire department was also getting calls about the bad 
smell. and they evacuated crenshaw high school because of that 
strange odor. people who live in the area said it made them sick.  
fire officials say it wasn't natural gas. so, while we know what it 
wasn't -- tonight we still don't know what the mysterous odor was.. 
or where it came from. 
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3:56 2/29/12 11:13p safety 

it's something we all trust will be there when we need it.... and ..for 
the past few years...because of budget problems... the cit of l.a. has 
had its fire department... doing more... with less. the most recent 
budget put approximately a quarter of their fire trucks and 
ambulances out of service.  tonight...only on 4... robert kovacik has 
obtained the department's records on their response time! robert!  
their motto is serving with courage, integrity and pride. the men and 
women of the los angeles fire department risk their lives to save 
ours. but firefighters have come forward... some of them 
reluctantly...to tell us as hard as they try...they may not be there 
when you need them most.  the fire department has asked us to 
point out the mocaer home did not have smoke alarms or sprinklers. 
as for the deployment plan...it is now being questioned by la city 
councilman joe buscaino. he filed a motion this month requesting 
lafd compile a status report on how the plan impacts his district... 
including changes in reponse times. i'm robert kovacik 

1:40 3/12/12 11:05p safety 

in "oxnard" tonight... police are warning you to 'shut' and 'lock' your 
windows. a prowler with 'easy access'... sexually assaulted a 
woman in her home... this morning.  live at 11... "beverly white" is in 
"oxnard" with the latest... on the search for that attacker. beverly. 

1:05 3/13/12 11:08p safety 

and two weeks ago... nbc 4's robert kovacik broke the story... 
detailing lapses in response times with the la fire department...after 
a new deployment plan was implemented… today... for the first 
time...the mayor and the fire chief...responded to that story... the 
mayor... taking exception to a letter that was passed out to reporters 
by the president of the firefighters union..  the mayor has called on 
city controller wendy greuel to conduct an independent analysis of 
the department's numbers on response times… and of course... we 
will continue to follow this developing story! 

0:32 3/13/12 11:15p safety 

and... the f-d-a isn't entirely sure what's causing it... but there has 
been a wave of disease in hundreds of dogs in the u-s... but the f-d-
a may have a link... many of the key complaints from pet owners 
point to chinese-made chicken jerky treats... while no specific 
brands have been identified by the fda... it is warning pet owners 
about jerky style dog treats from china. symptoms include vomiting, 
and loss of appetite. nothing's been recalled, because there's still 
no definitive source. 

2:39 3/20/12 11:05p safety 

thanks robert. what's especially interesting about this quake... is that 
there was an early warning system in place and it may have helped. 
some poeple say they had a warning of nearly 30 seconds before 
the most violent shaking - depending on how far they were from the 
epicenter.  so, do we have anything like that in place... here... in 
southern california?  nbc four's kim baldonado is live at caltech in 
pasadena... with more on the technology. 

0:37 3/20/12 11:11p safety 

tonight... l-a city fire chief brian cummings is feeling the heat... after 
admitting that some information he gave the city council... may have 
been "unclear"...  nbc4 first broke the story of the city's response 
times... and how they may be longer than many people believe. 
chief cummings told the fire commission ... his department gave the 
city council, responce time projections last year... when the council 
was considering budget cuts ... cummings now admits... the 
projections may not have been "clearly communicated"... but... he 
says... he never intentionally tried to mislead the council into 
thinking... the fire department was performing better than it was. 
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0:16 3/21/12 11:07p safety 

active earthquake early warning systems are operational in mexico, 
japan, taiwan, turkey and romania. warning systems are under 
development in these six other countries... and one state, our own 
califonria - but when they will be fully operational is anybodys 
guess. 

0:30 3/22/12 11:05p safety 

tonight... the l-a county department of health is investigating 
whether the death of a malibu restaurant employee... could pose as 
a threat to public safety!  sheriff's deputies found 32-year old carlos 
rodas... in a pool of blood in front of "guido's" resturant on sunday. 
at first, authorities thought rodas was murdered, but it turns out he 
died from an "upper respiratory infection." the sheriff's department 
says it'll release more information once toxicology results are 
completed. that could take four weeks. 

3:45 3/27/12 11:13p safety 

our n-b-c-4 exclusive on l-a fire department response times has 
turned up *another* exclusive --- *new* revelations about how 
*your* neighborhood could be at risk.  robert kovacik is in the 
newsroom with more of his exclusive report! robert...  tonight...the 
president of the firefighters union tells me he received a call from a 
member of mayor villaraigosa's staff. pat mcosker says he was 
asked to pipe down about problems with the lafd since the mayor's 
office was trying to get them fixed. tonight, a spokesman for mayor 
villaraigosa told me "no comment"... as for mcosker? he's says he's 
going to keep talking so the people of los angeles know the dangers 
they face. 

0:26 3/30/12 11:14p safety 

and... the f-d-a has decided *not* to ban the chemical "b-p-a" from 
canned food and plastic containers. some researchers believe "b-p-
a" affects the brain and sexual development... and may cause 
cancer. the f-d-a says more tests are needed, especially regarding 
the effects of "b-p-a" on kids... and babies... some major 
companies... like whole foods, trader joe's and campbell's soup 
have already replaced "b-p-a" in their canned goods. 

1:15 1/5/12 11:03p severe weather 
high temperatures.... and big waves... that's been the story for a few 
days at our local beaches! and fritz says we can expect even larger 
waves tomorrow!  fritz .... when will those big waves hit? 

0:12 1/6/12 11:07p severe weather 
more dry warm weather... and santa ana winds conditions...they 
can be a reciepe for disaster...! 

1:14 1/9/12 11:02p severe weather 
so the situation is obvious... no rain... 'warm'.. 'dry 'air. is old man 
winter ever going to arrive? fritz... you've got some new information 
for us? 

0:07 1/12/12 11:06p severe weather 
tonight... the red flag warnings are up! and the weather is about to 
change... fritz....as always is tracking the areas that might feel it the 
most? 

0:34 1/18/12 11:16p severe weather 

remember that big wind storm last month?? well ... because of that 
... pasadena is making some changes...so that if or when we have 
something like that again... things will be better.  the storm toppled 
hundreds of trees... and knocked out power for days. now... the city 
of pasadena is working to create a 3-1-1 phone number... that 
residents can call to get information during emergencies. the city 
also plans to invest in a power outage management system... to get 
a better idea of how many people have lost their power and exactly 
where they live! 
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0:40 1/18/12 11:16p severe weather 

tonight... that monster storm forecast for the pacific northwest... is 
slamming into seattle!  the kids are having fun on the snow covered 
streets... seattle is used to **rain** not snow like this. police say... 
there were at least 50 vehicle accidents during the morning 
commute... the storm also closed a lot of roads... and shut down 
schools... and cancelled a lot of flights.  it's happening throughout 
the pacific northwest... besides snow... another problem... very 
strong winds! 

0:21 1/19/12 11:03p severe weather 

taking a look at weather right now... it's all about to change... for the 
first time... in a long time... rain is closing in on southern california.  
this is what it looks like .. right now....looking at universial studios.... 
from newschopper 4! no rain yet, but it looks like that's about to 
change real soon! byron, what's the latest? 

1:11 1/20/12 11:00p severe weather 

looking live from our camera on mount wilson... it may look calm 
now.... but that's going to change between now... and tomorrow 
morning! rain is just about here... making for a wet weekend across 
southern california.  it's 11 o'clock! i'm chuck henry. and i'm colleen 
williams.  and this was just a couple hours ago... in the bay area! 
the storm already hitting northern california.... delivering plenty of 
rain... giving the sierras some much needed snow... and this is all 
headed... our way!  newschopper 4 is live above sylmar. that rain is 
coming from the north! byron miranda is tracking this storm for us! 
byron! 

2:06 1/23/12 11:02p severe weather 

now to the weather....this is a live shot ... from our mount wilson 
camera... a lot of clouds out there right now...but today's rain 
storm...has moved on. leaving us with some much needed 
moisture...and snow in the mountains.!  but...the weather is about to 
change again.... in a big way! fritz is here to show us what's coming 
next... but we start with n-b-c-4's toni guinyard live in stevenson 
ranch, near santa clarita. toni! 

0:14 1/24/12 11:08p severe weather 
a high wind warning in now in effect for parts of the inland empire.  
as you can see... the winds whipping tonight in fontana. so, how 
long will these high winds be with us? here's fritz coleman. fritz! 

1:51 1/27/12 11:01p severe weather 

firefighters have already been busy at work tonight. they had to put 
out a brush fire in la canada flintridge... sparked by downed power 
lines.  nbc4's toni guinyard is live right now... in la canada 
flintridge... toni! 

0:21 2/2/12 11:05p severe weather 

now to the weather... and once again... strong winds are in the 
forecast... in fact... in some places... they're already here!  take a 
look at the trees and street signs blowing around in fontana tonight!! 
powerful gusts were testing the strength of anything that could flap 
around! so... should we be concerned about this? here's fritz. 

0:17 2/6/12 11:06p severe weather 

turning now... to the weather!! you can feel the change... rain is on 
the way... and the only questions are... when and how much??  
looking live outside... it's not here yet... but we're expecting a cold... 
winter storm... and even some snow... here's fritz with the latest: 

0:18 2/13/12 11:07p severe weather 

turning now to weather... after weeks of above normal 
temperatures... winter hit today... in the form of snow in the 
mountains...  this is running springs! as you can see... there is 
snow... and some accumulation... the snow brings welcome relief to 
an area that has experienced... so far... one of the driest winters on 
record.... 
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1:48 2/15/12 11:01p severe weather 

now to the weather! we've seen rain... low snow... and howling 
winds. and it's not over yet... we're tracking the trouble on the 
radar... but let's take you live outside...  we're live right now... with 
robert kovacik in the grapevine. robert! 

2:39 2/27/12 11:00p severe weather 

tonight! a blast of winter roars into southern california! we're tracking 
snow... rain... and some dangerous driving conditions in the 
mountains.  it's 11 o'clock. i'm colleen williams. and i'm chuck henry. 
fritz coleman is tracking storm. and nbc4's beverly white... live in 
gorman. bev how it going up there tonight? 

1:09 2/29/12 11:09p severe weather 

deadly weather in the midwest overnight....and just a few hours 
ago.... a tornado watch was lifted for *five* states in the midwest! is 
is very unusual to have so many tornadoes poping up ... in winter 
and late at night like this. two factors that contributed to people 
being caught "off guard", before dawn this morning. 

2:34 3/2/12 11:00p severe weather 

the news is breaking... the death toll is climbing tonight... as dozens 
of tornados... rip through parts of the midwest and the south.  and... 
the 'tornado terror' is 'not' over yet. it's 11 o'clock. i'm lucy noland. 
and i'm chuck henry.  there have been more than 90 tornado 
sightings... across nine states. at least 28 people were killed... and 
the danger is expected to continue overnight!  this map shows just 
how widespread this powerful storm system is-- from the gulf coast 
to the great lakes! mike seidel, kicks off our coverage tonight... from 
harvest, alabama.  our radar is tracking the trouble right now. from 
the watches to the warnings... let's go to fritz in the weather center. 

2:18 3/2/12 11:03p severe weather 

tonight... we hear from a local storm chaser who knows all the 
"adrenaline rush" of tracking a tornado.... and... a local politician 
traveling the region... is caught in the middle.  nbc 4's bevely white... 
is live in our newsroom... with that part of the story. beverly.  that 
storm chaser admits he's logged a lot of miles… pursuing weather 
most people prefer to avoid! he's attracted to the dramatic 
conditions that surprised the local congresswoman! 

0:19 3/6/12 11:04p severe weather 

our winds have died down somewhat.. and that's also good news 
for anyone who had to drive somewhere tonight. but earlier today... 
the dirt and dust was blowing hard... especially in the inland 
empire!!  as we folund out those strong winds were only one part of 
the weather story - temperatures have been dropping as well. let's 
go to fritz... in the weather center... with the warnings. 

0:59 3/15/12 11:06p severe weather 

a big storm is set to drench southern california... for some, a march 
miracle... for others, misery. you can see it crawling down the 
coast... but when's it arriving? let's go to fritz... tracking the radar... 
right now. 

1:02 3/16/12 11:02p severe weather 

a very wet and cold weekend is just starting to arrive just as we 
speak... !  we're tracking the trouble on the radar... right now! so... 
let's get right to fritz coleman... with the latest from our weather 
center. fritz. 

0:12 3/16/12 11:03p severe weather 

depending on where you are tonight the rain is already hitting some 
parts of southern california.  you're looking at live pictures from 
ventura. where scattered showers are hitting the coast. right now... 
it's the calm before the big storm. 

0:20 3/16/12 11:03p severe weather 

if this weekend storm developes as expected... a crumbling cliff in 
san pedro could give way again. engineers say the cliff hasn't 
moved much at all... since it first fell last november... but they say 
with the current forecast of heavy rain, anything could happen. 
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0:13 3/16/12 11:03p severe weather 

in elysian park... l-a marathon preps are under way. and.... 
volunteers... and runners are also bracing for the weekend rain. 
today... workers spent the day setting up tents at dodger stadium 
where the race begins. 

1:35 3/16/12 11:15p severe weather 

we often hear from survivors what it's like to live through a tornado... 
tonight we get to see the impact of such a storm first hand... earlier 
this month a school in indiana was hit by a powerful e-f four 
tornado... and it was all caught on the school security cameras... 

2:25 3/19/12 11:05p severe weather 

this is the last day of winter... and one thing for sure... this is not 
what we expect in southern california in march. it's cold outside! 
while other parts of the country are dealing with 80-degree 
temperatures...  live at 11-- the weather that has lots of people 
scratching their heads. nbc 4's jesse gary is live in stevenson 
ranch... jesse! 

1:03 3/30/12 11:04p severe weather 
now to the weather... something big is brewing out in the pacific... 
and it really could impact your weekend. we're expecting some big 
surf... and maybe more!! here's fritz... to tell us about it. fritz! 

0:35 1/10/12 11:22p technology 

right now you can check facebook on your computer... your phone... 
and pretty soon your car too!  mercedes-benz plans to start 
installing a facebook app in its new cars. the app will let you know 
when any of your friends are nearby. you can also post where 
you're going... and the app will use your g-p-s to let your friends 
know how long it will take you to get there. but... make no mistake!! 
to make sure drivers don't get too distracted... the app will not let 
drivers type anything... while the car is moving. 

0:45 1/18/12 11:24p technology 

a new facebook app lets you update your status... even after you 
die!  the free app is called "if i die"... and here's how it works: first... 
you record videos... or write your status updates... to be posted 
after you die. then... you pick three facebook friends to be 
"trustees"... who will have to confirm your death. once they do... 
your messages will be posted all at once... or on a designated 
schedule... depending on what you selected ahead of time. the 
company that makes the app says nobody... not even the people at 
the app company... can see your messages until your death is 
confirmed. 

0:37 1/23/12 11:15p technology 

nasa scientists say satellite communications could be disrupted 
tomorrow because of a giant solar flare on the surface of the sun!!  
there's no cause for alarm... but nasa's "space weather prediction 
center" says we could be in for some interesting electro-magnetic 
activity. satellite communication services... like g-p-s... could be 
affected. some international airlines plan to avoid polar routes... 
because of the "aurora borealis" effect!! scientists say the sun is 
entering a busy period for solar flares... as it seems to do every 11 
years. 

2:12 1/24/12 11:13p technology 
tonight we've got some amazing images of one of the biggest solar 
storms in years! and it's causing a few problems here on earth.  
nbc4's kim baldonado is live in eagle rock to explain! kim! 

0:31 2/20/12 11:23p technology 

instead of eating off a plate... how about a petri dish? tonight, 
scientists say they are working to grow meat in a lab... not on a 
farm.  the test tube food is being created in the netherlands... by 
using stem cells. so far, the scientists have only been able to grow a 
small strip of muscle... but it's a start! why clone meat? experts say 
food needs are expected to double in the next 50 years... while 
natural sources are expected to diminish. 
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0:29 3/5/12 11:07p technology 

new tonight... you'll hear a lot about this over the coming months... 
astronomers have identified a new asteroid... barreling toward us. 
it's name? not terribly flashy... "20-12 d-a 14." it measures about 
150 feet across. and... it could come 'so close'... to earth... it would 
pass between 'us'... and the 'satellites' orbiting above. most experts 
agree... a direct impact seems unlikely. however... they say... this 
will be the 'closest' pass... of an asteroid... in the 'history' of tracking 
asteroids. 

2:26 3/7/12 11:00p technology 

in a number of hours... your mobile phone might not work... your "g-
p-s" could go down... and power grids could even go dark...  ...as 
the most massive "solar storm" in six years... crashes into "earth." 
it's our top story. i'm lucy noland... in for "colleen williams." and i'm 
chuck henry. right now charged particles that escaped from the sun 
are heading our way... fast... at 4 million miles an hour!  nbc 4's 
robert kovacik is live in burbank... with what can we expect. robert. 

0:16 3/8/12 11:12p technology 

that massive solar flare that was expected to disrupt 
communications... didn't do much at all!! so far... the only evidence 
of the geo-magnetic storm has been a spectacular display of the 
northern lights as far south as michigan... and there could be more 
to come!! 

0:20 3/9/12 11:32p technology 

the big show in the sky could be ready for an encore. another 'solar 
storm'... could hit... this sunday.  a massive solar flare hit yesterday 
morning.... giving a spectacular display of the northern lights as far 
south as michigan. it was also blamed for a two-hour blackout of 
some high frequency communications. some airlines re-routed 
planes away from the polar routes, where the magnetic pull is the 
strongest. 

2:02 3/21/12 6:24a technology 

time now for the trend! trending this morning: a trend review. a 
phone that claims to withstand drops, water and even being run 
over by a car.  mekahlo medina is at "visionplus" with details!  
smartphones are a die a dozen these days, bug rugged phones are 
few and far in between. this is where samsung's rugby smart comes 
into play… we checked it out. 

0:23 3/30/12 11:32p technology 

nasa has come up with a most unusual way of looking at earth's 
oceans that looks more like a painting by van gogh, than science!! 
these swirling white lines represent surface currents around the 
world.... the images are based on data generated by a nasa 
satellite. the project is designed to help understand constantly 
changing oceans.. the beautiful images are a bonus. 

0:45 1/3/12 11:11p transportation 

live at 11.... they're calling it a mini-carmageddon... parts of the 
eastbound 210 are going to close at midnight tonight... through six 
a.m....  here's a look at the 210 in the arcadia area right now from 
newschopper four... the closures are for construction work on the 
metro gold line foothill extension. right now... three "eastbound" 
lanes of the freeway are shut down... including three on-ramps... 
"rosemead boulevard"... "michillinda boulevard" and "baldwin 
avenue."at midnight... *all* eastbound lanes of the 210 will be 
closed... between sierra madre and santa anita. once again: they're 
expected to re-open at six a-m. today in la's sean murphy will have 
much more on the freeway closures... and your commute... starting 
at 4:30 on today in l-a. 
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0:47 1/4/12 11:08p transportation 

a state assemblyman from san bernardino showed up at the ontario 
airport with a loaded gun in his carry on bag... and tonight...his 
spokesperson says... he just forgot it was in his luggage.  
republican tim donnelly of san bernardino says he simply forgot that 
the gun -- a colt 45 -- was in his carry-on. donnelly was headed 
back to sacramento today for the start of the new legislative 
session. he says he had the gun with him while at home.. for 
protection.  donnelly -- a tea party member and gun rights advocate 
-- was detained by tsa and faces a misdemanor charge... as a 
result. 

0:53 1/5/12 11:23p transportation 

the t-s-a has released a list of what it calls: the best "catches" of 
2011. you know... the items people **tried** to bring onto planes.  
here are the top five! at number five: a flare gun and seven flares... 
discovered in a carry-on bag in norfolk, virginia. number four: two 
throwing knives... hidden in a hollowed out book... in washington, d-
c. the number three best catch: the more than 12-hundred guns 
seized at t-s-a checkpoints across the country. one of those guns... 
at number two on the list... was a 38-pistol... found strapped to a 
passenger's ankle in detroit. finally... at number one... chunks of c-4 
explosives... stowed in a piece of checked luggage in yuma, 
arizona. 

0:34 1/6/12 11:24p transportation 

living in southern california... we know how important the carpool 
lane can be. well... one guy from washington state is apparently not 
afraid to press the law to get to work quickly!  his passenger is a 
dressed up, plastic skeleton - and away they go in the h-o-v lane.. 
and he might have gotten away with it, if troopers hadn't pulled him 
over for speeding and unsafe lane changes. he got a ticket for 454-
dollars... if he'd been driving around here - that fine would have 
been much higher! so remember... no skeletons! 

0:29 1/9/12 11:13p transportation 

passengers who prefer to fly american airlines out of burbank's bob 
hope airport are going to have to make other plans... today the 
airline announced that it's shutting down service there... the airline 
operates two to three flights a day out of burbank... recently the 
american's parent company filed for bankruptcy... but in a statement 
the airline said normal business changes forced the move... the last 
flights take off from bob hope airport on february 9th. 

0:43 1/12/12 11:14p transportation 

you know how people sometimes have to empty their pockets when 
they go through airport security? and you know how sometimes 
people accidentally leave behind some change? well, turns out... 
the t-s-a gets a lot of that change!  the t-s-a says nationwide in 20-
10... airline passengers left just over 409-thousand dollars in loose 
change... at j-f-k airport... in new york... passengers left nearly 47-
thousand dollars... and at l-a-x passengers left more than 19-
thousand dollars! the t-s-a says it does everything it can to get that 
money behind back to the passengers... but if it isn't claimed the 
money goes into the t-s-a general fund. 

0:37 1/16/12 11:17p transportation 

federal authorities have decided to start testing t-s-a security 
personnel for radiation exposure...  t-s-a plans to conduct tests to 
make sure its people are not being exposed to dangerous levels of 
radiation from airport scanning equipment. critics say the agency 
should also be testing passengers to make sure they are not being 
exposed to unsafe levels of radiation. the t-s-a says it has no plans 
to check passengers... or re-test the equipment. that because prior 
tests have concluded there is no risk to travelers apparently they 
are not in the scanners long enough. 
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0:39 1/17/12 11:23p transportation 

british airways is apologizing tonight for an in-flight mistake... that 
had passengers crying and screaming! and thinking they were 
goingt to crash!  a flight from miami to london... was over the north 
sea... when passengers heard this announcement broadcast to the 
cabin... quote: "this is an emergency announcement. we will shortly 
be making an emergency landing on water."  flight attendants ran 
down the aisle... to explain it was only a recording... accidentally 
triggered in the cockpit. the airline later handed out letters of 
apology to passengers... as they got off the plane in london. 

0:50 1/18/12 11:15p transportation 

a lot of people at lax "slipped through security" without taking off 
their shoes or belts... and it was all perfectly legal!!  the catch is 
these were all passengers who qualified for t-s-a's new expedited 
screening program... called "precheck." right now.. it's a test 
program... and american airlines is the only airline offering it at l-a-x. 
but those who tried it - say they love it.  right now... if you want to 
join... you may need to be a frequent flyer with american airlines. 
find out more at our web site... nbc-four-la... and search for tsa 
precheck. 

0:24 1/27/12 11:13p transportation 

this airplane propeller should be spinning at full speed... but as you 
can see from this cell phone video...the blades are just drifting in the 
air... turns out last night an engine on this turboprop airliner stopped 
shortly after the plane took off from portland oregon... fortunately 
the pilot immediately turned around... and the plane landed safely... 
and nobody was hurt! 

1:09 2/9/12 11:13p transportation breaking news in moreno valley.... 

0:31 2/16/12 11:13p transportation 

united airlines is raising the price charged for military members to fly 
their pets...  according to an article in stars and stripes... uniformed 
service members were paying about $283 dollars to fly their pets 
home from the asian pacific region. under the new policy... the cost 
will jump to more than three-thousand dollars! united airlines tells n-
b-c news it's a result of their recent merge with contintental airlines. 

0:41 2/20/12 11:05p transportation 

gas prices hit a milestone in california... and it's a marker you want 
to see.... the average price of self-serve regular is now above four 
dollars a gallon... and some experts think...that's just a pit stop on 
the way to five bucks a gallon!!  the auto club says gas is now four 
dollars and three cents. that's up from 3.84 just last week!! it was 
three-71 a month ago... and this time last year... it was three dollars 
and 55 cents. right now... the national average is about fifty cents 
less than ours. in fact... only hawaii has more expensive gasoline 
than california. for information about cheap gas your area... check 
out our website: nbc-la dot-com. 

3:46 2/22/12 11:15p transportation 

gas prices keep heading up... in fact... it changes everytime you fill 
up...regardless of the frequency... it's quickly approaching 5-dollars 
a gallon. just today... the average price of regular was up by three 
cents a gallon!!  triple-a says un-leaded regular now averages $4.07 
a gallon. yesterday the price was $4.04 a gallon. and a year ago 
unleaded was selling for 3.57 a gallon... 50 cents less than it is 
tonight!!  with prices going through the roof… some people have 
found a way around it. they use as much gas as any of us - but 
paying considerably less than any of us.. even as prices soar!…  
but what if gas prices go down - below the prices you purchased in 
bulk? no problem..... you just buy the cheaper gas. and save your 
allotment for the time when gas prices soar again... and they will. 
there is no time limit for the fuel to be used... 
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2:26 2/24/12 11:03p transportation 

now to the story everyone is talking about.... gas prices... you 
blink... they change... or at least it feels that way. !  here are the 
latest prices: we're at $4-25 a gallon now! that's up 25 cents from 
monday... 50 cents in a month... and less than 40 cents from the all-
time record! tonight... some folks are wondering.... where this spike 
is coming from... and where is the extra money going?  nbc four's 
kim baldonado is live with a closer look at where the gas money 
goes... 

0:35 2/27/12 11:06p transportation 

caltrans workers are getting ready to demolish what's left of an 
overpass on the 60 freeway... damaged by a tanker fire.  live from 
newschopper-4... this is the paramount boulevard bridge over the 
60 freeway in montebello. tonight all westbound lanes and at least 
two eastbound lanes will be closed. the lanes are expected to 
reopen by five o'clock tomorrow morning.  the overpass was burned 
in december... when a fuel tanker that was on fire stopped under it. 
that fire was so intense caltrans inspectors said the overpass had to 
come down. 

0:26 2/27/12 11:13p transportation 

the nose gear collapsed tonight on this united airlines flight from 
atlanta to newark, new jersey. the pilot radioed the tower that he 
had a problem with the landing gear. so they sprayed the runway 
with foam and when the jet touched down... the gear collapsed.. 
and the plane slid to a safe stop. no one was injured but the 
passengers on board had to slide down emergency chutes to get 
out. 

0:36 2/29/12 11:04p transportation 

new at 11... passengers got a surprise tonight... when their flight 
from vegas to burbank... landed in long beach!! turned out... there 
was a reason for this!  this is jet blue flight 271 taking off from long 
beach tonight... to complete the trip to burbank. it was a very short 
flight.. and the passengers got off the plane... two hours later than 
scheduled!! tonight... jet blue says the pilot diverted the flight 
because of windy conditions in burbank. some passengers said 
they were upset.. because they weren't told what was going on... 
until after they landed! 

2:58 3/2/12 11:05p transportation 

congresswoman bass is on a bipartisan pilgrimage retracing the 
bloody march from selma to montgomery alabama. thus far... 
weather has not cancelled the annual event. live in the newsroom 
bw nbc4 news.  breaking news right now on l-a's busiest freeway...  
looking live at the 405! the northbound lanes are empty.... because 
of "carmageddon light"...  at midnight the northbound lanes will be 
closed from getty center drive to ventura boulevard...  nbc4's jesse 
gary is live in sherman oaks. jesse... 

0:39 3/6/12 11:09p transportation 

airport police in houston detained a burbank woman for ten hours... 
after she got into an argument with flight attendants about her finger 
nails.  the woman was on a southwest flight from las vegas to 
houston last month... when she was asked to stop painting her 
nails.. she got up out of her seat and went to the bathroom to finish. 
a flight attendant was waiting for her when she came out and the 
two got into an arguement. when the plane landed... airport police 
took the woman into custody. she was released when a judge 
dismissed a charge of "abusive profane language." 
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1:30 3/9/12 11:00p transportation 

tirade before take-off... a flight attendant... goes on a rant... about 
nine-eleven... frightening passengers...  and... it's all caught on 
camera... many cameras... as the flight crew fights... and... with the 
help of passengers... tackles her to the ground.  it's our top story. 
i'm lucy noland. and... i'm chuck henry.. on the p-a system of the 
dallas to chicago flight the person who's susposed to calm 
passengers.. told them they were in imminent danger!  the flight 
attendant said she's bipolar... and she forgot to take her medicine. 

0:19 3/13/12 11:15p transportation 

a delta airlines jet... that took off from john wayne airport... was at 
atlanta's airport this morning... when it went off the runway! there 
were no passengers or crew ...on board... two mechanics were in 
the cockpit... when the brakes failed. they were not hurt. but the jet 
was badly damaged. 

0:32 3/19/12 11:14p transportation 

this is a picture that may have you shaking your head... wondering 
why... this is a t-s-a agent patting down a 3-year-old at midway 
airport in chicago. according to t-s-a this incident took place in 2010, 
however, the video posted last sunday and has already reached 
more than 94-thousand views. t-s-a says that since 2010... the 
screening process for children has been eased... the new rules 
reduce... but do not necessarily eliminate... pat-downs... for children 
with disabilities. 

1:13 3/19/12 11:15p transportation 

it's a question many have asked before. do all electronic gadgets 
really need to be shut off during take off and landing on a flight? 
now the f-a-a is taking a second look at turning off those devices 
below ten-thousand feet.  the f-a-a process is going to be a lengthy 
one, so don't look for any changes any time soon. 

0:25 3/21/12 6:14a transportation 

and we're helping you find some of the lowest gas prices. in the 
inland empire, the sam's club on harryman place in san bernardino 
is selling regular for $4.16 a gallon.. but you have to be a sam's club 
member! we've made it easy to find the cheapest gas near you! go 
to "n-b-c l-a dot com" and search for "gas prices," then type-in your 
zip code. 

0:20 3/21/12 6:19a transportation 

it could be "plane-a-geddon" at van nuys airport next year. the 
crumbling runway at the busy san fernando valley airport could be 
shutdown for repairs for up to nine weeks. that would ground 
charter traffic as well as private pilots who use the airfield... and 
cost an estimated three-and-a-half-million dollars a day. 

0:20 3/21/12 6:43a transportation 
and we're helping you find some of the cheapest gas prices in our 
area. in orange county, the "e-z gas" on orangethorpe avenue in 
buena park is selling regular for $4.17 a gallon. 

0:42 3/23/12 11:02p transportation 
happening right now!  another round of construction on the 405! 
alex calder is in newschopper-4.... right above the scene! alex? 

0:31 3/23/12 11:15p transportation 

security screeners at sacramento international airport say 45 year 
old harold waller of montana, tried to bring several loaded guns onto 
a u-s airways flight to phoenix. waller has been booked on suspicion 
of possessing a concealed firearm. deputies say he was carrying 
four semi-automatic handguns... three of which were loaded. then 
they found eight more gun in his car and a lot of ammunitiion waller 
isn't talking. 

0:29 3/26/12 11:09p transportation 

this may have you thinking twice about "friends with words" and 
"angry birds..." airline passengers could soon be fined... for using 
their electronic gadgets during take-off.  the agency that operates 
new york city's three major airports... says it's considering big fines 
on passengers who refuse to turn off their phones. fines up to tens 
of thousands of dollars for behavior that causes flight delays. so 
far... the only airports involved are kennedy, la guardia and 
newark... **so far**. 
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2:47 3/27/12 11:06p transportation 

new video ... it shows a jetblue pilot... handcuffed to a chair... and 
carried off by federal agents... after an apparent mental breakdown 
and rants about bombs and al-qaida.  those who've seen the in-
flight video can't believe its happened again - two weeks ago it was 
a flight attendant, today it was the pilot who "lost it"... screaming to 
passengers they all going down. tonight: new details on the flight... 
the pilot... and the passengers!  nbc4's kim baldonado is live at long 
beach airport... kim! 

1:41 3/28/12 11:09p transportation 

that jet blue pilot who had to be wrestled down by passengers was 
charged with a felony today... but the real question is... how could 
all those medical tests pilots go through miss someone that 
unstable.  if he's convicted of "interfering with a flight crew", captain 
osbon could go to prison for 20 years.. 

0:48 3/29/12 11:17p transportation 

the jet-blue pilot who had an in-flight meltdown on tuesday on the 
way to las vegas is being charged with "interfering with a flight 
crew.,, that could get him 20 years in prison if convicted. the co-pilot 
safely landed "flight 191" in texas.  two airlines, united and delta 
have stopped using that flight number "191" . here's why: american 
airlines flight 191... crashed after the engine fell off out of chicago in 
1979 - killing 171 people. delta airlines flight 191 that crashed 
during a landing in dallas in 19-85, 137-died in that crash.. it was 
also use by com-air in 20-06. when the jet crashed at the end of a 
runway - 50 people were killed. you can check out my facebook 
page to learn more. 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD , Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, repeated 
the next morning 11:30-12:00N effective 
12/28/98 is an entertainment news-
magazine which discusses the current 
news and issues in the entertainment 
business.  The program also profiles 
current stars as well as behind-the-
camera personalities.   

CHANNEL 4 NEWS CONFERENCE , 
Local, Public Affairs/Other, various times 
on Sunday, is a regularly scheduled 
series featuring topical, informative 
interviews with public figures, community 
leaders, and government officials. 

NBC 4 NEWS, Local, News, various 
times and lengths, Monday through 
Sunday, includes concise reports from 
authorities on a variety of subjects as well 
as comprehensive coverage of fast 
breaking stories in Southern California, 
the nation, the world. 

CHRIS MATTHEWS SHOW, Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, 6:30PM-7:00PM 
Saturday, the weekly program brings 
viewers up close and behind-the-scenes 
with the nation’s most powerful and 
influential newsmakers. 

DATELINE NBC , Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA! , Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday effective 9/5/94 
and for an hour various times on the 
weekend effective 9/11/94 is a news 
magazine program about the current 
happenings in and around Los Angeles.  

Hisapnics Business Today , Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  This weekly program 
examines business issues, challenges 
and concerns facing Hispanic business 
owners and entrepreneurs.  The focus will 
be on giving those entrepreneurs and 
businessmen/businesswomen, the tools 
they need to compete successfully in the 
business and corporate worlds and show 
them how to increase business 
opportunities, access capital and market 
share. 

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS , Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 
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NONSTOP NEWS LOS ANGELES , 
Local News, 7:00pm-8:00pm, Monday 
through Friday, includes concise reports 
from authorities on a variety of subjects 
as well as comprehensive coverage of 
fast breaking stories in Southern 
California, the nation, the world. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND , Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
10:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 

WALL STREET JOURNAL REPORT,  
Recorded, Public Affairs/Other, various 
times on the weekend.  This weekly 
program hosted by Maria Bartiromo who 
has been covering financial news for over 
15-years.  The program gets inside the 
best minds in business with high-profile 
newsmakers, high-powered debates and 
high-priority issues.  There is a what’s 
new segment featuring top newsmaker 
interviews on the upcoming week’s most 
pressing financial news stories.  Also, 
there is a “personal journal” segment 
where viewers will learn and be able to 
take away important information on 401K 
news, taxes, retirement, investing and 
career as well as views of top money 
managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW , Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length.
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Mon 12/26/11 Tue 12/27/11 Wed 12/28/11 Thu 12/29/11 Fri  12/30/11 Sat 12/31/11 Sun 1/1/12
start 
time

5:00a
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 107R] 5:00a

5:30a
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1015] 5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
7:00a Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

8:00a Turbo Dogs 8:00a

8:30a Shelldon 8:30a

9:00a The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201201] 9:00a

9:30a Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1527] 9:30a

10:00a Willa's Wild Life HouseSmarts [059R] 10:00a

10:30a Pearlie
The Voice: What You Haven't 

Heard 10:30a

11:00a
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 107R]
Neat Products (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1358] 11:00a

11:30a
Black Enterprise Business 

Report [82R]
Procera Avh (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1357] 11:30a

12:00p NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon
International Innovators 

[NHANGH1112] 12:00p

12:30p Extra [#18096] Extra [#18097] Extra [#18098] Extra [#18099] Extr a [#18100]
Aaa (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1356] 12:30p

1:00p HouseSmarts [059R] 1:00p

1:30p Open House [6113R] 1:30p

2:00p We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-071A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-072A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-073A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-074A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-075A] 2:00p

2:30p We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-071B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-072B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-073B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-074B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-075B] 2:30p

3:00p
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1527] 3:00p

3:30p NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p 4:00p

4:30p 4:30p

5:00p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1015] 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

7:00p Extra [#18097] Extra [#18098] Extra [#18099] Extra [#18100] Extr a [#18101] Open House [#5146] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#3991] Access Hollywood [#3992] Acc ess Hollywood [#3993] Access Hollywood [#3994] Access  Hollywood [#3995] LXTV: First Look [#3152] 7:30p

8:00p Up All Night Community 8:00p

8:30p Whitney Parks & Recreation 8:30p

9:00p The Office The Challenge (8:48p) 9:00p

9:30p Whitney
Prime Time News LA 

(9:21p) 9:30p

10:00p The Office 10:00p

10:30p Up All Night 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p Channel 4 News Conference 
[#201201] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a 12:00a
12:30a 12:30a

1:00a 1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a) 1:30a

2:00a Open House [6113R] 2:00a

2:30a
Natural 4 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1354] 2:30a

3:00a In Wine Country 3:00a
3:30a 3:30a
4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Aps V5 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1309] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[82R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W799] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18102] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas @ NY 

Giants  (5:15p)

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W799]

NBC Skating Special 
Ceasars Tribute II: A 

Celebration of 
Women on Ice 

Football Night in 
America

Grimm

Grimm

NBC's New Year's Eve 
with Carson Daly 

continued 

Saturday Night Live     (Jason 
Segel & Florence + the 

Machine) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
USSA: Snowboard 

Cup 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W799]

NBC4 News

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL340R]

Days of Our Lives

Fear Factor

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

The Biggest Loser 
Where Are They Now? 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL336R]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2038R]

Ellen [9041R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL337R]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2004R]

Ellen [9050R]

Who's Still Standing

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL338R]

Days of Our Lives

Harry's Law

Nate Berkus [2039R]

Ellen [9035R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL339R]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2034R] Nate Berkus [2033R]

Ellen [9026R]

Chuck

Grimm

NBC4 News at 5p

Extra Weekend 
[#18102]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Dateline NBC

Ellen [9053R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC's New Year's Eve 
with Carson Daly

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W799]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/2/12 Tue 1/3/12 Wed 1/4/12 Thu 1/5/12 Fri 1/6/12 S at 1/7/12 Sun 1/8/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 101R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1016] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today Show Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Tournament of Roses Parade 
123rd Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus Meet the Press 9:00a

Babar
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201202] 9:30a

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1528] 10:00a

Willa's Wild Life org sch 1/7 10:30a

Pearlie org sch 1/7 11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18103] Extra [#18104] Extra [#18105] Extra [#18106] 12:30p

Days of Our Lives
Football Night in America 

(12:56p) 1:00p

Days of Our Lives (1:45p) 1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-077A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-078A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-079A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-080A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-077B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-078B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-079B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-080B] 2:30p

Superwave (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1342] 3:00p

Tracy Anderson 3X29 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1308] 3:30p

Open House [#5147] 4:00p

NFL Bridge Show (4:44p)
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 101R] 4:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1528] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18103] Extra [#18104] Extra [#18105] Extra [#18106] Extr a [#18107] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#3996] Access Hollywood [#3997] Acc ess Hollywood [#3998] Access Hollywood [#3999] Access  Hollywood [#4000] 7:30p

Up All Night Community 8:00p

Whitney Parks & Recreation
Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W800] (8:23p) 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Whitney 9:30p

The Office 10:00p

Up All Night 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201202] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3153] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a) Open House [#5147] 1:30a

Open House [#6122] 2:00a
Aps V5 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1309] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Natural 4.10 Nd (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1359] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[83R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

The Firm

NBC Sports Special 
PBR 

NBC Skating Special 
Progressive Skating 

& Gymnastics 
Spectacular 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Wild Card #1 - 
Cincinnati @ Houston 

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Wild Card #2 - 

Detroit @ New 
Orleans 

U.S. Army All-
American Football

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today Show

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Chuck

Grimm

Dateline NBC

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Fear Factor

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

The Biggest Loser

The Biggest Loser 
(9:12p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tournament of Roses 
Parade 123rd 

NBC Sports: A 
Storied History

National Hockey 
League Winter 

Classic - NY Rangers 
@ Philadelphia  

(12:10p)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Saturday Today
Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL342]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus jip 
[2037R]  (3:08p)

Ellen [9034R] Ellen [#9069]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Who's Still Standing

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL343]

Nate Berkus [2036R] Nate Berkus [#2071]

Ellen [#9070]

NBC4 News at 5p

Harry's Law

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL344]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2041R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#9071]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL345]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2040R]

Ellen [#9072]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Meet the Press

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W800] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18108] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC

Saturday Night Live     
(Charles Barkley & 
Kelly Clarkson) new 

Extra Weekend 
[#18108]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/9/12 Tue 1/10/12 Wed 1/11/12 Thu 1/12/12 Fri 1/13 /12 Sat 1/14/12 Sun 1/15/12
start 
time

The Voice: What You Haven't 
Heard

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 102R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1017] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201203] 9:00a

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1529] 9:30a

Babar org sch 1/14 10:00a

Willa's Wild Life org sch 1/14 10:30a

Pearlie org sch 1/14 11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18108] Extra [#18109] Extra [#18110] Extra [#18111] Extr a [#18112] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-081A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-082A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-083A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-084A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-085A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-081B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-082B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-083B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-084B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-085B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1529] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1017] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18109] Extra [#18110] Extra [#18111] Extra [#18112] Extr a [#18113] Open House [#5148] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4001] Access Hollywood [#4002] Acc ess Hollywood [#4003] Access Hollywood [#4004] Access  Hollywood [#4005] LXTV: First Look [#3154] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3154] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#001] 1:30a

Open House [#6123] 2:00a
Know Your Heritage Black 

College Quiz Show [#1] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Los Angeles Ota 4 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1360] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[86R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 
[#18114] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Golden Globe Awards 
encore presentation 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W801] 

Saturday Night Live     
(Daniel Radcliffe & 
Lana Del Rey) new 

Meet the Press

Golf Ticket to the 
Tour (PGA Q-School) 

NBC Skating Special 
Improv-Ice 

Golden Globe Awards 
Red Carpet Special

NBC Sports Special 
Incredible Dog Challenge  

(2:05p)

NBC4 News

The Firm

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Today

National Hockey 
League Chicago @ 

Detroit 

NBC Sports Special 
Marathon Trials  

(12:08p)

Harry's Law

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Chuck

Grimm

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Who's Still Standing

Fear Factor

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL346]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2054R]

Ellen [#9073]

Today in LA 5am

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Nate Berkus [#2085]

Ellen [#9077]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Extra Weekend 
[#18114]

Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2067R]

Ellen [#9074]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL347]

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL348]

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL349]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2057R]

Ellen [#9075] Ellen [#9076]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Firm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL350]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2016R]

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W801]

Golden Globe Awards
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/16/12 Tue 1/17/12 Wed 1/18/12 Thu 1/19/12 Fri 1/2 0/12 Sat 1/21/12 Sun 1/22/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 103R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1018] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201204] 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC Sports Special Dew Tour 
Countdown  (12:12p) 12:00p

Extra [#18114] Extra [#18115] Extra [#18116] Extra [#18117] Extr a [#18118] 12:30p

NBC Sports Special Dew 
Tour Countdown 1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-086A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-087A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-088A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-089A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-090A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-086B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-087B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-088B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-089B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-090B] 2:30p

Abrock Twister (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1258] 3:00p

My Pillow V2 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1348] 3:30p

Open House [#5149] 4:00p

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 103R] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1018]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1530] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18115] Extra [#18116] Extra [#18117] Extra [#18118] Extr a [#18119] Open House [#5149] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4006] Access Hollywood [#4007] Acc ess Hollywood [#4008] Access Hollywood [#4009] Access  Hollywood [#4010] LXTV: First Look [#3155] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers Up All Night

Betty White's Off Their 
Rockers 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201204] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3155] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#002] 1:30a

Open House [#6124] 2:00a
Know Your Heritage Black 

College Quiz Show [#2] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Resurgence V301 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1361] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[87R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Prime Suspect

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W802] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18120] (1:04a)

NBC Sports Special 
Auto Show 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC

Prime Suspect

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Washington 

@ Pittsburgh 

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

Harry's Law

Chuck

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Red Bull #1 Crashed 

on Ice 

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2044R]

Ellen [#9079]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Betty White's 90th Birthday A 
Tribute to America's Golden 

Girl 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL352]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL351]

Days of Our Lives

Extra Weekend jip 
[#18120]  (4:02p)

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC4 News

Betty White's 90th Birthday A 
Tribute to America's Golden 

Girl 

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Ellen [#9081]

Nate Berkus [2069R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#9078]

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Ellen [#9080]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL353]

Days of Our Lives

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL354]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2051R]Nate Berkus [2046R]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL355]

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#9082]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

The Firm

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W802]

Nate Berkus [2052R]

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live     
(Emma Stone & 

Coldplay) 

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/23/12 Tue 1/24/12 Wed 1/25/12 Thu 1/26/12 Fri 1/2 7/12 Sat 1/28/12 Sun 1/29/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 104R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1019] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201205] 9:00a

Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1531] 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life HouseSmarts [RP4] 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18120] Extra [#18121] Extra [#18122] Extra [#18123] Extr a [#18124] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-091A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-092A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-093A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-094A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-095A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-091B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-092B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-093B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-094B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-095B] 2:30p

Wall Street Journal Report jip 
[#1531]  (3:01p) 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

NBC4 News at 5p
The Chris Matthews Show 

[#1019] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18121] Extra [#18123] Extra [#18124] Extra [#18125] Music of Your Life (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1363] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4011] Access Hollywood [#4013] Acc ess Hollywood [#4014] Access Hollywood [#4015] Open House [#5150] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock Music of Your Life (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1363] 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? Parks & Recreation LXTV: First Look [#3156] 8:30p

Extra [#18122] 30 Rock 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#4012] Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201205] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3156] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#003] 1:30a

Open House [#6125] 2:00a
Know Your Heritage Black 

College Quiz Show [#3] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Tmt Fast Results 
(Paid Program) 

[NLPP1364] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[88R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC Sports NFL Pro 
Bowl 

Make a Hero 
Presents: The 

Movement
NBC Sports Special 
US Figure Skating 

Championships 

Saturday Night Live     
(Jimmy Fallon & 
Michael Buble) 

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
PBR 

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special USSA 
#1 US Freestyle Cup 

NBC Sports Special 
US Figure Skating 

Championships 

As Evening of Stars

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Chuck

Chuck series finale 

Ellen [#9085]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL358]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2023R]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL357]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2017R]

Ellen [#9083]

NBC4 News at 5p

Who's Still Standing

NBC News Special 
Florida Republican 

Debate 

NBC4 News at 11p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL356]

Days of Our Lives

NBC Sports Special 
US Figure Skating 

Championships 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Nate Berkus [2175R]Nate Berkus [2029R]

Ellen [#9084]

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

State of the Union 
Address

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 5p

The Firm

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL359]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2096]

Ellen [#9086]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL360]

Days of Our Lives

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18126]

Ellen [#9087]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News

Harry's Law

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W803] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18126] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/30/12 Tue 1/31/12 Wed 2/1/12 Thu 2/2/12 Fri 2/3/1 2 Sat 2/4/12 Sun 2/5/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 105R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1020] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

Turbo Dogs 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

The Magic School Bus 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18126] Extra [#18127] Extra [#18128] Extra [#18129] Extr a [#18130] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-096A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-097A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-098A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-099A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-100A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-096B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-097B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-098B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-099B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-100B] 2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1020] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18127] Extra [#18128] Extra [#18129] Extra [#18130] Extr a [#18131] Open House [#5151] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4016] Access Hollywood [#4017] Acc ess Hollywood [#4018] Access Hollywood [#4019] Access  Hollywood [#4020] LXTV: First Look [#3157] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? Parks & Recreation
Prime Time News LA 

(8:22p) 8:30p

The Office
Southern California’s Most 

Fascinating 9:00p

Up All Night The Road to London 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201206] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3157] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#004] 1:30a

Open House [#6126] 2:00a
Know Your Heritage Black 

College Quiz Show [#4] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Aps V5 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1309] 
Black Enterprise 

Business Report [#89]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W804] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18132] (1:04a)

NBC Sports Super 
Bowl Pre-Game Show 

NBC4 News

Harry's Law

NBC Sports NFL 
Honors 

Saturday Night Live     
(Channing Tatum & 

Bon Iver) new 

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
US Figure Skating 

Championships 

NBC Skating Special 
Pandora 

Unforgettable 
Moments of Love on 

Ice 

Extra Weekend 
[#18132]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Grimm

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL364]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2081]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL363]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2097]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL362]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2053R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL361]

Days of Our Lives

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today in LA 5am

Fear Factor

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Nate Berkus [2058R]

Ellen [#9088]

NBC4 News at 5p

Who's Still Standing

NBC4 News at 11p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Ellen [#9090]Ellen [#9089]

Nate Berkus [#2106]

Ellen [#9092]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Ellen [#9091]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Firm Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL365]

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W804]

NBC Sports Road to 
the Super Bowl 

Meet the Press

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC Sports Super 
Bowl XLVI 

The Voice (7:19p)

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/6/12 Tue 2/7/12 Wed 2/8/12 Thu 2/9/12 Fri 2/10/12 Sat 2/11/12 Sun 2/12/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 106R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1021] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201207] 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18132] Extra [#18133] Extra [#18134] Extra [#18135] Extr a [#18136] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-101A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-102A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-103A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-104A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-105A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-101B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-102B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-103B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-104B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-105B] 2:30p

My Pillow V2 (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348]  (3:03p) 3:00p

The Artist: the Making of A 
Hollywood Love Story 

[NLPP1367] (3:33p)
3:30p

Willa's Wild Life
Open House jip [#5152]  

(4:03p) 4:00p

Pearlie
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 106R] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1021]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1533] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18133] Extra [#18134] Extra [#18135] Extra [#18136] Extr a [#18137] Open House [#5152] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4021] Access Hollywood [#4022] Acc ess Hollywood [#4023] Access Hollywood [#4024] Access  Hollywood [#4025] LXTV: First Look [#3158] 7:30p

Whitney 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201207] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3158] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#005] 1:30a

Open House [#6127] 2:00a
Insanity the Committed (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1368] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Navigator Lift Away 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1366] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report [#92]

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC Sports Special 
USA Sevens Rugby 

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Washington 

@ NY Rangers 

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

NBC Sports Special 
USA Sevens Rugby 

NBC4 News

Saturday Night Live     
(Zooey Deschanel & 

Karmin) new 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

Ellen [#9097]

NBC4 News at 5p

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Grimm

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL370]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2080]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Biggest Loser

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL368]

Days of Our Lives

The Voice

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Smash

Today in LA 5am

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL366]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2100]

Ellen [#9093]

NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

Smash

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL367]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2095]

Ellen [#9094]

Nate Berkus [#2092]

Ellen [#9095]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC Sports Special USSA 
#2 Visa Freestyle 

Inventational 

Ellen [#9096]

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL369]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2082]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

30 Rock

Extra Weekend 
[#18138] (3:02p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Fear Factor

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W805] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18138] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/13/12 Tue 2/14/12 Wed 2/15/12 Thu 2/16/12 Fri 2/1 7/12 Sat 2/18/12 Sun 2/19/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1022] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Pearlie 10:30a

Tracy Anderson 3X29 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1308] 11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18138] Extra [#18139] Extra [#18140] Extra [#18141] Extr a [#18142] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-106A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-107A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-108A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-109A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-110A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-106B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-107B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-108B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-109B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-110B] 2:30p

Insanity the Committed (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1371]  (3:11p) 3:00p

My Pillow V2 (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348]  (3:41p) 3:30p

Open House jip [#5153]  
(4:11p) 4:00p

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 107R] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1022]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1534] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18139] Extra [#18140] Extra [#18141] Extra [#18142] Extr a [#18143] Open House [#5153] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4026] Access Hollywood [#4027] Acc ess Hollywood [#4028] Access Hollywood [#4029] Access  Hollywood [#4030] LXTV: First Look [#3159] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201208] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3159] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#006] 1:30a

Open House [#6128] 2:00a
Aps V5 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1309] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Light Up Your Life 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1370] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report [#93]

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W806] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18144] (1:04a)

NBC4 News

The Voice

Celebrity Apprentice

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League San Jose @ 

Detroit 

National Hockey 
League Boston @ 

Minnesota 

NBC4 News

Smash

The Firm

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live     
(Maya Rudolph & 
Sleigh Bells) new 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Saturday Today

Stars on Ice

NBC Sports Special 
USSA #3: Sprint 

Snowboarding Grand 
Prix 

NBC Sports Special Red 
Bull #2: Crashed Ice 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W806]

Extra Weekend 
[#18144]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2028R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The 43rd NAACP 
Image Awards

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Days of Our Lives 
(3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Voice The Biggest Loser

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL375]

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Grimm

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL371]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2112]

Ellen [#9098]

NBC4 News at 5p

Smash

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL372]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2091]

Ellen [#9099]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL373]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2099]

Ellen [#9100]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Ellen [#9102]

NBC4 News Special Report 
Hollywood Fire/Shooting  

(1:08p)

Nate Berkus [#2079]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL374]

Ellen [#9101]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/20/12 Tue 2/21/12 Wed 2/22/12 Thu 2/23/12 Fri 2/2 4/12 Sat 2/25/12 Sun 2/26/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 101R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1023] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201209] 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

Willa's Wild Life 10:00a

Golf Central Live Golf Central Live 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18144] Extra [#18145] Extra [#18146] Extra [#18147] Extr a [#18148] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-111A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-112A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-113A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-114A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-115A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-111B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-112B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-113B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-114B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-115B] 2:30p

Insanity the Committed (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1371] 3:00p

My Pillow V2 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1348] 3:30p

Pearlie Open House [#5154] 4:00p

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 101R] 4:30p

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1535] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18145] Extra [#18146] Extra [#18147] Extra [#18148] Extr a [#18149] Music of Your Life (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1363] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4031] Access Hollywood [#4032] Acc ess Hollywood [#4033] Access Hollywood [#4034] Access  Hollywood [#4035] Open House [#5154] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p (11:08p) 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3160] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#007] 1:30a

Open House [#6129] 2:00a
X5 Mop V5 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1345] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Total Gym 12.5 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1372] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report [#94]

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Channel 4 News 
Conference [#201209] 

(11:43p)
Access Hollywood 

Weekend join in progress 
[W807]  (12:14a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18150] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC

Celebrity Apprentice

Celebrity Apprentice

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
Laureus Sports Awards 

Golf WGC - Accenture 
Match Play 

Championships 

Golf WGC - Accenture 
Match Play 

Championships 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W807]

Extra Weekend 
[#18150]

NBC4 News

Smash

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Saturday Today

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL380]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2089]

The Biggest Loser

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL376]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2103]

Ellen [#9103]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL377]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2068]

The Voice

Smash

NBC4 News at 11p

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL378]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2098]

Ellen [#9105]Ellen [#9104]

NBC4 News at 5p

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL379]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2085R]

Ellen [#9106]

NBC4 News at 5pNBC4 News at 5p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Grimm

Dateline NBC

Ellen [#9107]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

The Firm

Saturday Night Live     
(Charlie Day & Maroon 

5) 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/27/12 Tue 2/28/12 Wed 2/29/12 Thu 3/1/12 Fri 3/2/ 12 Sat 3/3/12 Sun 3/4/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 102R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1024] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201210] 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18150] Extra [#18151] Extra [#18152] NBC4 News Special Report OC 
Bank Robbery  (12:42p) Extra [#18154] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-116A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-117A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-118A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-119A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-120A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-116B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-117B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-118B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-119B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-120B] 2:30p

Nate Berkus [2006R] Response Management (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1373] 3:00p

Nate Berkus [2006R] (3:22p)
Light Up Your Life (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1370] 3:30p

Willa's Wild Life
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 102R] 4:00p

Pearlie Open House [#5155] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1024]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1536] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18151] Extra [#18152] Extra [#18153] Extra [#18154] Extr a [#18155] Insanity the Committed (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1371] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4036] Access Hollywood [#4037] Acc ess Hollywood [#4038] Access Hollywood [#4039] Access  Hollywood [#4040] Open House [#5155] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201210] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3161] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#008] 1:30a

Open House [#6130] 2:00a
Aps V5 (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1309] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Light Up Your Life 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1370] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report [#95]

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC

Celebrity Apprentice

Celebrity Apprentice

Extra Weekend 
[#18156]

The Firm

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

National Hockey 
League Boston @ NY 

Rangers 
NBC Sports Special 
AT&T American Cup 

Gymnastics 

Golf Honda Classic 

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL384]

Days of Our Lives

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL385]

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Awake

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Grimm

Dateline NBC

Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2084]

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2083]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL381]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Smash

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL382]

Ellen [#9108]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL383]

Ellen [#9109]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

The Biggest Loser

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2088]

Ellen [#9110]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Ellen [#9111]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2060R]

Ellen [#9112]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Smash

Saturday Night Live     
(Lindsay Lohan & Jack 

White) new 

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Saturday Today

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 5p

Meet the Press

Golf Honda Classic  
(12:13p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W808] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18156] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/5/12 Tue 3/6/12 Wed 3/7/12 Thu 3/8/12 Fri 3/9/12 S at 3/10/12 Sun 3/11/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 103R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1025] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Saturday Today Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201211] 9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18156] Extra [#18157] Extra [#18158] Extra [#18159] Extr a [#18160] 12:30p

In Wine Country [#1014] 1:00p

In Wine Country [#1013] 1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-121A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-122A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-123A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-124A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-125A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-121B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-122B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-123B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-124B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-125B] 2:30p

Open House [#6131] 3:00p

Jane and The Dragon 3:30p

Babar Music of Your Life (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1363] 4:00p

Willa's Wild Life
Hispanic Business Today 

[HBT 103R] 4:30p

Pearlie Open House [#5156] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1537] 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18157] Extra [#18158] Extra [#18159] Extra [#18160] Extr a [#18161] Open House [#5156] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4041] Access Hollywood [#4042] Acc ess Hollywood [#4043] Access Hollywood [#4044] Access  Hollywood [#4045] LXTV: First Look [#3162] 7:30p

Whitney 30 Rock 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? Parks & Recreation 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201211] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3162] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#009] 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
My Pillow V2 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1348] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[90R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W809] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18162] (1:04a)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Golf WGC-Cadillac 
Championship  

(12:02p)

Dateline NBC

Harry's Law

Celebrity Apprentice

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Boston @ 

Pittsburgh 

Golf WGC-Cadillac 
Championship 

NBC4 News

Harry's Law

The Firm

Saturday Night Live     
(Jonah Hill & the Shins) 

new 

Today Show

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Grimm

Today Show

Today Show

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL387]  (11:02a)

Decision 2012

The Biggest Loser

Smash

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL386]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [#2108]

Ellen [#9113]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Extra Weekend 
[#18162]

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL388]

Days of Our Lives

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today ShowToday Show

Today Show

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News 

Conference  (10:13a)

Nate Berkus [2010R]

Ellen [#9115]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Ellen [#9114]

NBC4 News at 5p

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL389]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2007R]

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL390]

Nate Berkus [2011R]

Ellen [#9116]

Nate Berkus [2013R]

Ellen [#9117]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11pNBC4 News at 11p

NBC4 News at 5p

Awake

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

NBC Sports Special USSA 
#4 Sprint Snowboarding 

Grand Prix 

NBC Sports Special USSA 
#5 Visa US Freeskiing 

Grand Prix 

Days of Our Lives

change to daylight 
savings time

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/12/12 Tue 3/13/12 Wed 3/14/12 Thu 3/15/12 Fri 3/1 6/12 Sat 3/17/12 Sun 3/18/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 104R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1026] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

Today Show Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201212] 9:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News Conference  

(9:20a)
Babar 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18162] Extra [#18163] Extra [#18164] Extra [#18165] Extr a [#18166] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-126A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-127A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-128A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-129A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-130A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-126B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-127B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-128B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-129B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-130B] 2:30p

3:00p

My Pillow V2 (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348]  (3:38p) 3:30p

Willa's Wild Life Nav Lift Away (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1374]  (4:08p) 4:00p

Pearlie Open House [#5157] (4:38p) 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1026]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1538] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18163] Extra [#18164] Extra [#18165] Extra [#18166] Extr a [#18167] Open House [#5157] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4046] Access Hollywood [#4047] Acc ess Hollywood [#4048] Access Hollywood [#4049] Access  Hollywood [#4050] LXTV: First Look [#3163] 7:30p

Whitney Community 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? 30 Rock 8:30p

The Office 9:00p

Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p
Betty White's Off Their 

Rockers 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201212] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3163] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#010] 1:30a

Open House [#6132] 2:00a
My Pillow V2 (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1348] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Women Light Lives 

(Paid Program) 
[NLPP1375] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[91R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC

Celebrity Apprentice

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W810] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18168] (1:04a)

National Hockey 
League Pittsburgh @ 

Philadelphia 

Golf Transitions 
Championship  

(12:21p)

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Kellogg's Pacific Rim 

Gymnastics 
Championship 

Golf Transitions 
Championship 

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Awake

Nate Berkus [#2056]

Ellen [#9119]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Fashion Star

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL392]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2022R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#9118]

Smash

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL391]

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL393]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2012R]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL394]

Ellen [#9120]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#9121]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL395]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2002R]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2025R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (3:04a)

Extra Weekend 
[#18168]

Ellen [#9122]

NBC4 News

Harry's Law

Fashion Star

Meet the Press

NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Night Live     
(Charles Barkley & 

Kelly Clarkson) 

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Harry's Law
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/19/12 Tue 3/20/12 Wed 3/21/12 Thu 3/22/12 Fri 3/2 3/12 Sat 3/24/12 Sun 3/25/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 105R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1027] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201213] 9:00a

Babar
Wall Street Journal Report 

[#1539] 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL397] Golf Central Live Golf Central Live 11:00a

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL397] (11:28a) 11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18168] Extra [#18169] Extra [#18170] Extra [#18171] Extr a [#18172] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-131A]
We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-132A] (2:02p)

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-133A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-134A]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-135A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-131B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-132B] (2:32p)

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-133B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-134B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-135B] 2:30p

Nate Berkus [2070R] 3:00p

Nate Berkus [2070R] (3:32p)
Hoover Max (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1376]  (3:35p) 3:30p

Willa's Wild Life Hispanic Business Today [HBT 
105R] (4:05p) 4:00p

Pearlie
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7201] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1027]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1539] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18169] Extra [#18170] Extra [#18171] Extra [#18172] Extr a [#18173]
Game of Thrones 
[NGAMEH120324] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4051] Access Hollywood [#4052] Acc ess Hollywood [#4053] Access Hollywood [#4054] Access  Hollywood [#4055] Open House [#5158] 7:30p

Whitney Community 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? 30 Rock 8:30p

Bent 30 Rock 9:00p

Bent Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201213] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3164] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#011] 1:30a

Open House [#6133] 2:00a
Women Light Lives (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1375] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
Total Gym 12.5 (Paid 
Program) [NLPP1372] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[92R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Celebrity Apprentice

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W811] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18174] (1:04a)

Golf Arnold Palmer 
Invt'l Presented by 

Mastercard 

Golf Arnold Palmer 
Invt'l Presented by 

Mastercard 

NBC4 News

Fairly Legal

Saturday Night Live     
(Anna Faris & Drake) 

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Grimm

Dateline NBC

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2024R]

Ellen [#9125]

NBC4 News at 5p

Rock Center with Brian 
Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL398]

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL396]

Awake

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend jip 
[#18174]  (3:04p)

Saturday Today

NBC4 News at 11p

Nate Berkus [#2064]

Ellen [#9123] Ellen [#9124]

Smash

The Voice

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

Fashion Star

NBC4 News at 11p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

The Biggest Loser

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL399]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2020R]

Ellen [#9126]

NBC4 News at 5p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL400]

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

NBC Sports Special Red 
Bull #3: Cold Rush 

Nate Berkus [2032R]

Ellen [#9127]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Firm

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Golf Golf Digest 
Equipment Special 

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC

Harry's Law
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st qtr 2012 Schedule* Updated: 04/09/12

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a
7:00a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a
3:30a
4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/26/12 Tue 3/27/12 Wed 3/28/12 Thu 3/29/12 Fri 3/3 0/12 Sat 3/31/12 Sun 4/1/12
start 
time

Hispanic Business Today 
[HBT 106R] 5:00a

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1028] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a
Today In L.A. Weekend Today In L.A. Weekend 7:00a

The Zula Patrol 8:00a

Shelldon 8:30a

Jane and The Dragon
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201214] 9:00a

Babar 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon NBC 4 News at Noon NBC4 News at Noon 12:00p

Extra [#18174] Extra [#18175] Extra [#18176] Extra [#18177] Extr a [#18178] 12:30p

1:00p

1:30p
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-136A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-137A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-138A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-139A]
We the People with Gloria 

Allred [#1-140A] 2:00p

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-136B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-137B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-138B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-139B]

We the People with Gloria 
Allred [#1-140B] 2:30p

Insanity (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1371]  (3:12p) 3:00p

My Pillow (Paid Program) 
[NLPP1348]  (3:42p) 3:30p

Willa's Wild Life Hispanic Business Today [HBT 
106R] (4:11p) 4:00p

Pearlie
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7202] 4:30p

The Chris Matthews Show 
[#1028]

Wall Street Journal Report 
[#1540] 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News  at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams 6:30p

Extra [#18175] Extra [#18176] Extra [#18177] Extra [#18178] Extr a [#18179] Open House [#5159] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4056] Access Hollywood [#4057] Acc ess Hollywood [#4058] Access Hollywood [#4059] Access  Hollywood [#4060] LXTV: First Look [#3165] 7:30p

Whitney Community 8:00p

Are You There, Chelsea? 30 Rock 8:30p

Bent The Office 9:00p

Bent Up All Night 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p
Channel 4 News Conference 

[#201214] (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a
12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3165] 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:36a)

Movie Talk with Peter Bart 
[#012] 1:30a

Open House [#6134] 2:00a
My Pillow (Paid Program) 

[NLPP1348] 2:30a

In Wine Country 3:00a
In Wine Country 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today In Wine Country In Wine Country Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Tod ay in LA 430a
My Pillow (Paid 

Program) [NLPP1348] 

Black Enterprise 
Business Report 

[93R]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Celebrity Apprentice

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W812] 

Extra Weekend 
[#18180] (1:04a)

Saturday Night Live     
(Katy Perry & Robyn) 

Meet the Press

National Hockey 
League Philadelphia 

@ Pittsburgh 

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Saturday Today

NBC Sports Special 
Red Bull #4: Super 

Natural 

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2082R]

Ellen

NBC4 News at 5p

Awake

NBC4 News at 11p

Nate Berkus [2092R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL404]

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL403]

Days of Our LivesDays of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL402]

The Voice

Golf Shell Houston 
Open 

NBC4 News

The Firm

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL401]

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [9096R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Smash

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Nate Berkus [#2087]Nate Berkus [2095R]

Ellen [9079R]Ellen [9078R]

Fashion Star
Rock Center with Brian 

Williams

NBC4 News at 11p

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 
Live [AHL405]

Days of Our Lives

Nate Berkus [2080R]

Ellen

NBC4 News at 5p

Who Do You Think You 
Are?

Grimm

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 
Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (12:37a)

Today - All Night 
(2:05a)

Mad Money with Jim 
Cramer

Extra Weekend 
[#18180]

Escape Routes

Golf Shell Houston 
Open  (12:24p)

Dateline NBC (2:02a)

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC

NBC4 News at 11p
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